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ABSTRACT

Theoretical and experimental work was done at NCEL to study
shear and diagonal tension in rectangular reinforced corscrete beams 0n
simple soppoits and subjected to uniformly distributed dynamic and static
loads The objectiee was to determine criteria for the minimum amount of
web reinforcement required for developing the ultimate flexural resistance
of beams, and to determine the difference between these criteria for static
and dynamic loading

The main portion of the experimental work consisted of testing
53 beams, 29 were loaded dynamically and 24 were loaded statically
Emphasis was placed on effectiveness of web reinforcement, 47 beams
contained web reinforcement and six had none All of the beams were
tested in the NCE L blast simulator Static loads were apolied using com-
pressed air, and dynamic loads were applied using the e,panding gas from
detonation of Primacord explosive All of the beams were slender, and all
of them were rectangular except t0 that vere I shaped

It was found thdt the shear and the shear strength in the beams
were greater under dy~namic load than under the same amount of load
applied statically Furthermore, it was found that a beam with enough
wb einforcem,nt to force flexural failure under static loading might noat

.-- h..dave eno, to force flexural failure undler d~namic loading The theory
I5 i wf-~ to predict beliavior up to the uisable ultimate shear strength

Wet Tti in normal engineering accuracy and to provide a fair estimate of the

14016141ss te, location, and mode of failure
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INTRODUCTION I

Objectwes

In order to design structures to withstand the effects of nuclear
weapons, there is a need for knowledge of the resistance and behavior in
:hear of reinforced concrete beams under dynamic load The objectives
of the work reported here were to determine criteria for the ni mmum
amount of web reinforcement required for developing the ultimate flexural
resistance of beams, and to determine the difference between thesc criteria
for btatic and dynamic loading

Background

Failure and Design Criteria. The major difference between design
criteria for protective construction and conventional construction has been
stated by Hammer 3nd Dill in the following paragraph I

When consdering the atomic defense problem, the usual coincept 5
of failure of a structure must be extended Superimposed on the usual
constleetiton; wre those of military and emergency operation In tome
,ases major damage can be accepted and in other cases the accptale
damage is only wenor. The ttucture must Ce thouight of as having u
assigned primary or secondary function Performane of this function
may be required inmediately or a time for recovery may be allowlb

Army, 2 Navy,3 and Air Forces manuals and a books are available
to designers for use as guides for designing structures to resist the effects of
nuclear weapons. They contain discuitsions indicating that depending on the
mission of a structure that structure might be designed to behave elastically.
elasto plastically, or plastically Further, the design criteria tor elements
might be based on absolute displacements, relative displacements, stresses,
strains, accelerations, and/or velocities. These references provide little or
no information about the economical design in shear of reinforced concrete
beams under d,'namic load. The information that is provided is based on
static testing of beams and is projected to the dynamic case using logical
reasoning and data from dynamic tests on engineering materials
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The following important statement is part of a discussion of failure p
and design criteria in the Air Force Design Manual '

It i usually desirable to insure iat if failure does occur it will be
in a predKie lfastin This can be deaded either with the aim of reducin
tih violince of addleinnes of failure or of controling falure me a mrme

From this statement, it is deduced that reinforced concrete beams should
be proportioned in such a way that if failure does ccur the mode of failure

will be ductile flexure since flexural behavior is the best understood behavior
and ductile failures are less violent than brittle ones. Also, if large shear
cracks am to be allowed, beams should be proportioned in such a way that
shear behavior will tend toward the most favorable mode of shear failure

Beams Failing In Sheer Under Static Loads Risearchers have been
active during the lest 15 years advancing theories about static shear behavior
and testing beams which failed in shear under static loads. In Germany.
Leonhardt and Walther' 9 conducted an extensive long-term program.
Their theoretical studies included the concepts of truss analogy, tied arch
analogy, and shear failure moment They performed a large number of
tests on reinforced concrete beams which included uniform and concen-
trated loads, simple supports, rectangular sections and T-sections. various
web thicknesses, a wide range of span-to-depth ratio, high-strength steel,
hgh-strength concrete, and various types and arrangements of web
reinforcement Uniform load was obtained by placing pressurized fire
hoses between a loading beam and the test beam Sorne of the beams
had no web reinforcement. others had web reinforcement consisting of
bent-up inclined bars, vertical stirrups, or inclined stirrups. The results
of the tests indicated that stirrups, when functioning at high stresses as
shear reinforcement, are more suitable than bent-up inclined bars. and if
failure results from destruction of the shear-compression zone, it may be
advantageous to use vertical stirrups with their relieving effect upon the
compression flange,

Ojha, also working in Germany, presented a paper
° 

in which he
gave a method of calculating the shear strength of reinforced and prestressed
concrete rectangular beams under one- or two-point loads. The behavior of
the concrete in the compression zone is considered in the method by use of
a distortion energy principle similar to the shear rotation concept. In both
distortion energy and shear rotation concepts, (1) it is assumed that there
is a point of rotation at or rear the head of the main shear crack and 12) the
end portion of the beam, which tends to break away from the remainder of
the beam, is considered as a free body. In the free-body diagram given by

2
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Ojha. force vectors are shown for the reaction at the support, tension in the
longitudinal reinforcement, horizontal and vertical components for stirrups.
horizontal and vertical components of compression in the concrete, and
vertical shear in the concrete. The method could be espandeo to include
other loading conditions by adding force vectors to :he diagram and intro-
ducing additional terms to the equations.

Concurrent with the German work ,nentboned above. Krefeld and
Thurston , conducted a program at Columbia Unrersity This investigation
included the testing of some 200 simply supporte- oeams% with and without
stirrups, having a range of concrete strengths, steel ratios. and span subjected
to both concentrated and uniform loads. Mmt of the beams with stirrups
were subjected to a center concentrated load. Uniform load was simulated
by eight-point concentrated loading. Dowei action by the long. tudital
tension reinforcement was one of the main items being studied, and it was
found that stirrups function in dowel action by providing support for the
longitudinal renforcemnt The theoretical work is based mostly on the
shear rotation concept and presupposes that after the shear crack has
extended a short distance into the compression zone, further propaytion
due to shear depends upon the ability of the beam to resist the dowel force
at the level of the longitudinal bars. The following equation was developed
for computing the shear resistance in beams without web reinforcement.

V. .. 72*

where Vx - shear resistance at the critical section fb)

b - beam width (in)

h - beam height (in.)

fc a 28.ay compressive strength of concrete fpsi)

p - steel ratio

d - effective depth of the beam (in.,

x - distance from che support to the critical section (in.)

[M/V* - moment-shear ratio at the critical section fin)
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Since the shear and moment distributions along the span dre different for the
two loading distributions, requations associated with each type of loading were
developed for relating shears and momen -shear ratios at 'he support to those
at the critical section For concentrated loadirgs

V. V Osi)

[!V js 111b)

whereas for uniform loadings

V. V(L 2x) 0 C)

Lx X2 0d)

where V - shear at the support (Ib)

L -san length (in)

Measurements on, test beams indicated thdt for concentrated loddings

x - 0.6 a 2 4 /d <5 1i0)

x - a - 2d 6 <a/d (if)

where * is the shear span in inchies, and for uniform load~ngs

x - 0.2L. 4 <L/d <10 (1g)

x - 2d 10< Lid 1ih)

The fol owinq eqtuations were developedJ for . Iirnatimiq the maximum
shiear intensity in beams with stirrups subleicted to onc: amid two (Ci11iLhtatedi
loads

VWIe
bh v, + rfv 90psi~rf, (2)
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V.1 v. + 1.5rf, 45 3040r,490pss (2a)
bh

-v, rf, 430 psi (2b)

whtere V.1 = ultite shear resistance fVb)

vc Vm/bh. shear intensity in beam witfic,,. web
reinforcement ( psi)

r reinforcement ratio for web reinforcement

fy yield strength of web reinforcement ( psi)

Information rego. ding static shear resistince has bee-n documented
by many authors, mach of which is summariled in the report of the ACI
ASCE Joint Committee 326, "Shear and Diagonal Tension -12 The following
semi-empirical equations, which have been incorporated in, the "ACI Building
Code,"13 were selected by Committee 326 as the basis for design criteria for
statically loaded beams

.C b + 2,5W 43.5o, (3)

b d~ +. O(Sna + color)~- _3 4 1#,llFf (4)

where vc shear strength at the critical section contributed by
the concrete (psi)

Y. -usable ultimate shear strength at tl~e critical Section
(psi)

V, shear resistance at the critical section contribuited
by the cohicrete (Ib)

,,- usable ultimate shear resistance at the critical
section IbV

b - width ofthe beam (inl

d - effective depth of the beam finI

0 capacity reduction factor

5S



= 28-day compressive strength of concrete (psi) S

p = steel ratio

V/M = shear-moment ratio at the critical section (in .1)

a = angle of inclination of web reinforcement (deg)

A. area ofastirrup (in
2 )

f, - yield strength of stirrups (psi)

$ - horizontal spacing of stirrups (in I

An equation is not given in the Code for calculating the distance from the
support to the critical section It is stated, however, that "the shear at sec-
tions between the face of the support and the section a distanca, d. therefrom
shall not be considered critical " This infers that for simply supported beams
of constant cross section subjected to uniform loading, the distance from the
face of the support to the critical section may be assumed to be equal to the
effective depth of the beam. d For beams with web reinforcement, the Code
provides for a lower limit to the area of web reinforcement as follows • *

A, 0 0.0015bs (4e)

Equation 3 is intended for designing beams without web reinforcement
and is based on the following

(I) Diagonal tension is a combined stress involving horizontal

tensile stress due to bending as well as shearing stress

(2) Since failure due to shear can occur with the formation of
the critical diagonal crack if redistribution of internal forces
is not accomplished in design, (he load causing the formation
of the critical diagonal tension crack is generally considered
as the ultimate load carrying capacity of a reinforced concrete
member without web reinforcement

Committee 326 studied the data from more than 440 beam tests and concluded
that the three significant parameters are percentage of longitudinal reinforce-
ient. p. the dimensionless quantity, M/Vd. and the quality of the concrete,
f. The equation was obtained by fitting the parameters to the data from 194

tests on beams with simple supports and concentrated loads. At a later time,
data from other tests with different conditions of loading and restraint corre-
lated well with values computed using the equation

6



Equation 4 is intended for designing beams with web reinforcement
:rd is based on the following

(1) Failure can occur in diagonal tension upon diagonal cracking.
in shear-compresson upon yielding of the web reinforcement.
or in shear-compression prior to yielding of the web reinforce-
ment

(2) Shear-compression is the most common mode of failure in
normally proportioned beams.

(3) The ultimate shearing capacity is the sum of the shearing
capacity at diagonal cracking plus a contribution from the
web reinforcement at the point where yielding of the web
reinforcement occurs.

(4) The concept of truss analogy can be used to analyze the

stress in the web reinforcement

The equation was obtained by summing the terms for the cracking resistance
and for the contribution from web reinforcement From the above concest
and observations, Keenan1

4 
concluded that the effective amount of web S 0

reinforcement required to produce a flexural failure Is d function of the
difference between the shears corresponding to the ultimate flexural resis-
tance and the diagonal tension cracking resistance Tests on beams with w*b
reinforcement to support Equation 4 were limited both ii number and scope.'

2

The Code equations, numbers 3 and 4, are similar to the Krefeld and
Thurston equations, numbers 1 and 2 They contain the same dominant
parameters, the same general form, and nearly the same values for coefficients.
The use of effecive depth. 8, instead of the height of the beam, h, and the use
of the capacity reduction factor, 0, tend to make the Code equations more
conservative than the other equations. On the other hand, the distance to the
critical section permitted by the Code may tend to make the Code equations
less conservative than the others. Another difference in the equations is the
lower limit on stirrup effectiveness The Code equations tend to be the less
conservative in the case of very small beams with small amounts of web
reinforcement where

A, > 0.0015bs and rf, < 30 psi

Rajagopalan and Ferguson' indicated that the Code equation for the
$hear strength contributed by the concrete, v5, is unconservative when the
steel ratio, p, is small They performed tests on ten beams having p between

* Unpublshed communication "Ex ploratory ahwr tests emfphalizing percentage of
longitudirnal steel." by K S Ri4agopelan and P M Ferguson University of Teia
at Austin. Oct 1967
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0.0173 and 0 0025. Also, they analyzed the results of tests by other
investigatorm on 27 beams with p less than 0.012 For the data analyzed,
the following equation seemed to define a safe lower bound

v. - (0.8 + lOOp)4/' p<0.012 (5)

Dynamic Properties of Materials. The rapid loading of materials causes
rapid strain rates which, in turn, affect the stress-strain relationships and tile"
circumstances under which brittle failure can occur. As the rate of strain in
steel is increased, (t) the yield stress increases, (21 the yield strain increases,
(3) the modulus of elasticity in the elastic range remains essentially constant,
(4) the strain at which strain hardening begins increases. and (5) the ultimate
strength increases Since the yield stress increases more rapidly than the
ultimate stress, failures in material specimens tend to be more brittle under
dynamic load than under static load Concrete under dynamic compression
behaves similarly, but the influence of strain rate on the compressive strength
of concrete is not as easily determind First, the stress-strain relationship of
concrete has no appreciable linear region even under static load. Second, in
the Code provisions for static design of beams, the iompressive limit (yield)
strain. 0 003 in./in, is rather arbitrarily chosen. Third, the effective modulus
of elasticity appears to change under dynamic load Attention is also given to
the possibility that concrete in control specimens may behave differently than
concrete in beams because of boundary effects, size effects, and the presence
or absence of bond with compression reinforcement. Dynamic yield stresses
for concrete in compression and reinforcing bars in tension are recrmmended
in several sources.C. 

$ 
is

Na lo Roo, Lohrmann, and Tall
T
s tested specimens of ASE1M steels

A36. A441. and A514 to determine the effect of strain rate on yield stress in
the inelastic range. They presented the following equation to relate the strain
rate to the ratio of the dynamic yield stress level and the static yield stress level

1 + k I(8

where a,, . dynamic yield stress level (ps)

0,, static yield stress level (s.)

k " constant peculiar to the material

it - constant peculiar to the material

- strain rate fin/In Sec)
IS

8I
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The dynamic yield stress level, evl, was defined as the average stress during
actual yielding in the inelistic range, which remains fairly constant provided
the strain rate remains constant The static yield stress level, a,, was defined
as the average stress during actual yielding in fy inelastic range at zero strain
rate, this stress remains fairly constant When th. stress was not constant it
was taken as the stress corresponding to a strain o; 0 5%

Tests were made by Lundeen and Saucier'
7 

to study the dynamic
tensile strength of concrete, otherwise, little or no background information
could be found regarding dynamic tensile and shear strengths of concrete
and dynamic bond strenqth

Beem Falling in Sheer Under Impact Loads. Research on the shear
and bond strength of high-strength reinforced concrete beams under impact
loads has been conducted at the University of Texas under contract with the
Air Force Weapons Laboratory (AFWL) '$- 19 The first phase, now complete,
included 41 beam tests 4 flexure tests, 22 shear tests, and 15 anchorage tests.
All the beams had 28.day compressive strengths of concrete, fI. of about
8.000 psi and longitudinal reinforcing bar yield strengths, f., exceeding
75,000 psi All were simply supported and subjected to concentrated load-
inga. Twenty-two beams were loaded slowly (static load) and 19 beams were O
loaded rapidly by means of a falling mass (impact load) that struck the beams
through an tmpulsecontrolling cushion. The initial rise time to about 50%
of the maximum load was 3 to5 msec After the initial rise, the force con-
tinued to increase at a slower rate until the specimen failed or absorbed all
the energy of tha drop The time from impingement to maximum force
varied from 25 to 70 msec. Flexure, shear, and anchorage failures were
obtained

In the 22 shear tests, both deep and slender beams were tested.
Eleven beams were loaded dynamically and 11 companions were loadd
staticdlly Punching shear, diagonal tension, and ssear-compression failures
were obtained. Only three beams with stirrups were tested dynamically.
therefore, no quantitative conclusions were made regarding the effectienes
of stirrups under dynamic load,

sM"9

ExperImlntal Work. The main portion of tha experimental work at
NCEL consisted of tests on simply supported reinforced concrete beams
subjected to dynamic and static uniformly distributed loads, Of the 53 beams
tested. 29 were loaded dynamically and 24 were loaded statically. Emphasis
was placed on effectiveness of web reinforcement, 47 beams contained web
reinforcement and six had none,

9 4
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Static uniform loads were applied using compressed air. dynamic
uniform loads were applied using the expanding gas from detonation of
Primacord Dynamic loads had rise times of I to 2 msec and exponential
decays. Dynamic load durations varied from T/T. = 1 4 to T/T. = -,
where T is the effective load duration and T. is the natural period of
vibration

The 43 rectangular beams were slender (Ld > 7) and they had S
either no web reinforcement or web reinforcement consisting of vertical
deformed bars or plain wires. The pimary parameters studied were peak
load, load duration, and rate of loading, stirrup spacing, area of stirrups,
and the yield strength of the stirrups, and concrete strength (Table 1)
Length-to-depth ratio and longitudinal steel percentage were studied also,
but to a lesser degree.

The 10 I-beams had very thin webs and were of intermediate
slenderness (5 < L/d < 7), and they had welded wire fabric fc, web
reinforcement The parameters studied were peak load, rate of loading,
stirrup area. yield strength of the stirrups, and longitudinal steel percentage
(Table 2). A limited study on the effects of web width on diagonal tension
was made by comparing the behavior of the rectangular beams and the S
I-be4ams

The beam tests were supplemented by dynamic and static tests on
the materials used in the beama to determine the dynamic properties of the
concrete, stirrups, and longitudinal bars in tension, and the concrete in com-
pression. Pull.out tests to study the influence of normal pressure on bond
were conducted at the Iowa State University.

The. Ibeam tests, the pull-out tests, and some of the dynamic tests
on concrete were funded by the Naval Facilities Engineering Command under
Work Unit YFO 1-05-04-002. Thin Shell Construction. All of the other
testing was funded by DASA under Subtesk No. SC3318 (formerly Subtask
1.018 and RSS3318).

Theontical Work. A simplified design method and both simplified
and rigorous analysis methods were developed for simply supported rectan-

gular reinforced concrete beams under uniform and concentrated dynamic
loads. Many of the equations apply to other conditions of loading and
restraint as well. Equations were developed for predicting the maximum

dynamic shear at the support (used in the simplified methods), the shear
at the support with respect to time (used in the rigorous method), and the
dynamic resistance of the beam at the support corresponding to shear
cracking, shear yielding, shear failure, flexural yielding, and flexural failure

1
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A computer code was programmed to make calculations using the
rigorous analysis procedure The procedure is based on the linear accelera-
tion extrapolation method for numerical analysis of single-degree-of-freedom
systems, and for each cycle of the calculation, checks are made for shear and
bond The procedure applies in the elastic, elasto-plastic, and plastic regions
of response, and the motion parameters (displacement, velocity, and acceler-
ation) are calculated for each cycle, therefore, the procedure applies to all
the types of failure and design criteria previously discussed.

Repiorl This report contains a summary of the previous work at
NCEL, a presentation of the theory used in the computer code. the reporting

on the final series of beam tests (Series F, conclusions about all of the work,
and recommendations The testing of materials associated with the Series F
beams is reported in Appendix A Earlier reports covered Series D and Series E,
the beam tests in Series A, 8. and C have nct been previously reported

Notation

In the Introduction of this report, notation conforms to that of the

reference cited, and local lists of symbols are prov.ded with equations. In the
body of this report, notation conforms as nealy as practical to that of the
ACI deqntion, and a List of Symbols isrovided on page 179 A fewnota-
tions and definitions are different from those in previous reports on this work
unit. Such changes were made in the interest of simplicity, order, and
standardization.

In general, uppercase letters are used to indicate forces while lowercase
letters indicate forces per unit area. For example, V. is the usable ultimate
shear resistance (total force), while v. is the usable ultimate shear stress (force
per unit wea). Where it is necessary to indicate location at the support rather

then at the critical section. the subscripts is used to specify location at the
support. For example. V w is the ultimate shear resistance at the support
while V. is the usable ultimate shear resistance at the critical section A letter

d Is added to the subscript$ of symbols to denote the dynamic Ca For nstarnc,
fi is the yield strength of steel in tension and fit denotes the dynamic yield
strength of steel in tension. In order to differentiate between the strengths of
stirrups and longitudinal tension and compression steel, the subscript contains
a letter v to denote stirrup material and a prime denotes a material in compres-
sion Thus. f,, is the dynamic yield strength of stirrups, %, is the dynamic
yield strength of steel in compression, and f#Y is the dynamic yield strength of
steel in tension

13



Definitions

Behavior. When testing a beam subjected to dynamic load, the
experimental engineer does not have time to observe the formation of
cracks in order to make judgments regarding change in behavior, nor ran
he know the moment when the resistance in the beam changes suddenly 3
since the beam is in motion throughout the test He must use maslured
iedus instead of mudubsirs'aons to judge behavior Therefore, it
becomes necessary to define changes in behavior such as cracking, yielding,
and failure in quantitative as well as qualitative terms.

Critical Strains. It seems logical that values of stress or strain in the
materials from which the beam is made should be used instead of motions
or forces to define changes in behavior, because critical velues of stress and
strain con be obtained from tests on specimens of the materials. Further-
more, motion or force parameters cannot or are not e:,ily compared with
similar parameters in statically loaded beams Stamn is prefered over stress
because it is more easily measured in the beams, and stress is less applicable
in the ineiatic range of behavior. The traditional practice of using stress
criteria in erastic design does not cause a serious problem here. Since the
modulus of elasticity of steel does not change an ampp,.'iable amount as the
strain rate is increased, conversion between stress ind strain in the elastic
range is ealy done. Unless determined otherwise in tests the modulus of
elasticity for steel in the dynamic and static cases can be assumed to be'3

., - 000,000 Psi

As mentioned before, the stress-strain relationship of conciete in compression
is nonlinear in the elastic range, and the effective modulus of elast.tty increases
as the strain rate is increased However, the manitude of the net effect of the
increase m modulus in beams is probably less than the total error due to
I 1) possible char ges in stress block shape, (21 changes in toughness, and
13) approximatlon of the static modulus used in design Thus. unless deter.
mined otherwise in tests, the modulus of elasticity for concrete in compression
in the dynamic and static cas can be assumed to bets

E, . Po5334 " (7)

where E- - modulus of elasticity of concrete in compression (psi)

i - density ofconcrete(lbift3
)

f;-* 28-day compressive strength of confrete Ipsi )

14
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In the computer code, which was used for predicting the behavior of
the Series F beams, the increase in concrete modulus was considered by using
the dynamic strength af the coni.rete, f,, in place of the static strength, f-.
in Equation 7 The increase was small since the modulus is proportional to
the square root of the compressive strength. All other computations were
made using Equation 7 as shown

Since the stress-strain relationship of concrete in compression is
nonliear, the concepts of yield strength, yield strain, ultimate strength. and
ultimate strain do not apply directly. However, when combinir oncirete
and steel to form beams, it becomes necessary to establish effective values
of these properties for proportioning the beams and defining the regions of
response. The 28-day compressive strength, f,, the breaking strese of a con-
trol specimen, is used for a criterion in lieu of ultimate strss, and 85% of
the compressive strength is normally used in lieu of yield stress in proportioning
beams. In addition, the effective modulus of elasticity is estimated by use of
Equation 7 as given above. The ACI 1

3 
recommends using a limit strain of

0.003 ndn to represent yielding In beams with compressive reinforcemeiit.
destruction of the concrete in compression occurs p rK;r.sively over a range
of loads or times. Experience with the flexural testing of beams has shown 5
that in beams with compressive reinforcement, destruction usually occurs
after a strain of 0.006 in./in is reached at the remote fiber, and the change
in the crushing strain in beams under dynamic load is unknown, Thus, critical
events of concrete behavior in compression are defined here as strains in quan-
titative terms as

a, 0.003 in./in. (yield strain of concrete)

4 , 0.006 In./in. (ultimate strain of concrete)

The strums amo. 'ted with those strains are

fw * 0.65fc (static yield strength of concrete)

fill 0.85 4' (dynamic yield strength of concrete)

f. f- (static ultimate strength of concrete)

f * f; (dynanc ultimate strength of concrete)

15



Other stresses in the concrete are computed as follows S

Static loading, elastic region

fc = ecEt 4 0.85f-

Dynamic loading, elastic region

f. - eE, 4 0.86fdc

Static loading, inelastic region
S

085f1 < fc - c, E. C I

Dynamic loading, inelastic region

O.S5f; < f. e, E, - f4

Flexure. Flexural cracking of the beam occurs when the tensile strength
of the concrete is overcome at sections where bending forces are paramount and
shear cracks do not already exist. In the accepted methods for flexural analysis,
the concrete tensile stress and strain associated with flexural cracking are assumed
to be a-r. The term cracked section is used to describe this condition

Flexural yielding occurs when the longitudinal tension steel yields or
when the yield strain of the concrete is exceeded at the remote fiber Ifthe
flexural yielding is governed by yielding of the steel, this is referred to as ductile
yielding Yielding of compression steel has some influence on beam behavior,
but does not constitute yielding of the beam

Flexural failure occurs when the ultimate strain of the concrete is
exceeded at the remote fiber or when the longitudinal tension steel ruptures,
If the failure is governed by failure (ultimate strein) of the concrete prior to
yielding of the tension steel, this is referred to as brittle failure, otherwise, it
is referred to as ductile failure This is to say that ductile failure is always pre-
coded by ductile yielding

Shear. Shear cracking of the beam occurs when the tensile strength of
the concrete is overcome at sections where diagonal tension forces are pjra-
mount. The critical section is where the diagonal tension stress is largest, and
the critical diagonal tension crock, herein called the shear crack, initiates at or
nearly at a point in that section In thin-webbed beams, the initiation point is
at the critical section, in wide-webbed beams, the shear (rack may start from

16
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a flexural crock along the bottom of the beam a short distance away and then
propagate rapidly to a point in the critical section. After initiation of the shear
crack, increase in load and/or passage of time may L.ause the crack to progress
diagonally upward The shear-compression zone is located at the head of the
shear crack where the concrete area acting in shear and ompression is greatly
reduced by the crack, and therefore the concrete is subjected to large shearing 4
and bending stresses acting simultaneously

Shear yielding occurs when the web reinforcement yields at the critical
section or when the yield strain of the concrete is exceeded at the remote fiber
in the shear-compression zone Yielding of the longitudinal reinforcement at
the critical section is not considered here because it appears that such yielding
triggers dowel failure immediately If the shear yielding is governed by yielding 0
of the web reinforcement, this is referred to as ductile yielding.

Shear failure can occur upon formation of any one of a large number of
possible mechanisms generally classified as pure shear, diagonal tension, or shear-
compression. Pure shear occurs in deep members and is beyond the scope of
this work unit. Diagonal tension failures can occur (1) upon formation of the
shear crack if redistribution of stresses is not accomplished, (2) 1 iter when the
longitudinal tension reinforcement fails to resist the dowel forces, or (3) in rare

cam when the stirrups rupture. Diagonal tension failures trQered by cracking
and most of those triggered by dowel failure are not preceded by sheor yielding.
they are rapid and are considered to be brittle failures, Shear-compression
failure can occur when the ultimate strain of the concrete as exeeded in Ithe
sheew-compreseon zone before or after yielding of the stirrups, or can occur
In rare cass when the stirrups rupture. Shear-compression failures am consid.
ered to be ductile, the least violent being crushing of the concrete after yielding
of the stirrups. If shear failure is cause by stirrup rupture without yielding in
the shear-compression zone, that failure is classified as diagonal tension failure.
On the other hand. if shear failure is caused by stirrup rupture with yielding in
the shear-compression zone, it is claified as sheer-compresson failure.

Usable ultimate shear strength and usable ultimate shear resistance are
defineJ by Equation 4

Bond. A detailed study of bond was not attempted, but since some
bond failures resemble shee failures, studies were made to insure against bond
failures in the beams tested In those beams, longitudinal tension bar anchor.
age failure at the support was the most probbie type of bond failure.

1 7
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SUMMARY OF PREVIOUS WORK

Series A Bom Tests

In the Series A beam tests, (1) beams with and without stirrups were
tested statically to study the effectiveness of stirrups, (2) beams with stirrups
were tested statically and dynamically to study change in the probability of
failing in shear or flexure with change in loading rate, and (3) beams with
-irrups having small stirrup areas were tested to study the possible conser-

v.iism of the limit (A, ; 0.0016 bs) given in the ACI Code.13 These tests
were pilot tests to study gross effects and develop techniques.

Details ,nd instrumentation of the four beams designated Series A
iOA1, WAI.0 A2, and WA4) are shown in Figure 1 Thproportionsand
static material properties are given in Table 1. Two beams had stirrups made
from no. 2 deformed reinforcing bars uniformly spaced in the vicinity of the
critical section, and the others had no stirrups near the critical section. The
beams with stirrups were designated WA, and those without were designated
OA The web reinforcement was slightly mwre than the minimum allowable
by the ACI Code neglecting the capacity reduction factor, # Beam WA4,
with stirrups, was loaded dynamically, the others were loaded statically.
Strains were measred in the stirrups in the vicinity of the critical section
and in the concrete remote fiber and longitudinal steel both in the vicinity
of the critical section and at midson. The beams without stirrups failed in

", and those with stirrups failed in flexure.
The stirrups were effective in preventing shear failures under both

static and dynamic loads, and the probability of faiure in shaar or flexure
did not appear to change grossly with che in loading rate. The Code pro-
visions for shear were found to be very conservative in the beams tested. The
loading equipment and beam reactions performed well, but the method used
for detecting and measuring shear cracking was unsatisfactory

Series S Beint Tem

An attempt was made in the Seris B tests to obtain a shee-comprossion
failure under static loading in s bean with stirrups similar to the beams of
Seris A. The concrete strength and the span length were less to make the

e sensitivity greater. A companion beam without stirrups was tested for S
comparistn

Details and instrumentation of the two beim designated Series B are
shown in Figure 2. and the proportions and material properties are given in
Table 1. Beam WBI had ste rups in the vicinity of the critical section, and
beam 0 1 had none there. Both bam were tested under static load The
one without stirrups failed in shear. and the cne with stirrups failed in flexure S

18
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The primary objective, to obtain a shear-compression failure, was
not ahieved The shear crack propagated up to the level of the compression
reinforcement, but no crushing occurred at the top surface of the beam in the

shear-compression zone

Series C Beam Test

Beam WCI was the only beam tested in Series C The prinary oblectve
of this pilot test was to obtain a shear-compression failure under static load
The secondary objective was to test two methods of measuring dag onal crack.
Ing

The dimensions of the beam were identical to those of beam WO 1 as
shown in Figure 2, but concrete strength and stirrup yield strength were less

to make the shear sensitivity greater The proportions and material aroperties
are given in Table 1 The low stirrup yield strength was obtained by heat
treating the no 2 deformed reinforcing bars All of the measurements wh.ch
had been made in Series 8 were repeated in Series C, and two measurements
of shear cracking were made also

The beam was loaded statically 3nd failed in flexure Although failure *
occurred in flexure, a comparison of the various strains indicated that shear
failure was nearly achieved The shear crack extended above the level of the
compression reinfurcement as can be seen in Figure 3 One of the methods
of measuring shear cracking was considered to be satisfactory and was used
in some of the later beam tests The other method was unsatisfactory.

S

Figure I Fot tet phategrep2 of bea WCI.
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Pull-Out Bond Tet

It was conjectured that low bond strength in beams might contribute
to dowel failures, and that premature anchorage failures might be difficult to
differentiate from diagonal tension failures. Therefore, it was desirab!e to
design shear test specimens with high margins of safety in bond. On the
other hand high margins of safety were difficult to achieve in design because
(1) high-strength steel was needed to obtain beams of suitable size and pro
portions for the testing equipment available, and (2) it was desirable to keep
the steel arrangement simple, that is. no hooked bars and no extra bars near
the support.

The conditions of loading and restraint were such that the longttudinal
reinforcement was subjected to normal pressure at the support, and it was
supposed that the bond resistance of the beam was increased by the normal
pressure. Tests performed under contract with Iowa State University

2 0 
mdi

cated that boo J resistance is increased by normal pressure and, also, that the
presence of stirrups at the support improves bond rdsistance. The effect of
normal pressure and stirrups was then considered in estimating the margin of
safety in bond

The pull-out tests were funded by NAVFAC under Work Unit
Y-F0t1106-04-002.

Dynamrc Teing of Materials

The NCEL dynemu; materials testing machine"' was used to test a
variety of steel and concrete specimens at various controlled head velocities
Without the booster, the machine has a maximum static capacity of 50,000
pounds and can be operated at head velocities up to 15 inJsec. The piston
stroke is 4 inches. Using the booster, the head velocity can be increased to
30 in/ec. and the static load capacity can be increand to 80.000 pounds.
The piston stroke at the hoher velocity is 0.75 inch, the head velocity will
reduce to 15 in.sec for the remndor of the 4-inch stroke. For typical
specimens of reinforcing steel, the maximum strain rite that can be obtained
is about 2 in /in/sec.

Dynamic tests were conducted on a specialty fabricatud chrome-alloy
high-strength reinforcing steel,2

1 
four grades of typical reinforcing stael,32

and annealed plain wires.2s The four grades of typical reinforcing steel were
ASTM intermediate grade A15. herd gratde A15, high-strength A432, and
h#i-strength A431 The reinforcing bar spci mens hod their deformations
machined off. The specimens were tested at various strain rates from about
0 002 to about 2 in In /sec, and plots were made of increase in yield strength
with respect to strain rate. In the tests on ggage wire with static yield strength
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of 36.000 lb/sq in, a strain rate of 2 5 in /in /sec was obtained, and the yield
strength was nearly doubled at that rate Tests on other wore are reported in F
Appendix A of this report.

Dynamic compression tests and dynamic tensile splitting tests were
conducted on circular cylinders made of portland cement concrete.2e A
medium- and a high-strength mix were used, and specimens of each mix were
tested at two ages, 28 ard 49 days. The compression tests were performed at
strain rates from about 0 001 to 1 n.n /sec, and the tension tests were per-
formed at strain rates from about 0 0004 to about 0 2 in,/in./sec. Plots were
made of increase in strength with respect to strain rate and also with respect
to stress rate Dynamic tests on another concrete mix are reported in
Appendix A of this report

Dynamic compression tests also were performed on reinforced concrete
rectangular prisms 26 The test members were planar concrete panels reinforced
with a single layer of square-meshed welded-wire fabric. Sever, combinations
of panel thickness, reinforcing-wire diameter, and mesh size were investigated,
as well as two concrete strengths. A single rate of compressie stress (100.000
psi/hec) was applied

The tests on rectangular concrete prisms were funded by NAVFAC
under Work Unit Y.F011-0504-002. The other testing of materials was funded
by DASA under Subtask SC3318.

Modal Analysis

A modal analysis of the elastic response of a simply supported bain
under a uniformly distributed load was made (1) to determine the hiflueno 9
of the dynamic parameters (peek load, load duration, and damping) on the
transient variation in shear and moment-shear ratio along the span, and (2) to
develop a dynamic response chart for quickly determining the maximum shear
forces a beam must resist to feil in flexure. Exact solutions for the transient
variation in shear and moment at any point along the beam were developed
and compared with approximate solutions. From ta approximate solutions,

a chart for the maximum dynamic Sheer factor at the supports was developed
for various ratios of peek load to dynamic yield resistance and load duration
to fundamental penod of vibration Figure 4 is the chart for the maximum
Shear at the supports, end Figure 5 is a plot Showing the exact solution for
the elastic case and a ratio of load dutretion to natural period, T/T. eu
to 6. The modal analyss is discussed in Appendix G of Reference 14
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Serkil 0 SOOM Tests5

The Series D beam tests were reported in NCEL Technical Report
R-395, Dynamic Sheer Strength of Reinforced Concrete Beams-Part 11
All rnn beam dosiated Series 0 contained vertical stirrups made from
heet-treeted no 2 reinforcing bars, which were uniformly wooed in the
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vicinity of the critical section The beams were simply supported and subjected
to uniformly distributed loads, three were loaded statically and six dynamically
Major variables in the experiment plan were stirrup spacig, peak load. load
duration, and raite of loading The proportions and state, material propertie.
ame given in Table 1 Ratios of peak load to static flexural resistance varied
from 0 535 to 0 943, and ratios of effective load duration to natural period
of vibrationvaied from 14 to2 2
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2 The shear at the support did not increase after yielding of the
tension r,inforcement at midspan

a Strains in the stirrups were small until shear cracking oc.urred at
which time there was a pronounced increase in rate of straining in
stirrups located near the shear crack

4 The pattern of shear cracks and the location of the critical diagonal
tension crack were aboot the same in all of the beams.

5 The maximum strain rates in stirrups in the vicinity of the shear
crack were greater than the maximum strain rates in longitudinal
tension steel at midspan

6. Flexural failures occurred at midspan under static and dynamic
loads.

7 The shears at the supports correspoiding to shear cracking and
shear yielding were greater under dynamic load than under static
load

The following conclusions were based mainly on the comparison of g
test data with data calculated using the modal analysis equations and modi-
fied versions of Equations 3 and 4

1. The modal analysis is satisfactory for predicting shears at supports.

2 The static sher and moment distributions can be used in the
dynamic analysis of shear without causing significant error.

3 Yielding at midspan prevents or retards further increase in shear
at the support

4. Prior to shear cracking, practically all of the diagonal tension is
resisted by the concrete

5. The location of the shear crack is influenced very little by loading
rate and stirrup spacing.

6 The ACI provisions for shear are very conservative when applied to
dynamic loading.

Series E Beam Tests

The Series E beam tests were reported in NCEL Technical Report
R 502, Oynamic Shear Strength of Reinforced Concrete Beams-Part II 2
Appendix A of that report contains equations for computing the distance
from the support to the critical section and the shear moment ratio at the
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critical section Ther is a discussion in Appendix 8 of the same report
about the tests that detirmined the static and dynamic strength properties
of the materials in the beams

The variable parameters in the experiment plan were rate of loading,
peak load, and stirrup spacing All 15 beams were doubly reinforced, simply
supported, and subjected to uniformly distributed loads Three beams had
no web reinforcem, ot in the vicinity of the critical section, all the others
had vertical stirrups made from 9 gage annealed plain wire The stirrups
were spaced uniformly in the vicinity of the critical section Long-duration
dynamic loads were applied to eight beams, arid static loads were applied
to the other seven beams. The proportions and static material properties
are given in Table 1

Four different modes of failure occurred in the Series E tests.
They were ductile flexure, diagonal tension retarded by dowel action,
shear compression with yielding of stirrups, and shear-compression without
yield ir of stirrups Under static loads, the beams without stirrups failed in
diagonal tension retarded by dowel action, those with the larger stirrup
spacing failed in shear compression with yielding of the stirrups, and those
with the smaller stirrup spacing failed n flexure. (nder luo,duratiup
dynamic loads aith the lower peak load, the beam without stirrups failed
in diagonal tension retarded by dowel action, and those with stirrups (both
spacings) failed in shear-compression without yielding of ,he stirrups. On
the other hand, under long-Juration dyinamic loads with thie higher peak
load, heams with stirrups (both spacings) failed in shear-compression with
yielding of the stirrups Thus, differences in mode of failure were brought
about by changes in each of the varied parameters-rate of loading, peak
load. and stirrup spacing

Comparisons of various measured strains indicated that several beams
had nearly equal probability of failing in shear or flexure This is also evident
in the full development of both shear and flexure cracks. F igures 8, 9, and 10
are post test photographs of the beams,

One of the objectives of the Series E tests was to determine whether
or not the ACI provisions could be modified to apply to dynamic loading
The usable ultimate shear strength, v., as defined by Equations 3 and 4 was
expressed as shown in Equations 8 and 9 assuming a capacity reduction fac.
tor, #, of unity for experimental purposes and adding coefficients C, and C2
for the increases under d, namic loading in concrete tensile strength and
st-rrup yield srength

.C 1.9C, Il 2,800 p2Vd 3.5C, 411 (8)
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V . - + C2 (sa+ cos) A.I- < ,.0Cy (9)

The coefficients, C, and C2. were unity for statically loaded beams and
increased with increasing strain rate In general, correlation was very
good between test results and data computed with the use of the equations
After studying these results, a capacity reduction factor, 0, of 0 85 was con-
sidered adequate for design in both the dynamic and static cases However.
the upper limit (1OC, rf.) in Equation 9 was found to be unconservative
This can be seen in the tendency under dynamic load toward shear-compression
faitures without yielding of stirrups and toward relatively small energy absorp-
tion capacities after shear yielding. Therefore, it was recommended that no
increase be allowed in that limit Furthermore, a was conjectured that a safe
limit might be slightly less than 100" Note that in Reference 12 the ACt.
ASCE Joint Committee 326 originally recommended a limit of B%1 for
rectangular beams and 10v-for T-beams, It appears, then, that the ACI
formulas can be modified to include dynamic loading as follows

. • .C, Vfc " + 2,50 ) V eI c, 47 (1)

;-d v, + *C2(slna + cola) b

v -C 80'7 (rectangular beams) (11a)

v. 4 10OVf (Tbeams) (11b)

The conclusions drawn from the Series E tests are summarizd below

I The sheer, moment, shear strength, and flexural strength all increase •
under dynamic load with respect to the same load applied statically Both the
.hear strength contributions from the concrete and the web reinforcement

crease.

2 The shear and moment increase in about the same proportions
with respect to the loading rate.

3 The usable shear strength and the flexural strength increase in
different proportions. Furthermore, the contributions to the usable sheer
strength from the concrete and the web reinforcement increase in different
proportions, depending mainly on the material used for stirrups and the rate
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a
of stran in the stirrups Therefore, the mass of the beam and the characteristics
of the dynamic load influence the relative increases in the flexural strength, shear
strength from the concrete, and shear strength from stirrups

4 The additional shear resistance beyond shear yielding tends to be
less under dynamic than under static loading Thus, in general, dynamic shear
failures tend to be more brittle than static failures.

5 A beam containing adequate web reinforcement ti force flexural
failure under static conditions might not have sufficient web reinforcement
to force flexural failure under dynamic conditions

6 It is possible for a beam to fail in flexure after the usable ultimate
shear resistance has been exceeded In other words, the additional shear
resistance beyond yielding in shear might be enough to force flexural failure

7 In beams which fail in diagonal tension, collapse might be retarded
or prevented by dowel action

8 If failure occurs after yielding of the web reinforcement under
static loading. it might occur before yielding of web reinforcement under
dynamic loading This difference in behavior under dynamic loading is due 5
priartily to the irtireav' in stirrup contribution which migh* not be dccom-
pa lied by a comparable incrpase in the flexural capacity of the cross section
reduced by propagation of the diagonal tension crack Thus. shear-compression
failures can occur in the high shear zone when the ratio of moment to moment
resistance becomes greater in the region of high shear than in the region of
high moment 5

Q In beams with web reinforcement, the critical diagonal tension
crack upon yielding in shear might be a different crack from the one which
was critical upon shear cracking

10 The location of the critical section is predictable using the method
given in Appendix A of the report 23

i1 Tte location of the critical section does not change much with
change in loadinq rate and stirrup spacing

12 The shear and roment distributions alon the span are a function
or positron and time under dynamic loads However, the dMference between
these distributions for static dnd dynamc conditisrs was imall therefore
the static diorbutions can be used in designing beams of normal proportions
to wtJtand dynamic loads.
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Filus 10 Pooton photograph of statically ledbeams OEI and 0E3wan
dyem~lly loade beamn 0E2.

13 The usable ultimate shear reistance was predicted satisfactorily
by the ACI-ASCE Committee 326 formula as modified by Keenan and Seabold
The capacity reduction factor, #, value of 0 85 is adequate for dynamic arid
static loadings.&

14. Stirrups were effective having areas less than areas required by the
ACI Building Code.'

3

15 The chart developed from the modal analysis was adequate for
predicting the maaimum shearing force at the supports,

It was onphasored in the report that thle strain rates needed for
determining the dynamic increase Coefficients. C, arid C2. were measured
during the last in the beams. the raes wfere, mot proodaicfed.

Sens H wid Series L Beam Tost

To study the effectiveness of different types of welded-wire fabric
reinforcemeant in thin-webbed I-beaens two groups of five beam each were
tasted One group, designated Series L. was reinforced with a relatively tight
fabic, the other group, designated Series H, was reinforced with heavig fabric
The propotions and static material properties of the f-beams e given in
TWO~e For each of the groups of beams. one boomwasubjected to auno
formly distributed static load arid four beams were subjected to a uniformly
distributed dynamic load The dynamic loalds ware essentially step pulses
with errort rise times end tong durations. The magnlitude of the step pulse
varied within each group of beanm tests
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The tests were reported in NCEL Technical Report R 534, Dynamic
Shear Resistance of Thin-Webbed Reinforced Concrete Beams.2 The results
of dynamic and static tension tests on the welded-wire fabric are given in
Appendix A of that report, and Appendix 8 presents the development of
theory for dynamic diagonal tension resistance The theory is not timited
to I beams.

The longitudinal tension steel yielded at midspan in all of the beams
After that, three beams failed in shear, two failed in flexure. and there was
insufficient load to fail the other five beams Figures 11 and 12 are post-
test photographs of the beams The cracks that can be seen in Figure I I
indicate that the Series H beams, containing the heavier web reinforcement.
were flexure sensitive. On the other hand, the cracks shown in Figure 12
indicate that the Series L beams, containing the lighter web reinforcement.
were shear sensitive The resistance upon shear cracking was approximately
as predicted by the theory, but the ultimate shearing resistance was under-
estimated. The heavier welded wire fabric was effective in carrying sheaing
forces after shear cracking, but the effectiveness of the lighter fabric was
doubtful. In the beams with lighter fabric, shear resistance after cracking
in sheer might have been due largely to the flanges, especially the longitu-

dinal renforcemient.
In general, the I-beams behaved similarly to the rectangular bems

of Series A through Series E. and the conclusions were about the same.
There were three conclusions which deserve special notice here.

1. It is not necessary to limit the yield strength of web reinforcement
to 60,000 psi a specified in the ACI Building Code 

t3

2. The IN0i limitation on ultimate usable shear strengithi should be
maintained end no dynamic increase allowed

I The theory successfully provided the means of estimating the
diagonal tension stress rate needed for determining the dynamic
increase coefficient, C5 , for concrete in tension

A method was not developed for estimatiig the strain rates in web
reinforcement, rates which are needed for determining the dynamic increase
coefficient. C2, for tension ii stirrups

The I-beam tests were funded by NAVFAC under Work Unit
Y-FOI 1-05-04-002
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concepts of ductile yielding and ductile failure were extended to shear as
well as flexure and to dynamic as well as static loadings, and specific limits
were expressed in terms of strain Now, the concept of underreinforcing
must be extended to all points along the beam, not just to the critical
flexural section

First, consider just the static flexural behavior of a uniformly loaded
prismatic beam on simple supports The critical section in flexure is at mid*
span For that section, the compressive strain in the remote fiber of the
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concrete can be plotted with respect to the tensile "rain in the longitudinal
tension reinforcement as shown in Figure 13. The limiting strains (erv, e,.
e,. and r. ) defining yielding and failure of the tvo materials divide the plot
into soy 'ones. Zones 1 and 2 represent the elastic region. and zones 5 and 6
represent the inelastic region Zones 3 and 4 are transition zones where one
material is elastic and the other is not, for practical purposes, these are also
considered inelastic zones If the beam is underreinforced, the concrete-steel
strain relationship will plot as shown in the figure linearly through zone 2 as
the load is slowly increased. Ouctile yielding occurs when the yield strain of
the steel. e,. is reached and the plotted line passes into zone 4. The line curves
in zone 4 because the neutral axis changes in the beam with increase in load
The sequence of events leading to failure has three alternatives as shown by
the solid line and two dashed lines Failure can occur by crushing of the con-
crete or by failure of the steel either with or without yielding of the concrete
If the beam was overreinforced, the function would plot in zones 1 and 3 and
maybe into zones 5 and 6. Ideally, the function of a balanced beam would
plot up the boundary of zones 1 and 2 to the balance point which is one
point common to all zons. * *

Flere3 l, Plee~ewqtle. flase beliele et ,ldan.

Nest, consider the sam conditions but at the sheerompresion zone
instead of at midipan The plot in Fgure 14 is simila to the one i Figure 13

except that it is for the shear compression zone If the beam is underreinforced.

the function plots linearly in zone 2 as the load is slowly increaled until shear
cracking occurs at point I in the plot The line changes slope upon cracking
and continues to change slowly as the load increases. At point 2, the stirrups
begin to yield, and the line curves more rapiodly upward as the crack progresses
upward in the beum and the area of concrete acting on compression is greatly
reduced. If stability of the ection is maintained, the concrete will yield
(point 3), prhaps the steel will yield (point 4). and failure will occur by
crushing of the concrete (point 5) p
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On otoearvarmaon zone.

The line in Figure 14 is but one example In another instance, the
numberLJ events (points in the plot) might occur in different zones. in a
different sequence, and some of them might not occur at all Failure can
occur prematurely if the beam becomes unstable For example, it coe'd
fail in diagonal tension at event 1 if the stirrups and dowel resistance are
insufficient. in diagonal tension reti'ded by dowel action at event 2 or 4,
or in shearcompresson at any time when the gradient of the function
approaches infinity. The sequence of events indicates ductility in sheer,
and the relationship of the line to the belance point indicates ductility in
flexure, both at the sear-compresson zone. If the functions of Figures 13
and 14 were on the sane pIlo direct comparisons could be made between
sections (locations) as well as between types of behavior (shear i d flexure).
Families of curves representing various sections along the span can be gener.
led to study the effect of shear behavior on flexural ductility along the span

and to detarmine where the critical sections are. In addition, plots for the
static and dynamic ces can be overlaid for comparison

The concept is illustrated in the hypothetical example plotted in
F gure 15. One line represents the mdsan location, end the other repre-
lanta the shear-compression zone The numbered events are

1. Sher cracking

2. Yielding of the tension steel at midipan

. Yielding of stirrups

4. Yielding of the concrete at midspan

& Yilding of the concrete at the shear-compression zone

6. Failure of the concrete at midspan
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Events are numbered on both curves so that the critical points on one curve
can be compared with corresponding points on the other This order of events
appears to satisfy the failure and design criteria discussed in the Introduction
This beam could be utilized in the elastic and inelastic regions of response,
and if failure did occur, it would be at midspan in the ductile flexure mode
If the load caused the steel at midspan to approach yielding (event 2). shear •
cracks would exist, but the stirrups would be elastic and flexural response
at both sectiods would be ductile and elastic (zone 2) If the load were
increased until a stirrup approached yielding (event 3), the shear and flexural
responses at the shear-compression zone remain ductile and elastic, but the
tension steel at m;dspa, has yielded (zone 4) This might be good criteria
for the allowable load carrying capacity of military structures which must
continue functioning after a load exceedinq normal service loads nas been
applied For greater economy land less safety), the load could be permitted
to increase until the concrete at the remote fiber at midspan approaches
yielding (event 4) Over this interval the stirrups have yielded and the shear.
compression zone has become overreinforced (zone 1) I f underreinforcing
is to be maintained over the entire span length, this beam is unsatisfactory
for a load-carrying capacity corresponding to event 4 The design could be • 0
improved by adding sufficient web reinforcement to cause the line in the
figure to pass through the balance point thus bringing point 4 back into
zone 2. (See the dashed line in the figure I This should not be done by
inclining the web reinforcement, which has the effect of lengthening line
segment 1b-3 (which is good) and increasing the slope of that segment
(whch is bad) Inclining stirrups might force events 3 and 4 into zone 3, "
causing extreme brittle behavior and perhaps shear failure. Designing beams
to respond in zones 5 and 6 is not considered practical. However, it is desire-
able to proportion beams with the largest possible energy absorbing capaciti,,s
when they are to function in atomic shelters where economy is important.
collapse is to be avoided, and large deflections can be permitted The full
energy-absorbing capacity of both materials at midspan can be utilized if
event 6 can be made to coincide with point A in the figure This most
easiiy can be accomplished in the design by selecting a suitable value of
the steel ratio, p Experience has shown that p values of about 0 02 provide
maximum enefgy-absorbing capacity Larger values tend to cause failure
through zone 5. and umnller ones through zones 6 or 4

The plot for a dynamically loaded beam would contain the sam. sx six
zones. but the boundaries of the zones would be the dynamic rather than
static limit strains In general, this difference, by changing the position of
the balance point. makes t more difficult to maintain ductile behavior in
flexure at the shear compression zone.
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General Approach to Deaign

Beams for use in atomic defense protective construction usually must ,
be designed to carry static service loads without yielding and dynamic over.
loads without exceeding designated strains or motions The beams should be
designed to behave similarly to the example in Figure 15, and event 2 should

be used as the criteria with regard to static loads. With regard to dynamic
loads, event 3 might be used for command posts, event 4 for personnel shel.
ters, event 5 for equipment shelters, and event 6 for unoccupied structures
Such beams could be designed using this general approach

1 Design for static service loads in flexure at midspan proportioning
for maximum strain energy capacity in case of overload and in
shear at the critical section and shear compression zone propor
thoning for adequate flexural ductility in case of overload

2 Analyze for dynamic overloads for flexure at midspan. for shear
at the critical section, and for shear dnd flexure at the shear-
compression zone.

3 If necessary, revise the design and repeat the analysis.

If the design is inadequate in shear only. thee changv singly or in
combination would be best

I Decrease the stirrup spacing. $

2 Increase the stirrup area. A.

3 Increase the stirrup yield strength. f.,
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The first is best for small adjustments, the second for larger adjustments, and
the third for the largest Increasing the concrete strength, f, increases the
shear resistance, but it influences the flexural resistance too Increasing the
steel ratio, p, to increase shear resistance should be used only as a last resort,
because it has a large effect on the flexural resistance and the energy absorbing
capacity, an effect which might not be advantageous •

If the design is slightly inadequate in flexure, appropriate changes
should be made and the analysis repeated If the design is grossly inadequate
in flexure, the beam should be designed for the dynamic loads using approx
imate methods and then analyzed using more precise methods In either case,
a preliminary design must be done first, and then analyzed

If the preliminary oesign is not evolved by normal static design S
procedures, the flexural aspects of the design can be accomplished by employ-
ing dynamic design aids in the form of charts, graphs, and tabulated data Such
aids are available in References 2, 4, and 5. The charts in NCEL Technical
Report R.121, Design Charts for R/C Beams Subjected to Blast Loads

2
' are

probably the most rapid means available. In conjunction with these methods,
0 the shear aspects of the design can be accomplished by empIoying the chart S S

in Figure 4 to determine the maximum shear at the supports and Equations
10 and 11 to determine the minimum amount of web reinforcement.

General Approach to Analysis

Equivalent Dynamic System. Beams hwe an infinite number of
degrees of freedom, mathematical analysis is possible for structural systems
having only limited degrees of freedom, and solutions become exceedingly
tedious with only a few degrees. It is recognized that practical solutions
ion be obtained easiest by modeling the actual structural system with a
single-degree-of-freedom system called an equivalent dynamic system The

I solutions obtained by using equivalent dynamic systems, then, are approx.
imate and not exact

The kinetic energy, strain energy, and work done by external loads
for the equivalent system are equivalent at all times to the corresponding
total energies for the actual system The displacement, velocity, and accel.
eration of the equivalent system are at all times equal to those motions at
one preselected section alrng the span of the actual system, Midspan is the
section selected for modelini in this theory for reinforced concrete beams.

Methods for Solving Equatinna of Motion. General methods that
tan be used for solving equations of motion are classical methods, graphical
methods. and numerical integration The advantages and disadvantages of
each method are discusted in Appendix B of Reference 4 Single versus
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multi degrees of freedom systems and equivalent dynamic systems also are _
discussed there Numerical integration of a single degree-of freedom equiv-
alent dynamic system is the general method selt$etd for this theory for
reinforced concrete beams. The advantages of the rmthod ure discussed in
Reference 28

Flexure-Shear-Bond Integrated Analys. If numercdl integration is
used, the analysis of flexure, shoa, and bund, dnd checks for &eflection.
velocity, and acceleration need not be divorced They can be combined into
one integrated analysis that follows the brhiavior of the reinforced concrete
beam through the elastic and mulastc ranges in flexure and the uncracked
and cracked ranges in shear For each increment of time, At, deflections,
accelerations, velocities, and strums can be compared with allowable, yield.
or ultimate values at midspan, the critical section, the shear compression
zone, and the face of the support to predict events representing changes in
behavior in fleAure, shear, and bond AI of the events referred to in the
concept of ductility along the span (Figure 15) can be predicted in any
sequence or zone

Linear Acceleration Extrapolation Method 5

Motion at Midspan. The linear acceleration extrapolation method
was the specific method of numerical integation used in the computer rode
that generated data which were compai -d with measured data of the Series
F tests The procedure had a constant time :nterval and was self starting
These characteristics make the method a good one for computer programming
The recursion formulas are

= K (12)

+.. " in a 'n
t 

+ "1V.. 
a t  

(13)

V. l Yn 
+  

i. 
A t  +  

"3 Y.(at), 
+  

-1 'i. ,a ), 14

where ' &-cel-ration li/r se'
)

Y = veloc-tv in/wc)

y = deflection (in)
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P = load between supports (b) •

R = flexural resistance (Ib)

KLn = lodd mass factor

m = mass (lb sec
2

/n)

At = time increment (ec) 

n ycle number in numerical integrdtiut

In this theory, the effects of dampinq are included, in part, in the resisting

function, R. which is a function of velocity as well as displacement

Shear at Support. At any given time the shear at the support can be

expressed as the sum of resisting and forcing functions

V C,R CP (15

where V. = shear at the support (Ib)

C, - resistance coefficient

Cp - load coefficient

Factors and Coefficients. Values of the factors and coefficients for

the equivalent dynamic system at midspan of beams on simple supports

under uniformly distributed loading are

Coefficient 
value

Factor Elastic Region lnelastic Region
of Rel)OnSe of Response

Load-nvs factor. KLm 078 066

Reustance coefficient, C, 039 038

Loed coefficient, C, Ot 012
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Dynamic Stress Rate of Concrete in Diagonal Tesnion

FuSS26 derived an equation for estimating the stress rate of cont.rete
in diagonal tension in reinforced concrete beams on simple supports and
subjected to uniformly distributed dynamic loads

2.5 w.(L-2x,)Q (161 S
= .5 fb'Tv

where ft = stress rate of concrete in diaqonal tension (psi/sec)

w. - peak uniform load lIb/in I

L - span length (in I

x, - distance from the support to the critical section for
shear (in

0 - statical moment of the cross section (in 3)

I1, gross moment of inertia (in ) * *
b* - webwidth (in )

T. - natural period of vibration (sec)

In the cane of rectangular beams,

bi1 2bh

where b - beam width (in

h - total depth of the beam (in)

and therefore,

I S .5[W (- 2x,- (17)

Dynamic Strain Rates in the Materials

Approach. The derivations of equations for predicting the appruxmate
strain rates in the materials are summarized here The approach used in the
derivations is to relate the strain rates of the materials at the critical sections
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for flexure, diagonal tension, and shcar compress.on to the velocity at
midspan, which is equal to the velocity of the equivalent dynamic single
degree of freedom system

Asumptions. rhe following assumptions were made to simplify the
equations 11) The dynamic deflected shape is the same as the static deflectud

shape. (2) the strains and strain rates in the materials, including stirrups,
are proportional to the distances from the point of rotation at thi shear
compression region, and (3) the point of rotation in the shear compression
region is at the bottom edge of the compression steel at a distance, x., from
the support See the diagrams in Figure 16

Witb.0w

Load Oiauaw

- ~slon O.aaflm.

po~n!o rott, d..Ma. .*a.

F"Jra 6 iayamstif load and strain
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Strain Rates in Stirrups. From the strain diagram for the shear.
compression zone (Figure 16), it can be seen that

0 ' tanO 0 for small values of 0

where 0 unit curvature Irad/in)

e, - strain in stirrup (in./in I1

x. - distance from the support to the point of rotation (in)

Therefore, the strain in a stirrup at x. is

e (x .- xc)tan 0 ft (x- xc) o

Let K,* --L - '

K2  4
K 3 - x. x,

where K, - deflection ratio (in /in.)

K2 - curvature ratio (rad/in 2)

K3 - distance over which stirrups are active (in)

y - deflection at x. (in.)

y, - deflection at midspan (in

- velocity at x. in/tsec)

" velocity at midspar (in /seck

* - unit oirvatuie at x. (rad/in.)

- rate of change of unit curvature at x. with respect to
time (rad/in /sec)
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Then. the strain rate in the outboard stirrup affected by tha diagjonal tension
crack can be exprcssed as follows

ii -K, K2 K3j (1

where i, is the strain rate in the stirrup in in /in /scc In the eqsual,,ii), the
ratios K, and K2 provide the transformations from deflection rate at mid
wn to deflection rate at the shear compression zone to curvature rate at
the sfsear-compression Zone, and then the radial distance K3, providex inhe
final transformation to Wtain rate at the critical section In the case of
beams on simple supports and subjected to uniformly distributed load,

K, -1-1' (X3 - 2LX2 + 0
3)

5 L4'I

K2 12(x, - L)
S x.3 - 2 Lx.2 + 0)*

Thus. 192 x. !

In making calculations beyond yielding of a single stirrup. it is convenient
to alssume that the strain rate of the group of stirrups affected by the shea-r
crack is one half the strain rate of the outboard stirrup

(20)

Strin Rates at the Sheu Comspression Zone. The atrain rastes in this
materials at tle shear corssion iottc can be expressed in a similar fiskion
as follows

*-K, K, jd (22)

-K1K2 iq,(d-d") (231
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where ii strain rate in concrete in compression at remote
fiber (in /in /sec)

.Strain rate in compression steel (in /:n /sec)

i,-strain rate in tension steel (in /in /sec)

d",distance from the remote fiber to the point of
rotation (in

r -radius of compression tar (in

dl - effective depth of the beam (inI

In these equations the radial distances d", r, ard Id - d") provide the final
transformations from curviture rate to strain rates at the shear compression
zone In the case of beams on simple supports and sibjected to uniformly
distributed load,

51' (L-( (24)

Strain Rates at Midepn. The strain rates in the materials at midipan
oats be expressed in a similar fashion by letting

K4 -

where K4 curvature ratio at mid span (rid/in 2)

0, unit curvature at midswa I rad/in.)

Then.

K, K 4 (c - d') (

-,* K4 it,(d - C) (271

where c - distiance from the neutral axis to the remote fiber finI

Cr-distance from the remote fiber to the centroid of the
compression steel (inI
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In the case of beams on simple supports and subjected to uniformly
distrtbuted load,

-K 4 = (28)
5 L2

Dynamic Yield Strength of Reinforcing Steel

If the elastic strain rates and static yield strengths are known, the
following equation can be used to determine the dynamic yield strengths
of stirrups and longitudinal reinforcing steels

O__ . I 3.700 . 94 t (x1 ,000 42310a) o (2)

d a, q 
0

n 2/

where ady = dynamic yield stress (psi)

ow a static yield stress (psi)

- strain rate (in/in /sec(

and I - 2
o,

The upper limit is recommended because experimental data above that limit
is sper3e. The lower limit is recommended because the equation gives low
values -n the case of small static yield strengths at very slow strain rates

Data to corroborate the equation may be found .,, References 14,
22, an 23 and in Appendix A of this report. Values of Oav/O, are plotted
in Figure 17

The dynamic increase coefficient for stirrups. C2 , can be computed
from Equation 29 since -* C2 in the case of stirrups

DynamIc Comprelve Strength of Concrete

If the strain rate and static compressive strength are known, the

following equation can be used to determine the dynamic compressive
strength of portland cement concrete.

f.
* 1.17 + 0.173i + OO6og(lO() (30)
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where f;, - dynamic compressive strength of the concrete at 28 ddi~s (psi)

f'= static compressiee strength itt the concrete at 28 day5 (psi)

anid 1 4 2

The upper limit is recommended because experimental data above that limit
is sparse The lower limit has little practical importance with regard to beam
behavor since the ratio, f;'C'*. is greater than one foe alt strain rates greater
than 0 0001 in /in /sec However, this limit is very important to computer
programmers because the ratio approaches minus infinity as the strain rite
approachlv z ero if a finite limit is not qIVi~n

20____

19--1

S S

ii 100, 130 49t .42

0.0300006 060W.t 02 03 04 06 08 1 2 3

Fillure 17 Plot of dynamic incrose in yield sirength veesus wstic strain rate
for raielorcoll %tste
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Values of f.,If, are plotted in Figure 18 Data to corroborate the
equation may be foumnd ini Reference 24 Over most of the range of strain
rates considered, the U S Air Force' and U S Army" currently recommend
dynamic increases in compressive strength which are si-ghtly larger than those
given by the equation here

19 -- 1 01, .00"40;ft.I L

10. owl 3 2 4 6

a* t. 11. 1I. hIM)a

Flim~ IS. Plo fdyai lin Cea,*rua ler stenghrha Wain rate

Oynain) Tettale Strength of Concrete

If the tensile stress rate and static tensile strength are knowit, the
following equation can be uaed to determine the dynamic increase in tensile
strength of portlanld cement concrete

, 11. . 0.951 + (1.33 a l0(, + 0.0003"o1, (31)

where C, - dynamic increae coefficient for concrete in tension

f; dynamic tensile strength of the concrete at 28 days (psi)

f,* static tensile sptitting strength of the concrete at 28 days (psi)

- strest rate of concrete in tension (psi/sec)
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drnd 1 e C, < 1.74

The upper and lower limits are recommended for the same reasons an those
in the equation for dynamic compressive strenqth

Values of C, are plotted in Figure 19 Data to corroborate the
equation may be found in Rleferences 14, 17, and 24 In tests by COWell,

2
4

it was found that the dynamic increose in tensile strength was considerably
less for specimens cured 49 days with respect to those cured the customiry
28 days. Of course, di ring that samne time interval, the statvr tensile strength
increased slightly Since the reduction in dynamic increase predominates
over increase in static strength for a time after 28 days, the equation given
above was developed to give values of C, slightly by- .r thun values osbtaiiied
from tests on specimens cured 283days This adllu~tment permits the usi otf
conventional 28 day test data in the formula. otherwise, tests after a longer
curing time would be required.

Show Rusistance

Location of th Critical Section, The following equation was used
for computing the distance from the tupport to the diagonal tension critical
section

XG.4+ xs (4-2 L) +*. x~L- 2z2 - 6,YL) + z' - 0.5-yL3 32
Xe 2&2L - 3-t. 0

where 7 2,500pd/l.9C1 41T.
z - overhang lin)

This equatiois derived in Appendix A of Reference 23 for the conditions
including overhang as shown in she diagram below

Cwidsshens of Leading &Wd Rew..,:
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Figure 19 Pslot of dynamic increase in tensile strengh vrsust teie stress
rate for Portlaind cenment concrete

Shear.Momrent Ratio at this Critical Section. If the location of thc
critical sectio is known, the bhear moment ratio at the critical section can
beiwromputed as

X L 2x, (33)
M Li-, - z

wfhere V -shear I lb)

M smonserif (in fIbi

OynavnhcShea Strengh at the Critical Sectton Withithe iynamic
increase coefficients, C, and C2. kntown anti the shear mo~ment ratio, V/M.
Pniswn, Equations 5, 10, and It tLan be used to twaculite the dynamic #fkwa
strength at the critical setion Stric all the sttrrups in IN- test bearns were
ve-rtical, the anglte. a. w,.s 90 degrees and the quantigy fei + costs) was
eqtual to one Stneethe equations were being use-d toanalyzet ts ttnis.

the capacity reduction factor. #. was.iSo taken asuone Thtrefoe.the equd 5
lis for diagonal cratking strength e, and usable ultimate shear strength.
V., vwire simplified as fof lowst

For p < 0012,

4e - (0.8 + 100p)CicIr. (34)
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where p = reinforcement raitio

v,=shear strength contributid by th coCi-ret' (psi), diacloiwl
tension Lracking strength (psi)

Forp > 0 012,

1 .9C,4i + f, 2.5OSW 3( ,-yf 35)

For A,< 0OC0ibbi.

V,, - V,(36)

where A, =stirrup area parallel to the beam axis (i1n 21

s -stirrup spacing center to center. parallel to the bearr axis (in I

V. usable ultimate shear strength (psi)

* * For A,> 0 0tbs, 0

A, f,

V c+ C -b f, (371

where C2 - dynamic increase coefficient for steel in tension

1,-static yield strength of stirrups (psi)

Dynamic Shear Resistance at 'ha Support. If the location )f the
critical section is known and the shear distribution aiong the span is li'ixar,
the shear resistance at the support cotrespondii.j to the diagonal tension

* cracking strength and usable ultimate shear strength ran be expressed a,,

V. vcbd 138)
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where V. = shear resistance at the support corresponding to the diagonil

tension cracking resistance (Ib)

V, = shear resistance at the support corresponding to the usable
ultimate shear 'esistance (Ib)

For each cycle of the calculation prior to shear cracking, thi.
resistance at the support corresponding to the diagonal tension ,rdt P inq
resistance was compared with the shear at the support obtained from
Equation 15 If at any time the value of V. exceeded V., the output of
the computer indicated that shear cracking had occurred, and all further
computations were made using fomiulas for a beam cracked in shear This
change in behavior is represented by event 1 in Figure 15 For each cycle
of the calculation afte shear cracking, the resistance at the support corre
sponding to the usable ultimate shear resistance was compared with the 
shear, V. If at any time the value of V, exceeded V , the output indicated
that the usable ultimate shear strength had been exceeded, and in subsequent
cycles no further comparisons of these values were made This event corre.
sponds to yielding of the stirrups (event 3 in the figure) or to dowel failure P S
depending on which one occurs first

Sending Resltance at the Shetr-Compresslon Zone. For predicting
events in shear behavior other than those already discussed, a different
hypothesis is offered After a diagonal tnsion crack has formed and pro.

pagated into the upper portion of the beam near the under side of the p
compression reinforcement, the prediction of behavior at the shear-
compression zone becomes primarily a bending Irotation) problem rather
then a shear problem The tenler of rotation might be a considerable
distance from the support a: a point where vertical shearing forces are
not largest, but the maximum resistance of the cross section in bending
is greatly reduced by the shear crack Failures in this zone occur when
the ultimate bending resistance is exreeded

A section through the shear compression zone at the head of the
shear crack might remain stable after yielding of the compressive concrete
and after yielding of stirrups, but not after yielding of the longitudinal

tension steel. It appears that yielding of the longitudinal tension steel in
a region of high alear near a support trigries dowel failure by the formation
of a mechanism that is nut very well understood Therefore. in a itable
section, the stirrups may be elastic isr yielded, the concrete in compression
may be elastic or yielded, but the longitudinal tension steel must be elastic
Combinations of these material conditions have been designated case I
through case IV as follows
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Material Conditions

Sire Compressive LOnaitudmal
Colnrete Tension Steel

elastic el.s&ic elastic
II partly yielded eiatic elastic
ill partly yielded yilded elastic
IV elatic Yielded elastic

The free-body diagram for case I s shown in Figure 20 The point of
rotation, point 0 in the figure, is at the b,ttom of the compression reinforce-
ment at a distance, xv, from the support Also, a small overhang, z, is shown
at the support, and the outboard stirrujp affected by the shear crack is assumed
to be at the critical section, xc Vecters in the diagram represent the distrib-
uted load, the reaction, the horizontui forcqs in longitudinal reinforcement,
the horizontal stress distribution in tile onpressive concrete, and the vertical
force distribution in uniformly spaced virrups The inertia of the concrete
mass of the free body relative to the a t icent material of the main portion of
tie beam is very small compared to the reaction at the support at times when
failure is likely to occur, therefore, the inertia is neglected The free-body
diagrams for the other cases are ditferei t only in concrete stress distribution
and/or stirrup force distribution where trapezoidal shapes are used in lieu of
triangular shapes.

For each of the cases described above, equations were derived for 5
computing (I) the distance from the support to the point of rotation, x.,
(2) the ratio of the maximum resisting moment to the resisting moment,
Me/M, and (3) the stresses in those materials that are assumed to be unyielded
The equations for cases I and It apply over the range of possible rotations

within the stated conditions, those for cases Ill and IV are different in that
they apply specifically to the rotation at which time the compressive concrete
strain is at its ultimate value (0 006 / /in) The three computed items are

important because (l) the point of rotation coincides with the point where
the ratio is least and, therefore, indicates where failure is most likely to occur.
(2) if the ratio is greater than unity, the section is stable, and (3) the stresses
must be compared with corresponding dynamic yield stresses to determine
the validity of the cas- used With regard to the third item, if any one of the
computed stresses is greater than the corresionding dyimic yield stress, the
cas uswd does not apply I f the dynamic yield stress of the longitudinal
reinforcement is exceeded, one must assume that thc beam is failed by Juwel
failure If any of the others are exceeded, one must try another case.
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Figure 20 Frei-bedy diagramn for eaMel

When the computer code was used. calculations for the bending
resistance at the sisear-compression zone were initiated upon shear ci'a~king
and were continued for each cycle of thi. numrical procedure It w35sup-
posed that propagation to point 0 is instantaneous, but no assumption was
made of the horizontal location of point 0 The subroutine for case I was
loaded and tivri first. E'4uatiun 40 through 44 appty to czse 1. The distance
from the support to the point of rotation was determined by iterative solution
of x. in the following equation

+ * [I-x)

+ x.3jAI6x,2-2Lx,-2z
2 IJ

+ x[I(3) +

4 2xu(*I-L-xe) + fl(Lx3+x,-3x,'z
2

)I

+(eILx+z') + PI-L X4+2x~zT~j -0 (40@)
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/ 2d 2 - r d 1  4b

where a Af, Id - d")- - - r d -d 40b)

+ b(d")'

A, f,

.(4c1

and A. = area of tension steel (in 
2
)

- ^Iress in stirrup (psi)

= modulus of elasticity of steel (si)

E, = modulus of elasticity of stirrups (psi)

n - EbI-, modulus of elasticity ratio

E, - modulus of elasticity of concrete in compression (psi)

A: - area of compression steel (in 2) *

The stresses in the remote fiber and the longitudina lension reinforcement
can be expressed in terms of the stress in the outboard stirrup (the stirrup
at xc) as follows

11, _I - d" 2_, f', \
fA ) (!-E' ) 

3
nrAJ 141)

_- f, 142)

where f, - stress in concrete (psi)

I! - stress in tension steel (psi)

When the subroutine for case I was loaded, the arbitrary assumption was
made that stress in a stirrup at xc governs shear yielding The initial value 0

of stress was taken equal to the dynamic yield strength If. ' fdm
1 

and the
distance. x.. was obtained from Etiuation 40 This value of x. is the pre-
dicted location of the point of rutation at the time of yielding if stirrup
yielding governs Next, the stress in the remote fiber was computed from
Equation 41 If the concrete stress was less than its dynamic yield strength

(, < f,,y). the initial assumption was maintained and the procedure contin
ued Otherwise. the initial aSsumption is invalid because the concrete yields
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bf ,the -tirrups If the inil a,unri,ni was proved wrong, the cnncrote
. ,s iw it eqiual to its dIynamic yield strength ".~ = fd,). the corre~spond

ing s r p stress f., was computed from Equation 41, arid Equat'ii 40 Was
-1 veil agim 'c ,iwin the value of x.. which is thy? predicto of th4 Incation
of tIN, point of rotation at the tim, of yielilr.9 if contcrete yielding ovorns,
The ijt i pr,vw s riws din, Kwiin a,' - udtion 42 to check the validity
4 thi isatmption rsgarding whlit hi md ei' s first and to revise thre

,,, ni-i, iand the values of If and x. if i (ssary After the material
t,- ii rg shear yielding was kniwn and tire correct values of fi, and x. were
obtained the masiiil,#,i russting mnomn nt, for the case being considered, was
cii.liarO. j as flslos

M" . C ON - X'), (44)
X. -X,

where M5I nilvirrium resisting moment (in .1b)

and where a ando~ are the values obtained from Equations 40b and 40c The 0
moment1 at thre -ame time and position wes calculated as

2 2L (Lx x. _ .2 Z2 (45)

If fthe ratio of the maximum resisting moment to the moment, MR/M, was
less thai unity, the computer output indicated that the beam was yielded
in shtear the case I Subrujtine was abandoned, and either another subroutine
Was 11,ad- d or bending resitance calculations for the shear compression Lire
"r, terminated

The subroutine for case 11 was loaded if yielding of a stirrup governed
the final cycle ot case f Equations 46 through 49 apply to case 11 The dis
tance from the support to the point of rotation was determined by iterative
solio of x. in the foilowing equation

* xz 1.L *2(xc) + 2 x,(X.2 - 12 +-

* (2 Z2 X, L xc - + t L) 0 (46@)

where Af~ 2d'; + d -d] (46b)
.[3 +



A. fd'v
6 - - 2s 46c)

* E fa Id j- - d" 2 (46d)

1rii f&, * dynam vield strength of stirrops 4ysil

The. strvss in the rtemrote fbr (,on he cv prrid iii terms of the stress in the
liqjjiiitiitilj tcisiiif steel as foillows

t .-2A,f, 147
b +3nrA' 47

d""

hWfier the subrosutine tin i asi- 11 was liarfd, the arbi'trary is-Aimption w.6
mar, that stress in the lonititudiflal tisiif stoil iverlis, thi- oupr bounda~ry *
of case II The initial vatue- of stress was t,.frrn rituual tit the- dynamic vield
strength (f,. - fv. nd the stress in the remote fiber was obtained from
Eq~uat ion 47 If the LOCOcee Stress Was less than its dynain yield strengfth

I,< f,,,. the initial assumption was maintid arid the- distanete. x. was
ijetermird by suifyinitEq (iition 46 Oltherim-. thflu, ii *usmumptinrn is
invalid fxrcanuv the concrete yuies be'fore the Sti-l Ifthe initial assumption

wis prioved wrong., the corncrete stress Was set equail to its dynamic yield
stririlth 4' f4,,) the corresPoimn' tll'" stuS"'S f, wa' ciimputcdt from
( ticili 47, and then Eujuation 46 wus solveriif r to)obamP value of x.

After the imtiring material was known, and the- correct vailues of f, and x.
were obitained. the ,,ram,,mo" resisting moment was calt uluited as

MR - - + 6 INx. -X * tI (481

where -y, 6 and f are, the value% obtaurw (I frint Eudutions 41ib, 46L. and 4fbd
The rnurv tit at :he samw- turt and position wa% itmineil by Ite us.- of

in011.1 'I't thoe ratio out the niuvumium reistifin, l it to ithe ,rlrni-nt.
MRIM was it % thanO unity, the cast- 11 subritir was at u.nduired. and .thee S
another subroutin. was loaded r be-ndingl resistance calufeuttins for thne
its,u uLimt niuin lime w-vA- termnated An un. ssirtual b-it nonnetfvfs
tt, resting, vatlue romputid duurrrtj vi~h Lycle of craseI t was% t~m number of

viifitd ittrups, N

N, I * .~I.N.-' d ') (40)4
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Th, subroutine for case IlIl was loaded if yielding of the conCrete
governed the final cycle of Case I1 or if the stirrup stress exceeded its dynamic

yield value in) the fin'l cycle of case IV. Equalties 50 thrtogh 52 ,ippty to
cs III. The distince from !be support to the pito oainwsdtr

+ x,'(L - 2xl+ 2x,( X2 - z2 
+ - o)

+ (2 2x, - Lx - + 0L) 0 (50a)

whetS. 0 0006 , EA, d -d') + !,bd"lOti - 0291 d") 150b)

3L,07f' "+ 0006 L- E,A p

and the value of 6 in obtained from Equation 4&%. The inaxiniuin resisting

**+ 6j(X,-X'I2 0; (51)

TI e momnrt it 1tesame lime and position was obtained from Equatioti 45
TI e number of yiefiiA stii'ups is

N -4, - -E(0.75f,'bd" + OO6-L EA] (2

It the ratio of the maximuni resisting inoment to the rnmirrent. Mitim, was
ieIt thin unity, the cuinouter output indicated that the beam w.A fiied in
san~ir comptression. arid bundioug resistance calculations for thve shcar-compressioii

,ui. nte terrnaated.
The. ,,ubruutiise for case IV was loaded if yielding of 1150 comprmo~ve

ccrote!Purind the final cycle of case 1. Eqinrns 53 tfirough 55 apply
liocree IV The dintnci. from inu uppuil to the point of rotation was deler-
min-d by ittrative. solution of x. in [the fiolowing equation:
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+ vI-XiI + Y,312XL)

+ 2xj7,\f322
X,-X~)h

" [X(Lx,3-3z
2

X2f - ?LJ 0 (53a)

where rl - I,,bd'f0.75d - 0 291 d")

+ 0006 2- E, A,(d - d') (53b)

X ±E~ 0.75f~~cbd* + 0.006 -L~ E, AlV
A, E, I 33(d -d") J 50

The stress in the stirrup at xcis:

x. x \/o( .7 5fd bd" + 0 006 - E Afit/A,
It the computed stirrup strew,. f, was greater than the dynamic yie, j stress.
fdv. the subroutine for case IV was abandoned and reptaced with the one for
caseli. If the computed stirrup stresi was less than the dynamic yietd stress
(f, < fu,,), thes subroutine for case IV was maintained, anrC the maxzimarc
resisting moment was determined from this formula:

MRk - 1t + Wi. - XCfP (55)

The momenmt. M. was ictermined by using Equation 46. It the ratio. M~t/M.
was tess thdn unity, the computer output indicated that the beam was faited
in shear-cornpression. and bending resistance calculations for the shear.
compression zone were terminated.
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Bond Resistance

M~i ie th5e Com Cnptef ':ode was iis'ef bsoind CaludtSiistiii We M)4 fvtor

ItOs l ittc I. ACt [flJi,'toi (COdoU whiiih p,,rt,1t to oIt)id 5iietiiih(r-
is limaltle $tteii'l~jf (s sitt! l)vtiaiiiit( i,; r(iq imi bni,iil ti~ i ~I . ¢ Sitf

Coiieliis For istaste, tot tnsiiii to(rs otbiir i 59 )pdas. with siz?25
and defornm ons cotrformrnin to ASTM SpificaICo-AZYZr,:

9.5\1f
< 800 psi (56)

whfe u. 9 ullimate bo d stress (psi)

S- nominal diameter of tir (i

At II- crifiil . ei lion for bond. *
Vb w 0N*Idu. (57)

where Vb manximunallowablo shear at tItie critical section for

bond fib)

* capacity reduction factor

1o - sum of perimetwrs of effective bats (in.)

jd - noinefl aim between tentroids of corTsiei- and

tensile forces (in

Since Ih.. 'tutions were Weing ousca to analyze test specimens. t11L. capacily
reduction factor, 0, was taken as unity. Therefore. Eqatfion 57 was simpli.
fied as follows

Vi- 1 id u. (58)

All of the lams analy/id were tt ted to ir.iis plates which were simply

siipportmd, Therefore. lie .itical sectioti fo rond was assJmsed to tieat the
i/ti of l Ifie fir inhj pltitil i, . it i$tatitas Xb frOma thlm simple ssmppnort Thmu.; Ifi

sh.ear resistJaowat the supt.it umtresti)n(fiiq to I ultimato bond strength
was erprs' .das follow.

V. Vb
V Vb• 2 (59)

2 Xb

L
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%%eeV he,,r resistance at the support corn enOdinq to the ullumite
hee bond resistance 0ib)

x.adistance from the support to the critial su juoii for bond (in)I

For each cycfeof th ca3lculation, thiirresistanceat Ifiv upport
corresponding to the eumate bomlr ri-sistence was compaired with tfsesfsear
at the support obtained from Equi'tion 15 If at iny lime IN.i value of V,
eucedid V,,,, th. output of the computer Indicated bWind faiturp and bond
calcuta:,ons were discont,nuaed

Flexural fssac

iS: neral. The flfexuta resistance., R. in Eqtion: 1t.io b,' Comrntutd
foricf cycle of the calcutation wdinii) Intoi .cuit 1114 01(hu l)Modtufus

of etash.iy of throcee hc m s ittfnonlrimar risisio-
defltection relationship ;n tileelasticn niupandttUui n tiiiti i
inotcridls. whiCh cause avery di finitenoin,fmrreitn.'f flihni
reialionstup in the iuwelastc rjuo Dimupinq if Ih- Syst.Irn 'l to Ow~ ctinnji
wciinitis Sf materials occurs in) th' cafculitinns is the ft4,sir,,i ri.isthiice is
influenced by the S'ueed of fthe beamn

The %train rais sand dynamic strcrujlfis o itit ialt i rnidspii hive
ixtn disoissud previous)ly indoapplicable Iniufas have o i irias Eiiii
!ons 25 through 30

Moment Capacity, The provisions of aticle, 1602 of to ACt Siiildiqv
Code'1

3 
were used to dvetminc tilt uttirriate disli. iomir (4 it inl tnoinq it[,

M,, by simpty substituting the dyniamic yieldeIu in tilee iof Ite- static
yield stessadpermitting reinforie-mort ratio. p - p% up tio tiw baici
condition, Pb Articte IW2O pe~rtai ti) ltinui.ii i iiiprtattiiii ii uftliite
strenglthi dqsijri for rectanijufar fiins wilt. corprissvii tviiiforu-nueit Thei
strunsS blockr proportion is appriiuimatenl by

ki, - 085 f;,~ < 4,000 psi (60a)

k,-085 -005~ -- '- ft'> 4,000 psi (60b)

wiire k, 1% ftie stiv~s tilock tirirtjrti% The rirfuuru-erriii ratio t11u11 wtuld
;uiidiice balanced e'nutunis is priotu iiy

.0 85ki f;, 87.000 (61)
P" (un 87,000 + I.,)
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where p. - ir,;inforcement ratio that produce-s balanced con~ditions "]

fd, - dynamic yield strength of tension steel (psi)

The beim is overreinforced when

P 1 (62a)

where p* is the compression reinforcement ratio. The beam is underreinforced

when

P P1 (62b) BPb

Ti )eJm it underreisiforced but does not conform to ACI 1607d) when

0.75 < 
p  

< 1 (62c) *
Pb

Although yielding of the ;ompression reinforcement does not

constlitute yielding of the beam. such yielding does influence the moment

,arrying cat.city enough to be considered here. Therefore. different for.

mulas were usd to obtain the dynamic reisting moment for the cases of
yielded and unyiulded compression reinforcemrcnt at the time of yielding B
of the beam The reinforcement ratio teat w,)uld produce yelding of the

compression rinforcement concurrent with yielding of the tension rein.

forcement 
t
o' the current velocity of the beam is predicted by

p, - 0.85k, LL 180o- (63)

where p, a reinforcement ratio that producesyielding of the compression
reinfor.ement concurrent with yielding of the tension reiniorce.
meit

fd, - dynamic yield strength of compression steel (psi)

I p - p' ;o pl. the compression steel is assumed to be yielded and the dynamic

resisting moment cim be determined from
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Md. (A,fd, A;)0;,) (d 4 A'fd'.,(d d') (64)

Afl- A; f8wherea
0 85 f;,b

and Md. ultimate design. dynamic resisting moment (in .1b)

a - ultimate design, stress block depth (in.)

Itfp -p < pt, the comnpression steel is assumed to be elastic and thecdynamic
resisting moment is

M,, -085 f;,ab (d As+ A6, Cvj1 (I (d - d') (65)

"hfere a - [lA. ty AEr~l

± JA,tI.AE,sml? # 34f~bA Ern.ktid /I17fb0

and C, yield strain of concrelte (in fin

Neutral Axis. The location of the neutral axis at the time is) flexural
yielaing based oni the current velocity isf the beam is expresse as

c . a (66)

Modulus of Elasticity. When simplified nielhilds of anilysisdid
dlesign were used, the modului of elasticity of the concrete for the StaiC
cai' as given in Equation 7 was used, When the- computer code was used.
the dynamic compressive tlrtiijtli of the ioncreti: was used iii lieu of the
static strength as foillows

E, - p533Nf- 167)

whric E, modulus ii elasticity of ciiictet. in compressliiai (psi)

p - density of the Cimerete (lb/It
3)

fl-dynaniic compnessive strength of the coni fete at 28 days (psi)
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Moment Of Inertia, The moment of inertia, assuming a crackesd

sectionl. is expresed as nwt

whr .a moment ofiner-tia of acrackedsecton (in 4)

hreStiffness The ratio of the resistance and the deflection traditionally
has been considered so be a constant, called tse spring constant, and propor-
ional to the product of the modulus of efasticity and the moment of inertia,

length. Thusy

kt El

where k a spring constant (lhfin.1

E - modulus of elasticity (psi)

1 moment of inertia (in,')

For uniformly ioaded beams on simple supports

384 I/l\

Actually, the moment of inertia changes with deflection, which in turn
chaniges with time, as the fleauraf critcat setivon passes through the uncracked.
cracked, and hinging states of behavior. Also. the stiffIness changes slightly
with time as the modulus of elasticity of the concrete iraiges with beam
vilocity. Therefore, the spring constant is not a constant at all, but a variable.

The sprinsg constant for the cracked regime, k,. was computed from
the modulus of tlasticity of the concrete and the moment of inertia for a
cracked section

kc L 'iEc I") (69)

5 7)
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wherv k,; the spring ccnstant ofajcracked sectionin lb/m Then an D,

approximation of the spring constant, which can be used through all
regimes (uncrasked, cracked, and hinging), was made using the method
recommended by Nosseir.18 In Nossir's method. the spring constant, k,
is obtained from the spring constant for the cracked regime and the span.
depth ratio of the beam,

k -~ [13~ 0 00058(L)]k, (70

Data from this empirical formula compared well with measured data within
the limits: 4 < L/d < 12. Corroboration outside those limits was not
attempted. Data within those limits to corroborate the equation can be
found in Reference 18 and in Appendix 8 of this report. Appendix 8 also
contains comparisons between Nosseir's method and other methods.

For each cycle of the calculation prior to shear cracking, the natural
period of vibration was determined from the mass and the spring constant
by application of the following formula:

T, - 2 k i ( (70.)

The natural period was not used in flexural resistance calculations. but was
used in Equation 17 to estimate the dynamic stress rate of the concrete in
diagonal tension. P

Reststance. The flexural resistancp is limited by the moment carrying

capacity. For uniformly loaded beams on simple supports, the maximum
resistance is computed as

8 Md,Fr., - 1 71)

where R. is the maximum flexural resistan,.e in poutds. Otherwise. the
resistance can be expressed as the product of the spring constant and the
deflection. Thus,

R - ky < Rn (72)

Upon the first occasion of R. governing in Equation 72. the computer output
indicated flexural yielding,
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Inelastic Hinge, For each cycle of the calculation after flexural
yielding, an analysis was made of the inelastic hinge to estimate, for the
current velocity of the beam. how much deflection would correspond to
flexural failure assuming that failure occurs when the compressive strain
in the remote fiber reaches the ultimate strain. e,, (0 006 in in ). The
following general procedure was used:

1. From the assumed stress and strain distributions over the cioss

section, the neutral axis was found at the section where the dynamic yield
moment, M.,u, exists (ioundary of hinging ,ction) and at midspan (center

of hinging actioii).

2. The ratio of the strain in the remote fiber and the distance to
the neutral axis was used to represent the curvature of the beam at the
center of hinging. The ratio of tension steel strain and its distance from

the neutral axis was used at the edge of hinging.

3 A linear curvature distribution from zero at the support through

the points indicated above was used to obtain a curvature diagram, •

4. The deflection was computeo by summing moments of areas in

the curvature diagram.

The computer did not make use of a diagram, of course, but executed

comparable arithmetic steps. The estimated deflection was compared with
the deflection obtained from the recursion furmulas. kquations 12 through p
14. The cimputer output indicated flexural failure upon the first occasion
when the deflection exceeded the deflection corresponding to flexural failure.

Kienan
30 

has used a similar approach assuming linear curvature

outside the hinging length and fourth degre curvature. opening downward,
within 'hu hinging length Nordel131.32 has refined the approach considerably
using rigorous methods to predict the shape of the stress block within the
hinge and the shape of the curvature diagram across the hinging length.

The equations used to analyze hinging in the Series F beams are given
in Appeidix C.

Computer Programs

Computer programs were written for the static and dynamic analyses
of rectangular reiiforced concrete beams with compression reinforcement
and stirrups.
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Output data from the program for static analysib included the
load carrying capacity, deflection, an location of the critical section
corresponding to flexural yielding, shear cracking, usable ultimate shear,
shear yielding, shear failure, and allowable bond. It also included the mod-
ulus of elasticity of the concrete in compression and the effectiveness of
the stirrups.

The program for dynamic analysis was written to include the
characteristics of the load in the input data. The response history was
included iii the output. Figure 21 contains sample output giving the title
of the program, the identification of the beam, a list of input data. and a
list of output data The conditions of loading and resiraint were input as
a code number and then output in the written form shown in the figure as
a check against error. The peak load was input in thousands of pounds per
foot if it was a uniformly distribute' toar' 'r in thousands of pounds if it
was a concentrated load. When this data was listed, it was also given in
terms of the total load on the beam. If the load dur,'ton was omitted,
infinite duration was used by the computer and the word "infinity" was
output as shown in the figure,

The precision versus cost of the solution was controlled by arpropriate
input of a time increment and an acceleration tolerance. These values were
listed in exponential format: for instance, the time increment shown in the
figure is 2.5 x 1O" msec or 0 00025 second. The precision decreases as the
overhang length increases because the overhang is neglected in many of the
formulas. Therefore, some judgment must be used in specifying overhang
length. A maxmum overhang of 1110 is considered reasonable for normal
engineering accuracy. If this computer program were to be used to analyze
a beam with long overhangs, it might be wise to run the program twice, first
for simple supports with overhang and second for fixed supports, to insure
that both satisfy the design criteria.

If the half.width of the support is omitted, bond calculations will be
made at the center of the support instead of at the face of the support or the
edge of the bearing plate Stirrup spacmgs are in the direction of the beam
axis, and the inclination factor is sin it + cos a where o is the angle of inch.
nation of the stirrups. Different static yield stresses for compression steel
and tension steel may be specified as shown. The proporions and weights
of the beam were provided in the output data for comparing the properties
of one beam with another and for estimating the weight and cost of the
beam. The main portion of the output data was a table giving the predicted
behavior. The times tisted in the first column were established by the time
increment given in the input, and the calculation was terminated when the
deflection reached maximum because most of the equations in the theory
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do not apply when the velocity is negative. Other columns in the table

contain values for the motion at midspan. total load, resistance. shear at

the support, and the reaction at the support. Notes were given in the table
to indicate events which change the behavior of the beam and to provide
supplementary information such as position of the critic.t section, nomber
of virrups yielded, iYiati of the shearcomoression zone, and effective

ness of stirrups. The sample data in the figure predicted inelastic response
(flexural yielding) and failure. Furthermore, it indicated when and where
yielding would occur in shear compression

SERIES F TESTS

Objectives

The first objective of the Series F tests was ti study the concept of
ductility along the span with emphasis on the differ cce betwen static and
dynamic behavior. The design procedures which rc:.,-d from the Siries E I 0
tests" were used to dersiin the test specimen,. and the th.ory given in this
report was used to analyze them It was n,:sired to achieve nearly e.Udl
probability of failure in shear or flexure in dynamic tests, aid to achieve
nearly balanced conditions between ductile and brittle behav'r in both
the shear and flexure modes. Furthermore, the ductility in bei rling in the
shear omipression zone was studied to se if underreinforced conditions
could Ire maintained then,.

The second objective was to use the theory to predict the occurrence
of (I) shear cracking, (2) yielding of the tension steel at mispan, (3) yielding
of stirrups. (4) yielding of the concrete at midspan, (5) yielding of the con.
crete at the shear compression zone, and (6) mode of failure. The predictions
included time and loation of occurrence in dynamic tests, and load ard
location of occurrence in static tests,

The third objective was to substantiate the equa;ons in the theory for
predicting dynamic shear strength Over a rarqi of concrete strength, f,' using
predicted ,alues of the dynamic increase coefficient. C,. and over a ranqe of
stirrup spacing, S, using predicted values of the dynsamic increasi coefficient,
C2.

Test Specimens

Description. Twelve specimens were fabricatmr with a span of 138
inches (I feet 6 inches) between supports and an overhang of 6 inches at
each end giving a total length of 150 inches (12 feet 6 inches. All had
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reLmanqallar cross seiors ofttich wid( t. I b 69 in ch (Jffctive dep th, aid
Ill ricfh lotar drpth. flit! isisnce fronti the top Srirfarci' tos the centor of the
rLornprrssion sleet was 1.44 inches All beams wedoubly reinforced with
two nio, 9 dWorrmedf bars in tennion arid two rio. 7 bars in comprtrmon All
had vertical bon'tyr stirrup5 made from 6 qije wire hooki(d to the coin.
pressrorki l The ends of each beam wrere suptirl on and bolted to

l's ;.-!; *-. i:,yt i L..ainii. plates whfich seers free tro ansla3te
horizontally and to rotate,

The beams designated WF I through WF4 frai 3 inch soicirsj. ceinter
to renter. between stirrups si the critical region. and those desnqnatirf WF5
through VWF 12 had 5 inch spacing there Details are shown iii Ftiuresi 22.
23. and 24

Thre beams were intnrej to fail in shrear nar thre vast ernd or in
ftexurirat nurdspans. therefore. the Str'iipS were Spacedf etoir together near
the west end The dtparlure born symmetry in the dhesigrn was not largje
enough to caute unsymmetrical flexuiral response, but lartle cnoiuqh to pme
dlude shear failure nexi the wsest erif

Material Properties. Tirsts iri coricrera conrtrol cylindfers arid steel 0
couprons to determtie Ie instatic andf dynamit proiper ties of thre materialn
are discuissed,. arid the resuitts are given in Appieridix A Alsor.the static
material properties are summarized in Table 1.

The concret was made from Typo. I portland cement. 3/4.inch
max rmum size aggreepte, and sand, Two wives eerie useef. The rviiaror
static comnpressie strength at aboist 213 days was 5.770 psi fur tre higher
strewgth and 3,480 psi for the tossi r stnrrrglh coricreti. The average tensile
splitting strength was bbO psi for the iuigher stri-ngtli witS 430 psi (or thn-
lower strengtfi concrete. The hinlheri strngth coincrete was usiI iii specs
inisWFt throughWVFB

Thre toirgitudirra! rcir.for.ring bars Satisfiedf 114- ttjh rirluiretsetts
oif ASTM Specification A432 anif If e itiforin iatci ruireirsenits of ASTM
Specification A305 56T TIe average statIic rippr yieldisiti'55 sis 69.000
psi for thre nor 9 bars. used in tenson. anif 70.000 psi for the no 7 bars. usedS
in coiriprcssnon

Tire stirrups were .srarf from anneaftdi plain wvire, wficli was reinoen
iii 6 fiut straightlterngths, The average- static ywhf stress wsas 30.000 f)%. The
wire harf a tirnear stress-strain relationship to a will il0firnt proporrtiorsn J
limit at afiout 23.000 psi and trad a trirg~ent tnrinllus orf etaisticity of aboutj
292.200ovts,
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Equipment

Loading Machine. The beams were tested in the NCEL blast simulator
which is capable of applying a uniformly distributed static or dynamic load.
Dynamic loads are applied by generating expanding geses in the simulator
from the detonation of Primacord by means of two btasting caps Therise
time is controlled by the holes in the firing tube, the peak pressure by the
amount of Primaco(d. and the decay time by opening valves which vent the
gases to the atmosphere. A system of baffle plates in the pressure chamber

assists in obtaining uniform distribution. Static loads are applied by admitting
compressed air into the simulator by means of a compressor. A neoprene seal
was placed on top of the beam between the walls of the blast simulator to con-
tain the pressure.

The design capacity of the blast simulator is 185 psi and the width

between the w lls is 8.1 inches. Therefore, the maximum uniform load that
can be applied is about 18 kip/ft.

The blast simulator has been discussed in detail by Shaw and Allgood.3
Since that discutsion. the blast simulator has been modified to accept deeper
beams, and the operating procedures have been changed to retard carbon t

deposits.

Supports. The supports at each end of the beam provided a 10-inch-
long bearing plate which was free to translate horizontally and to rotate The
beam was belted to the bearing plate and the beam had a 6-inch overhang
measured from the center of the bolt pattern to the end of the beam. Each
of the two supports contained a 60-kip capacity load cell.

A cut-away isometric drawing of the support configuration appears in
earlier reports 14.23

Measurements

Instrumentation. Measurements were taken to study the applied load.
shear at the supports, effectiveness of the stirrups, flexural behavior along the
span, and motion at midspan. The locations of the measurements are shown
in Figures 22, 23, and 24. The data was gathered, recorded, reduced, and
presented by the NCEL Data Tape System which is the subject of a separate
rep~ort t4

Overpressure. The applied load (overpressure) was measured about
20 inches above the top surface of the beam at three locations along the span.
Pressure transducer PC2 was positioned directly above the center of the span,
PCI 4 inches from the center of the east support, and PC3 4 inches from the
center of the west support. Measurement FC3 was omitted in the dynamic
tests.

7
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Reaction. The reactions at the supports (forces) were measured by
load cells RE and RW locatcd in the supports These force measurements,

corrected for the effects of the 6-inch overhang, were used to determine the

shearing force at the supports

Acceleration. In the oyamic tests only. accelerometer MA was
attac"ed to the iinr, efii of the beam at midspan to measure the motion 5
of the beam, The vilues obtained were integrated once to obtain velocty

and twice to obtain deflection.

Deflection. Linear potentiometer MD was located at midson to

measure deflection. The fixed part was attached to the steel cover over the
blast simulator pit under the beam, and the movable part was spring loaded
against the underside of the beam. Also, a rotating drum in conjunction with
paper and pencit was used to corroborate neasurement MD. The spring-loaded
pencil was attached to an insert in the side of the beam 6 inches up from the
bottom at midspan. znd recorded on paper taped to the rotating drum which
was attached to the bottom edge of the blast simulator wall and powered by
an electric millor. In the static tests only, a scale (100 parts to the inch)
oriented in the vertical drection was attached with masking tape to the side 4

of the beam at midspan, and a surveyor's transit with the telescope in a fixed
position was used to read the deflection.

Strain. Stirrup strains. WSt through WS6. were measured with one

electronic strain gage at each location, bonded to the wire in the vertical
direction, and positioned ( inches trom the top of the beam. The stirrup
strain measurements were used to detect cracking in shear, trace crack prop,
agatton. and indicate yielding of the stirrups. Strains C I through C4 were
measured vith etrc,ronic strain gages bonded to the top surface of the
concrete in the longitudinal direction, one gage at each of the four locations.
Strains CSI through CS4 and TSl throuih TS4 in the longitudinal steel were
measured with two electronic strain gages at each location placed diametri.
cally opposite e-Kh other on the bar and wired to form opposite arms of a
Wheltstone bridge circuit. The longitudinal strain measurements were taken
at four locations (1) a distance from the support equal to the effective depth,
d. (2) the quarter point. 1/4. 13) the third point, 1.3. and (4) the midpoint.
112. These measurements were used mainly to study the ductility along the

,pas and to iidicate yVielding and failure at the shear compression zone and
at midpipn.
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Procedure

Fabricating Reinforcing Steel Cages. One cage for each beam was
made from the longitudinal reinforcement and the stirrups using the following
procedure:

I. Samples of the 6-gage wire were tested to determine the material
properties. P

2. The wire, received in straight lengths, was formed into box-nsaped I
stirrups by cutting it to the required length and bending it around
a pin.

3. Six wi-e stirrups were selected and one strain gage was applied to
each, the gage being oriented along the axis of the wire and posi.
tioned 7 inches from the top of the stirrup.

4. The longitudinal steel (no. 9 and no. 7 bars) was l3beled for
identificatlion and cut to the required length.

5. Selected coupons of the longitudinal steel were tested to determine
the material properties. 0

6. At two locations on each of the four bars. the deformations were
filed off by hand to prepare the surfaces for receiving strain gages. I

7. Two strain gages were attached to each filed location; these gages
were oriented along the axis of the bar and placed diametrically
opposite each other. The pairs of gages CSI and CS3 were on one
bar, and CS2 and CS4 were on its companion The sarne arrange.
ment wex used for TSI through TS4.

8 The longitudinal steel bars were placed on , wooden form which I
positioned them and held them firmly in place.

9. The stirrups were postioned and then id with wire to thelongitudinal steel.

10. Lifting eyes were made from no. 2 bars and were tied to the
longitudinal steel a, each end of the beam

11. In the final step, the wooden form wds removed.
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Casting. Thirteen cubic feet of concrete per batch was made at the
casting site in a diesel powered mixer of 16-ft

3 
capxci(y. The weights of thf;

ingredients were carefully measured A smal quantity of water was added
if necessary to obtain the specified slump, One batch was sufficient to cast
one beam and six associated control cylinders.

The reinforcing steel cage was positioned in the ste form by means
of small hydrustone cubes wired to the tongitudinal bars as wacers against
the form sides. Steel sleeves were installed to create the holes for the tiedown
b.ts at the supports. The lead wires from the strain gages were inserted out.
ward through small holes drilled into the side of the form, Finally, a metal
insert was positioned for holding the pencil which would record deflection.

The beam and six test cylinders were cast by shoveling the concrete
into the forms and vibrating it with an electric probe-type vibrator. Finally.
the top surfaces of the beam and cylinders were troweled smooth.

Curing. The beam and associated cylinders were removed from the
forms about 2 days after casting and cured under wet burlap until about 2
days before testing. The burlap was watered once a day, 5 days a week.

Preparing Specimens. The following steps were taken to prepare
each beam for testing-

1. The beam was set out to dry for 2 diys.

2. Strain gages CI through C4 were bonded to the top face of the beam.

3. The sides of the beam were whitewashed to emphasize the crack
pattern which would form during the test.

4. The sides of the beam were lined with black paint to indicate the
location of the stirrups and longitudinal reinforcement.

5. The beam was positioned and bolted on the supports, the assembly
was placed on wheeled jacks, the lifting eyes were cut off, and the
entire assembly was wheeled into position in the blast simulator.

6. The wheeled tacks under the supports were removed, and the
supports were anchored to the concrete foundation.

7. A strip of neoprene was placed over the top of the beam to seal the
pressure chamber of the blast simulator.

8. The rotating drum and pencil were installed.

9 For dynamic tests only, transducer MA was fastened. For static
tests only. the scale for visually measuring modspan deflection was
taped to the beam.

10. Finally. all electrical connections were made and the beaff, was
ready for testing as shown in Figure 25.
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Testing. The varied parameters in the experiment plan were load,
concrete strength, and stirrup spacing as indicated in Table 3. Two concrete
mixes and two stirrup spacings were used. six beams were loaded dynamically
and six statically. The beams can be classified into three groups, group I had
the higher concrete strength and close stirrup spacing. group II had the higher
strength and greater spacing, end group Ill had the lower strength and greater
spacing. Within each group, two beams were loaded statically and two dynam
ically. The beams in group II were designed to be underreinforced at midspan
in the elastic range (zone 2 in the theory) and to have a large energy.absorbing
capacity in the inelastic range (zones 4, 5, and 6). Furthermore, they were
designed to be balanced with regard to yielding in flexure and yielding in
shear. In the design, the usable ultimate shear was used to approxtmate
yielding in shear. Closer spacing of stirrups was provided in group I to insure
yielding in flexure and to study the influence of stirrups on ductility in the
shear.compression zone. Lower concrete strength was provided in group III
to insure shear failures and to study brittle behavior (zones I and 3). The
ages of the beams at the tlime of testing were.

Group Beam No. Age (dir.s)

WFl 28
WF2 36
WF3 29
WF4 35

WF5 29
W16 29
WF7 31
WF8 30

WF9 30
WFI0 31
I WFI 29

WFI2 31

In the static tests, a uniformly distributed load on the beam was
gradually and continuously increased to the point of beam collapse or to
the point wt'en the neoprene seat failed to contain the additional pressure.
The uniform load was applied by admitting air pressure into the blast simu.
lator from an air compressor. The amount of overpressure was monitored
visually with an Emery pressure gage of 375.psi capacity. Measurements of
load, reaction. deflection, and strain were n corded with the NCEL Data
Tape System at each -psi increment of overpressure until an overpressre
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of 30 psi was attained; then an increment of 2 psi was used until an
overpressure of 90 psi was attained; and then an incremrent of I psi was
used. At each increment, midspan deflection was recorded on the rotating
drum, and tiarsit readings of midspan deftection were recorded by hand, as
was the overpressiro indicated by the Emery pressure Mae.

Table 3. Experinment Plan fer Series F Tests

Censtant test naaeters-

L 138.n A, -20m2A, 00567m.i2

Is 700mn A -*20 in2  E, 29 2 xit06psi

h 18 D8in. p *00182 F, 30.000eso

z 600 in. Ps' O0t09 a -90 deg

d 1 569mn. E, *29 0, xO 10 t. Lid - 8.79 *
d' I "in. 11, 69.000pi b/d - 0 446

Nominal Conicrete Stirrup
Beam No Load Tynpe Group No Strength. If Spacing, I

WFI ste
WF2 sai

15.000 3f
this3
WF4 dynamic

stati
WFIS

11 5.000 5
F7 dynamic

WFqI
111Oit 3.01 5

WF 12 dynamic I
Static test told$ We to be increased slowly froms zero to cotlanes Dynamic test
toads ae to hare I,.e times nI 2 me and are to be of tonildvioms th a peak
onerpresare sf 78 psi in the blast simutator.
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In the dynamic tests, first the firing tube of the blast simulator was
loaed with the amount of Primacord required to obtain the desired peak
overpressure, and the sequence and deiay time of the simulator valves were
set to obtain the desired overprsaure decay rate. A blasting cap was then
inserted in each end of the firing tube and wired to the master control cir-
cut. Finally. a switch was cl.,d to start an electromechanical programmer
which in trn t 1) star ted the recording equipment, (2? placed a time reference
on the records. (3) placed a calibration step pulse on the records. (4) ignited

the eAplosive charge, (5) controlled the ope-ling of the blast simulator valves.
and (6) stopped the recording equipment. Continuous measurements of load,
reaction, aci;4craticno detlection, and strain were recorded on magnetic tape.
The rotating drum was switched on and off by hand, and continuous measure.

ments of deflection were recorded on the paper.
After the test, the beam was inspected and removed from the blast

aimulator. The transducers were removed, the cracks lined with black ink
for contrast, and the beam was photographed (Figures 26 through 29).

],= I- LO11 11Rn Rlif 1~

Figure 26. Post test photogaph of statlally loaded beams WF and WF2 and

dynamically loaded beam WF3.

Findings and Conclusions

Accuracy of the Results. The accuracy and precision of experiments
should be consistent with those of the theory and those required in designs
Maximum errors in experiment data must be equal to or slightly less than
those of the theory in order to prove or disprove the accuracy of the theory.

but additional accuracy and precision are unwarranted and usually not desir-
able in the interest of experiment economy. In a similar manner, differences
in agreement between experiment and theory should be equal to nr slightly
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less than the allowable error in the designs, and any terms in the theory

giving contributionts less than the allowable error should be ivsitred in the

interest of economy in design procedure. Accuracy of test results can be

(2) controls over specimens, and 13) controls over testing.

Figure 27. Poet tont Photograph Of 1,t4ti01llY losaed beamts WFS and WF6 &Wd
dynastilcally loaded beast WK4

F19 re 21. Post toot phiotograh of dynastically loaded beas WF7 and WFS

and statcally loadead bas WF9.

The accuracy of measurements and the precision of data reduction

are shown in Table 4. Sliderute accuracy in computing calibration factors
and precision resistances during pre-test calibration governed the accuracy

of each channel of electronic instrumenlatio's. Therefore, in each case, the
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eslimateo error is t2% of full scale. The system accuracy, including noise
level, and transducer accuracies were much better. The precision with which
the analog-to digital converter digitized the data was I part in 999 parts at

band edge. Thus, in the case of force measurements where band edge was
set at 80 kips. the estimated error is ±0.1% at 60 kips or ±0 08 kip. The
scales used in conjunction with the telescope and the rotating drum were
both 100 parts per inch, but additional error is estimated for play in the
spring-loaded pencil which recorded on paper taped to the rotating drum.
Measurement of time on a given channel was very accurate (t/105). but
the coordination between various channels had a constant maximum error
of u 1/2 msec which gives only fair comparisons bttween values on one
dynamic test record and another when values change rapidly with time.

.JJIiIiL: A _... -.FIIIIIIII[IIIiI! .I[iflill~l[l!!il

Figure 29. Post test photograph of dynamically l aded beams WF I a ind WF t2
and statically lolded beam WF 10.

The controls over specimens are listed in Table 5. These controls
represent ability, in the laboratory, to fabricate the beams as intended. The

estimated errors associated with dimensions, proportions, and weight are all
within 4.2% except the effective depth to the compression reinforcement.
d'. which is 8.7% This least accurate dimension is of little importance in
the theory for shear up to the point of usable ultimate shear, and then it
is very important in computing bending resistance in the shear compression

zone, The flexural resistance in the theory is more dependent on the moment
arm. d - d', which has a maximum error of only about 1%. The rmaterial used
as stirrups was purchosed by special order to guarantee accuracy, and tests
showed no more than 5% error in yield strength On the other hand, tests
on longitudinal reinforcing steel coupons and concrete control cylinders
revealed strengths above the nominal strengths up to 26 and 28%, respectively.
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For that reason, the strengths obtained in th tests on materials were used as
input to the theory instcjd of the nominal strengths in order to achieve con.
sistent accuracy. If the average values from the tots are substituted in place
of the nominal strengths, the errors are as follows, I

Average Maximum Marxrm
Parameter Measured Value Error Percent Error

lesil fIpsil l%l

IV  69.000 +2.900 .42

f; 70.000 +5.600 +80

1, 5,767 -747 .12,9
3.470 -458 -132

454.106 -038. 105 -84 *
E¢ 352. 106 .029x 106 -82

The poorest control, then, over specimens was in concrete strength with a
maximum error of 13 2% obtained from tests on 36 cylinders, and concrete
strength is a dominant parameter througnout the theory Therefore. in com-
paring results of various tests in the experiment plan, better than 13%
agreement m stress dependent parameters cannot be alticipated. This is
consistent with required design accuracy if a capacity reduction factor. 0,
of 0 85 is used

The controls over testing are listeid in Table 6 These are also S
consistent with other sources of error except for the control over rise time
in dynamic tests. Impulse is the only domitant parameter directly dependent
on rise time. so comouted impulse errors bi, d on overpressure and rise time
are green at 10 msec and 15 msec. the boundariis of lhr time interval over
which most critical events were predictvd The impulse error in percent

decreases with time after the rise time ad ws only 8 2% at 0msec The S
errors associated with controls over sta ic tests were all less than 2%.
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Table5 Controls Over Spectners

parer.e Value Error PecntError

L 13i i. 1 Mn, 101

b 7, ±ni1/16m 109
11 18in, ±1116m t03
1 6 in. 11/16in, ±00
d 1569 in' 1116 -. ±04
d 1.44m. 11/8 in±87

3:m 1/i ± 8;,42
s5ft, 013m 125

90o ±0500 t06
I'd 109 8.n

2  
11 4m 2 11.3

A. 200,in2 1001o ±n2 05
A; ,20 in

2  
1001 in 

2  
±08

Al 0 05670in2 ±000D01 7, ±n03

Prolrtmons -

L/d 879 1± 0044 ±05
p 00112 ±000033 018

p 00109 1 000023±2

000270 ±000015 t54AM 000162 t ±00006 037

P IO t4lI W 1/Ol ±.
w 1.641lb t661 ±40

Mein wal P'roperties

fr 60.000 pm +11.900mm. 0198

3; 0.0wii I. +85.00 ps .2.7
+8 .Sm -20

o,000m psi +1330s- +266
f. 3.000 *Jsm .bops 27.7

Ev 29x 108m1 ±1 10881 034

E. 42x l06psi o. O.P ±0e1:± ±10
3.3 x a 10otm ps ±0 06 s. 180
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Table 6. Controls Over Testng

Parmter Value Error Percent Error

II I Ii
Static Load:

Overpressure tO0pse t I psi 1.0

Load width 8.1 in. t0 05 in. 06

Uniform load 810 Ib/in. 113,2 lb/in 1.6

Load length 150i. t1/4 in 02

Total loads 1215 kips t2 18 kips I 8

Total load' 123.1 kips t2 25 kips 18

Dynamic LoadS

Overpressure 76 psd ±4 psi 53

Load width 8.1 in. t 0 05 in. 06

Uniform lood 615 1 Ibin. ±36 4 ib/in. 5.9

Load length 150 in. I/4 in. 02

TotalloadI 92 3 kips ±5 62 kips e.i

Rise time 2 msec tO5msec 25.0

Impulse at I0 me 684 cii-msec 56 psi msec 82

Impulse 1115 rsec 1,054 pSI-msec t76 psimsec 7.1

Approximalte overpressure reQuired to cause yielding of the longitudinal
tension steel at midspan

Includes load on overhag. but excludes beam weight,.

lIncludes load on overhang and beam we glht.

4 Approximate overpressure required to cau se flexural fail re in group II.

neglecting shear.

Most of the critical e~Is were expectled to oCCU. during the lime interval
between lOand lSmswc.
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Summation of vertical forces in static tests was used to confirm the
accuracy of results in regard to forces The poorest agreement between total
load and total reaction was in test WF6, and the results at l0-psi increments
of load for that test are listed in Table 7. The largest difference of 4.3 kips
was withai the maximum difference anticipated (4 8 kips), and it was less than
4% of the corresponding load The poorest agreement between the e~st and
west reactions was in test WF I. and the results at 10 psi increments of load
for that test are listed it Table 8. The agreement between total load and total
reaction is very good, and the difference between the half load and :1e reac.
tlions is cons;stently e tual in magnitude and opposite in sign. These data show
that friction in the rollers of the support can provide enough resling moment
to shift 3 kips from one support to the other. This lack of control over teling
is believed to be less in dynamic tests where sudden loading should help to free
the rollers

Loads and Reactions. In two static tests, the beams (WF9 and WF 10)
were loaded until they collapsed in shear as can be seen in the post-test photo-
graphs (Figures 28 and 29). In the other four static tests (WF 1. WF2, WF5
and WF6), the neoprene seal failed to contain sufficient pressure to permit * *
loading to the point of collapse, but the advanced stages of shear cracking
evident in the photographs (Figures 26 and 27) indicate that collapse was
nearly achieved. The maximum loads applied were

Overpresture Total Load
Bean in the Between 5
NO Simulator Supports Rema'ks

(psi) (kies)

WFi 105 I7 Leak in neoprene seal
WF2 100 112 Leak i neopene seal
WF5 101 113 Leak in neoprene seal
WF6 102 114 Leak in neoprene seal
WF9 93 104 Shear collapse
WFtO 96 107 Shear eotlapse

Agreement between the predicted and measured reactions over the
full range of static loads was excellent. Typical data is shown in Figure 30,
which is a plot of predicted and measured reactions with rospect to load for
static test WF6 This test had the best agreement between east and west
reactions and the poorest agreement between the average reaction and the
predicted reaction. A static overpressure in the blast simulator of 90 psi
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Figu.re X0 Reaction St Support. 5.rnf WF6.

corresponded to a total load between supports of 100 6 kips, a load on the
two overhangs of 10.2 kips. and the prediczed reactions at the supports for
that load were 55.4 kips. The measured values were:

Reaction, R, (kips)

No ast West Averag4

%Fl 595 520 55sa
WF 2 56.3 51.4 538
WF5 584 52.1 552

WFI6 533 534 534
WF9 55J 543 54.7'
WFIO 569 551 560

A ba lo of timcordwasresponsible for the underloading of the
beams in the first three dynamic tests (WF3. WF4, and WF7). The other
beams were loaded as intended. Because of this lack of control over peak
overpressure, the load measured in the tests was used as input to the theory
instead of the nominal load to achieve consistent accuracy (Table 6), This
deviation from thle experiment plan (Table 3) made peak overpressure a
variable rather than a constant in Series F: it limited the comparisons that
could be made between tests with regard to stirrup spacing and concrete
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strength. bit at the Same time made Possible some comnparisons Wth regard
to peak overpressure None of the dynamically tested beams collapsed, but
all did yield at midspan. and the advanced stages of shear cracking in WF8.
WF 11. and WF 12 (Figures 28 and 29) indicate that collapse 'va, nearly
achieved.

Figure 31 contains a plot of load with respect to time for dynamic
test WF8, Data points in ille figure labeled "neod n'easured" were obtained
oy mult'plying the average of the two overpessure measerements by the
npar. length (138 inches) and the distance berween the simulator skirts
(8. 1 inches). The perturbation during the rime of the load at about 40 kips
is due to the poor tCme coordina*.ion (11/2 essec) of the two overpressure
recrds. It is not due to irregularities of the load or poor response ef the
transducers. because the overpressure rcords were "clean" and 'responsive"
when studied independently. The dlashied line in the figure labeled "load
predicted" is 2n equivalent load with a linear rise of 2 essec and a constaet
peak value. The peak value was obtained by equating the impulses of the
eseasurad and equivalent loads out to the measured lime of manimum
dell .ction. The equivalent load was then used as input to the theory. All
dynamic loads had characteristics similar to the one in the figure. The loads
applied were:

Total Load Between SunPorts

Beam (kips)

FistMxiu Firt iniuium Equiualent
Firt Msimim After Firtt Maximium Maximiim

WF3 668 56.1 65.3

WF4 67.7 62.5 63.4

WF7 716 599 6268

WF8 86.1 785 81.1

VF I1 I Kt4 739 77.8

WF12 .703 7V.
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Figure 31. Load nd reaction vesus lime, bume WF8.

Figure 31 also contains a plot of the reaction at the east support with
respect to time for dynamic test WF8. Tfic tine in the figure labeled "rea -ction
predicted" is the locus of points obtained from the computer code using the
equivalent load and measured material strengths as input, The dynamic reac-
tion at the support was computed after each time increment by sim ply adding
the weight of the overhang and the load on the overhang to the shear at the
support as obtained from Equation 15 in !he theory.

R, . V +pbhItz + L- (73)

where R, is the reaction at support in pounds The data points labeled
reaction measured" were measured by the toad cell in the east support.

Some of the disagreement between measured and computed values is due
to unsymmetrical modes and other modes ol vibration not accounted for
in the thory. If the average values of the east and west reactiond are plotted, 3
these effects are partly filtered and agreement is slightly improved as shown
in Figure 32. Most of the apparent disagreement is experimental data imaccu.
racy due to the poor time coordinaton between records Qa 1/2 mseche and a
little is due to error in measuring the reactions t 1.3 kips), Thus, errors in
the horizontal direction in the plot appear greate than in the vertical durec.
tion, and errors appear greater when the reaction is changing rapidly withw
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time. The limits of these maximum errors are also shown in the figure. With
-1/2 msec subtracted from and 1.3 kips added to each measured data point
agreement is almost perfect except for the first few milliseconds and at times
near to the time of maximum deflection During the earlier times, the dis-
agreement is due to poor control over rise time aid thus the impulse and ;o I
the first few modes of vibration above the fundamental mode. During the S
later times, the disagreement is probably due to accumulated error iii the
numerical integration and less accurate theory in the inelastic region of
response. The best agreement occurred in test WF7 (Figure 33) where there
was no disaqreement outside the timits of experimental accuracy for times
from 6 5 msec to the theoretical time of maximum deflection (137 msec)

The agreement between predicted and measured reactions a: 10 msec
was important becaase the usable ultimate shear was predicted to exist about
that time the earliest time predicted was 7.75 msec for test WF 12. and the
latestwas 11.75 msec for test WF4. The reactions at the supports at l0 msec
in the various tests were:

Reaction at Support, R, Percet Oference
seam Between Average

Ne, i Measred Vales
West Average Predicted and Prcdicted Values
Eat Ws(%)

WF3 499 467 483 508 452 •
WF4 51.1 46At 486 491 +1.0
WF7 500 487 494 484 -20
*WF8 592 57.9 586 623 *63
WFII 606 85 596 583 -22
WF12 605 597 601 603 *03

I I

The random nature of the percent differences between tests indicate the
disagreement is due to experimental error and/or higher modes and not to
the predictions, These data show that the theory predicted the shear at the
support very well at the time of usable ultimate shear, The largest difference
betwien the east reaction and the predicted reaction at 10 msec ws 5.2%
and o=urred in Seam WF8 (Figure 31). S

Deflection at Midspan in Static Tests. Comparisons between static
test data obtained from the linear potentiometer and those obtained from
the scale were used to confirm the accuracy of results in regard to deflections.
The poorest agreement occurred in tests WF2 and WF9, and tie results at
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10 psi increments of load for those tests jre listed in Table 9 Thu largest
difference of 0 07 inch was within the maximum difference anticipated
(0 09 inch). .nd it was about 10% of the corresponding deflection, The
largest difference in test WF9 was less than that of WF2. but the percent
difference at low overpressure was veiy large, For instance, at a load of
50 psi. the difference was 0 05 inch, 16 7% of the corresponding deflection
(0 30 inch). And agreement was even worse at lower deflections. These
data indicate that maximum deftections 9.e measured by the transducer
with suitable accuracy, but deflectious tess thin 0 20 inch might not have
been adequately measured,

8x
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Fiure 32. Avage reacltin versus time, beam WFS,

Figure 34 shows the agreement between predicted and measured
values of deflection at midspon with respect to load for static test WF6,
This test was chosen as an example not because it had the best or worst
agreement, but because it was the same test used as an example in discussing
reactions at the supports. The agreement in the other static tests was about
the same. The data pointa labeled "measured deflection" were measured
with the transducer, and the fine labeled "predicted deflection" was obtained
from the theory using Nosseir's method of predicting the spring constant.
This excellent straight-line fit to curved data confirms the superiority of
Nosseir's method.
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Motions at Midspan in Dynamic Tests. The most accurate measure-
ments of maximum deflection at midspan in dynamic tests were made with
tlie rotating drum with pencil and paper U 0 03 inch). but the drum did not
record the time to maximum. The deflection-time histories with the most
accurate tims'to maximum deflection were obtained by continuous and
time-coordinated measurements with the linear potentiometer (± 0 5 msec,
t 0 08 inch), and histories were also obtained indirectly by twice integrating
the acceleration measurements using I/4-msec increments. The maximum
error accumulated with the square of time in the integrations ( 0 5 msec.
± 0.0016 inimsec

2
). The integrated accelerations were the more accurate

from 0 to about 7 msec, and then the directly measured deflections were
the more accurate.

The maximum deflections and times to maximum are listed in
Table 10. Beam WF8 was in group II, was loaded with just slightly more
than the desired dynamic load, yielded in flexure, aid deflected well into
the inelastic regime. The shear crack was well developed as can be seen in
Figure 28, the beam did not collapse, and there was no disagreement between
measured and predicted maximum deflections. Beam WF1l was in group Ill.
the group with lower concrete strength, was loaded with the desired amount

of load, also yielded in flexure, and also deflected well into the inelastic
regime. It behaved similarly with a well developed shear crack (Figure 29).
no collapse, and no disagreement between measured and predicted maximum

deflections. Beam WF12wasa companion to WFIl and received about the
same amount of load. Its behavior was different in one respect; tne shear
crack opened enough to cause a large shear deformation (Figure 29). There.

fore, the measured maximum deflection was about 20% larger than the
predicted maximum due to the shear deformation contribution which is
not accounted for in the theory. Any beam designed to function this near
to shear collapse would certainly not have strict deflection criteria, so this
error in predicting maximum deflection is considered consistent with allow.
able errors in designs. Beam WF7 was a companion to WF8. but it received p
less load than intended, It barely yielded at midspan, and although the shear
crack propagated to the level of the compression reinforcement, it did not
open far (Figure 28). The residual deflection was small, and the predictions
overestimated the maximum deflection by about 17%. Beams WF3 and WF4
were in group I. which had the closer stirrup spacing and higher concrete
strength, They were underloaded, as was WF7, and they also just barely p
yielded in flexure at midspan. Here, too, shear cracks developed fully, but
shear deformations were small (Figure 26). Residual deflections were also
small, and predictions overestimated the maximum deflection by about 24%
in WF4 and 32% in WF3.

• Iol
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These data show that in Predicting maximum defle~ctions the theorv
is consvivative in the elastic regime, accurate :hrouqlh a large part of the
initadstic regime. anid unconservative near shiear failure when the sI rrar corn-
porwrnt of deflection becomes large. liii' conservatisin in the elastic regime
is dlue mainly to dampingj, Most Of Which K 11ot included in the theory, the
conservative error du.. to damping is tto compensated for at a later time
by the uncinservatlive error due to th's ef ,,.iijg deflected shape- of the beam.
The change in shape is due to hingiing both at rxidspan arid thieshear.
compression zone. These data sflow that when deflection criteria are used
rndesign. the beam can be designed to respond to 100% of tire altowirtie
deflection.

Predicted limes to maximum riellectrors were earrlier than measuired
values in all of iliaedynamic tests However. thre errois exceeded t5)4 only
in the two tests of group 111 "hire the fesinis responded intio ther ins astic
regime near to the point of collapse in shear. Besides.time would seldom.
if ever, be used as design criteria.

The maximum accelerations and velocities are listed it) TLite. 11.

The theory consistently utnderestimated thre msaxtiwumacceleraton and
overestimated the maximum velixity. The initial high peaks in the aobel. 0
eration data were expeLcted arid aredrie to high1 modes of vibrytion iii the
beam and also in the transducer. Since they are: of short auratioti. they
have only a small influence isn velocity and deflection. However, when
acceleration criteria are used irs design, the peak accelerations in thre oeamu
should be considered; therefore, the besnix should not be designed to respond
above 50% of thealwll rclrtun The maximani velocity, which
occurs later when thew ecr;ratoiv is zero, is less than predictod mainly
because of damping components nort mrcluneom t0 f i theory, arid portly due
to conservative approimatnoions of spring ioronrt Thres '.riulrvatrve approx.
imations occur il early limws in dsunainuc response lust ais they Ill unider small
amounts of load in static restaruose (shuown in Figure 34) Thus.when velocity
criteria are used inl design, the fbeams can be designed lii resoisd to 100% of
the allowable velocity.

Sample rdeflectioun, aCcelu-ration, andir velocity rhli ire plotted iii
Figures 35.36. arid 37. respctively gnWFIiudatleuifhl
so that the rader can assusciue lhe pluts vaifi thosve for loaId auuu redction
(Fiuure 31 and 321.

The pri-ilictef 4leitor orlotlixf in Figure 35 ifonqj with irsuAsbured
data points riblauid~-( directly frrun linear potentiomneter tnearsurenisnlsasit
iniirectly from twice iniltalinrj xi~ccroroxser measlsremrulns. Thre reeving
pat t Of the Pnsli1titulut,.suhws.iiu bailed to prevent damoge to
lhre iiStfuirimrt. Isuoximif iwy lrsir, tOn fir upon initial lussditxj for 5 msc

the ifirt.3natuIf ii cetratuti dii, Nv.n fit,, more accurate derrrr the first 7 msec
arrysoyv
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The acceleration data plotted in Figure 36 show that the time lag is
neardy constant: the rmiximumn acceleration. zero acceleration, and maximum
deceteration vwie all predicted about I msec early, If the data were time
adjusted by that amount. agreement would be very good.

The predicted velocity is plotted in Figure 37 alon with the data
points obtained by mtegralingl the acceileration measurementt. The limits
of accuracy of the experimental data (tO 0 msec. a 1.6 on /sec/muec) ate
plotted alto The amplitude of the predictions is within experimental
accuracy, but the period is a little short, and the maximum value is about
3/4 msec early.

Beams WF3 and WF4 were companions and reeve about the same
amount of load, Inspection of the deflection records obtdined from the
rotating drum tevealed that the beams deflected about the same amount.
.nd inspection of the deflection records for WF3 obtaine.d from all three
metheds of measuring deflection indicated that tie acelerometer gave low
values in lest WF3. Thus. at least some of the disageement between inca-
surud and predicted velocities iii WF3 (Table 11) was due to error in the
measurement.

Sher at Support In the theory, the shearng force and resistancv at
the suppot are the basis of cumParson in determioing thie occurrence of
certain critic~al erventls. Unfortunately, the sheiriiig force could not be inea-
sured directly in the experiments. The rnext best thling was to measure the
reaction at the support and correct it fur the effects of the overhang. Thus,
shear data was obiainAd hy suls~racttng the loaid ons the overh"n and the
weignt of the oveirhang fromn INh reaction. Since the overhang was short
II6 inches), the inertia of the ovehang was neglected. and the correction
v s no more than 10% of the shear upon occurrence of any critical event.

Errors in making this conversion ate buliuved lo be less than 1% of the shear.
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Show Cracking. Shear crackig was predicted and did occur in all of f
the tests. The "teasured and predicted values of the load aid the sheea St the
supor upon shear cracking for each of the static tents are listed in Table 12.
Ini general, the data show that predicted values wverewitii or noar to the
confidence timts of the experimental data. and die agreenent between
experiment and theotry w36 within 15% The only diiference exceediig 15%
was a conservative difference (1k%) between the predicted drid mieasurcd
shear i WF2. Considering all of the data in the table, the maximum uncon-
srvirtive difference was only 4%.

Table 12. Lxads arid Shears Uticn Sher Craet ag xi Static Teats

Cracking Load, !c Cracking Sheow at Support. V.5

P40. MamurDifferdintedMeasured Predicted ifrm

WfI1 50 19 52 +2 +4 290t2 27 -2 -7
WF2 61 *4 52 -9 -t5 33t*? 27 -6 .1a
WFS 52ti 51 -1 -2 30±2 28 -4 .13
'APO 4111t2 50 +2 +4 25 12 '28 +1 +4
WFg 46* 5 40 -8 -13 22st;2 21 -1 -5
WFIO 42t3 42 0 0 124 t2 22 -2 -8

The measured and predicted values of the time and the sherar at the
support upon sabear cracking for eachs of the dyrnamic teats are listed in
Table 13. Predicted values of both time and! shear were conservative in all
of the tests. The differences between measured and predicted shears rangeid
from 11% in WF3 to 36% in WF 12. The conservatism with regard so WF7,
WF8. WF 11. and WFI12 was at least partly due to the upper limit of 1.74
applied to te increase in digonial tension strength. (See Equation 3 1.)

The data from the static and dynamic tests indicate that S capaity
reduction factor of 0.8 wotild be ardequate in desiijn with regard to shear'
(.racking,

Shear crck formation was detectedl by the strains in the stirrups,
strains whide were small prior to cracking and incrcasfA rapidly when the
beam cracked in shear, The %train ini the adjaicent stirrup whe~n the shear
crack forms was estimated with the assumptions that I(1) tie dia!itnat tension
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stress trajectixy in the concrete was oriented 45 dlegrees from the axis of the
stirrup. (2) the nmodulus of elasticity of the concrete in tenisions IE1) is3x 106
psi, and (3) the mid-depth location of the strain gage is sufficiently near to
the crack. The elevation of the strain gage is not a problem for two reasons:
(1) the crack propagate's to mid-depth instsantaneously for practical purposes
and (2) upon cracking, the strains become dist-ibuted somecwhat evenly over
the stirrup length instead of being localized The tests on control cylii'ders
associated with WF2 determined the tensile strength of the concrete (f,) to
be 575 psi; therefore, the strain in the concrete in diagonal tension upon
cracking (r) in test WF2 was approximately

ft - 57 192 x 10*6 in./in.

and the corresponding strtin in the stirrup was approximately

e. - esin450 - 12s .0 136 x10*6 n./in.

This can be expressed as percent strain as follows:

The strains in the stirrups in static test WF2 are plotted in Figure 38,
and the strain at which the shear crack formed (comsputed above) is also
shown in the figure. The measured cracking load data given in Table 12 %as
obtained frosn plots like this one, and the confidence limits given with the
data were baeed on estimated aoccuracy in measuring strain, estimating tfhe
strain at which the shear crack forms, and load application. The confidence
limits tend to be ndrrow,, when the- slope of the plotted line is greater. Only
two anomalies occurred ii, the 36 stirrup strain nmeasurements made in the
static tests. One of theiu, sirein WS6 in been WF6. can be seen in Figure 39.
This could harve been a badt strain Wag, bet close examination of the data
reveals that it cioutld hav been a damaged stirrup, perhaps damaged during
iastintiot thelbisim In Lonalyiing tiNsd, the- shear crack formatiron was
presumed to ta'ihiti~ctedby striis aqWS3. The other anomaly was similar
in charicter. but inustmsillir toin iiiiiuli'.

Strain giguj5 It d iiiYnamic test WFI I did not produce a nsasiixjful
re~cord; thet other. :., strain g.jus in dynamic lists produced goodi recoriis
with iianomallies. Tie straiins in the stitrups in dynamic test WF8 are
ptottedl in Figure 40. arid tO straili at which the shear crack formccl is also
shown in thel I jre.. The, dynamic inocrewsse iii tensile strengith was accounted
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for in estimaing the straintyfl() assuminigthe modulusto be3 x 106 psi,
(2) using the slope of the strain-timne curve averaged over I msec as the
strain rate, (3) computing the approximate stress rate fronm the strain rate
and the modulus. (4) entering the plot in Figure 19 with the stres rate and
obtaining the dvnamic increase coefficient, C1, and then (5) applying the
coefficient to the sme method used for static data as described above. Thus.

Ce; .I
=, C,h@f45* = ifii

The measured times of cracking given in Table 13 were obtained in this

manr
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Tabtle 1,ta res artl Shears Wpon Shear (radong in Oyrnwi 12sts

Be..W... O. W F~~

*ra' 150120D 725 A)2 -3.3 35 8 31'4 3., .11S

WF4 8.751175 750 .25 .143 404 37,J .8j ; 0
W97 1050107b 7 50 :.00 -21(6 V2 I31 JR .174 -354

W"I 8 2b50075 625 .200 A242 39 s .l 4 -((I -2v

Wt111 7575 0.0 )s &a 175 .226 41 k 132,

L WV 75 1A 16 s .Ito .?0 46 1 1 4

The strifn iges ichi dIeteed shear craCking in the bedms wer

Slatm Teat No, Gape No EUyrwi(iTetNo G_ =. ]

VF I WS2 wr3 WS3
WF2 VWS2 WF4 WS3
WF5 YVS3 WF7 WS3
WF6 WS3 WvF8 V
WF9 W53 WFIl WSI
Wf-tO WS3 551-12 WS4

Ithe, dita show that! the cratk itiiatvd at about t.ie M( same 0 lttin A5 .iOf
the tests. in1151 tih' nitolitol point1 wits not very set~llive to ch-11HYes MI

imoiq rate.

The verticwl positionI 13 tihe lfginitioIS point1 was4 asimid it) be b~twwll1

tlic 1.vi-I of the 1..n6101 iliiiforcefol nl±0 tue. mldhol'jfI (h/12) of tho beam,
1 i-rifote. the, distances fro~m theu celiter of1 Ife support to th.. rot sI-car

f~o K. )t both these I, v( I %vre nsasurirA witb. dp [to-Sl~it 01114

tw5 .ro,)Jtst wII wc wa.I)I1A with Ill. dvrlaivie to Ito- Criticil 51(1101 (xc)

tF in.it l tt1( ticory Thue ttiewe~d ow11 IIItCId VISov t.) .Il he hi 1

-4, 511thdll Pst) "no1 Iil'. of the ',Ix l hIN ti'ltS The valo"le o X)1i,o

tO0 114! UejP'Ilctqd Vauesi1 "Wt~45i1) -LompatIi Withaei ilitiIji V.115(f tim

.,, lot~ filstill, vls 3111 .5 i 3 iniesli. fior dynotuio. wests 1w4 da)ta tol



dynamic tests are lust as precise as in static tests, but the aqgrrment betweco
experiment and theory is not as accurate. predicting de-tances 5 inches shorter
than rieasured.

Ueeble Uthmte Showr. Tf e beams wrcre predicted to respond beyond
the usalte ultitate shear in atl of ; e t-sts, and the usabte ultimate shear was

concrete strength and closer stirrup spacing, was tested dynamically, and V,,6
underloaded. The stirrups in tension aiid concrete in compression remnd
elastic.

The measured and predicted values of the load and the shear at thie
support upon reaching the usable uitimate shear for each of the static tosts
are listed in Table 15 Aqntrint t teen experim-rit arid theory was within
15% except for WVF5 where fth predictions were very conservative I 311" with
regard to shear). Coiisidering all of the data iii the table. the maxiimum uticon
smrative difference was only 6%.

T"bl 14. Dinetee From tOe Supptirts to tOe Critic* Seetios

1 Ditme . (m.

NO. Predicted Oiffer"

Static

WFII Is 22 19 14 .5
WF2 It 1 tO 14 Is +1
WFB a 22 1s Is 0
WF6 9 24 16 Is .1
WF9 7 16 12 17 +6
Wrt 80 19 14 16 +2

Cytimm

WF3 tO 20 11 12 -6
WF4 17 22 20 12 -8
ViP? 13 23 18 12 .6
WFO ' ' 21 tO 13 :3
ViFlI t0 23 17 14 -3
WFI12 lB 23 20 14 -6

*em &I Ow WW of fte tesion emnlfaormenit.

Memaed M mxmeitgt of the bean flu).
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Table 15. Loads and Stes Uiun Red..iig Usae Uitiate
Shew in Static Tests

Us9fiUi11-iLo,, usf v iesui Se- at Si .

3k8,.i (.e.3 Xl ,, ii¢* .tn kql ikesi Keg ws

WFI 823 a 7 t9 4 m -58 -12
03' 794 743 F"3 -9a 417 30 -37 Si

WF5 03 642 -363 .347 1 23 329 .94 -371

wEE 639 639 *20 332 309 326 17 *Ss
WF9 629 139 -0 -143 329 278 -47 -345
W39 996 W 3 .9 -99 31a 286 -28 -L9 .

The measured and predicted values of Ilie tin of usable ultimate shear
and the usable ultimate Shear at the support for each of the dynamic tests are
listed in Table 16. The dynamic usable ultimate shear resistance wss predicted
just as precisely as the dynamic shear crdking resistanc.i aid e-,n a little mor.
accurately. The difference between measured and predicted slhoirs rdnged from
an unconurvative 6% in WF4 to a conrevdtive 29% ii WF8

The data from the staticand dynamic tests iidicate that a cupacity
reduction factor of 0.85 would be adequate in design with regard to usidse
ultimate shear,

The usable ultimate shear resistance was governed by yielding of the
stirrups in all of the tests, and not to dowel failure Statically tested beams
WF9 4nd WF 10 collapsed in shear, but at loads abut 40% higher than the
usable ultimate. The strains in the stirrups in static test WF2 are plittid in
Figu-e 38, and ti.a yield Strain (0.103%) is shown also, In the plot of stirrup
strains for dynamic test WF8 IFelure 40). the dynamic yield strain is Shown

for each of tle stirrups. The dynamic increase in stirrup yield strain was
accounted for by (I) using th. sipe of the strain-lime curve averaged over
I msec as the strain rate, (2) enlering the plot i Figure 17 wit,. the strali
feWe aod the staic yield stress drd obtaining the dynamic ilicrteas coefficient.
C. and f3) applying the coefficient to the stdic strain as follows

O, C ,, - 0.103C ,%
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The strain qaqes which detected usable ultimate shear were

State Test No Cag No Dynain, Test No Gage No.

WFS WSI WF3 -

WF2 WS, WF4 WS3
WF5 55S4 WF7 WS2
WF6 WS3 WF8 S2
WF9 WSI WFII WS3

WF 0 W10 WFl WS3

No gge is hsti.d for t,,'t WF3 bcause tlo. stirrups remained elastic in that

test The data in the tabl., alOng wilth the data in a simlir table in the dis

cusbion boul-in s r cracking. Suggi'st the existence of at least two mdjor
shear cracks with the inboard one starting first, shear cracking, and the
outboard one dominatiiig at ultim.te shear. The two cracks may toin in

me upper part oft ibeam as in the case of beam WF6 as can be een in •

Figure 27.

Tile 16. Times aid Shears UWon Reclihng U.e. Ultimate'
Shear in Dynamic Tests

T,mw ol iJiU e it~l i.Si ll/le Uiieile Si. at Sweori. Va

No h~w~d P'.iiu 0lhe. Momatid Piflmie Pile

0F3 a 0h a 41 6

0F4 14 b0 is 2b 7.211 .32 bas 020 *3
W0 140 971 -47f -32 V by? U6 ol27 -2712

WII 1l0SA 00 -100 -1)4 10 446 -1114 *292
WOtt 10410 100 -200 '200 509 410 .104 .27,0
0 12 9Mb 715 "fOO 2 o0 5 4O 0 is -146 -1,1
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Flexural Yielding. Theoretical data for flexural yielding at midsoan
were calculated for all of the beams, even though some of the beams were
predicted to fail in shear without fle;.ural yielding. The theoretical and
measured loads and sh.,trs upon flexural yielding in Static tests are listed
in Table 17, The agreement w,.s excellent, The largest difference beitween
experiment and theory was 7% in regard to load in WF5, The theoretical.
and measured time of flexural 'Vielding in dynamic tests and the slear at
that time are listed in Table 18. These data are less precise than the static
data, but on the conservative side. The largest unconservative difference
was only 5% in regard to shear in WF 12. The theoretical times to flexural
yielding were early, as was the case in all the dynamic data, and the $hears
were very conservative 130% in WF3), as were the velocities and deflfction.
in the underloaded beams of group I. The reasons for this conservatism
were given in the discussion on motions at midspan.

Table 17. Loads and Shews Upon Flenura Yildng at Midipan
in Static Test s *

tOW Whdi Pmd Sew a SUisit Upol-F/e~ueld Yihaxsg MN w C leiul Yir at Maw..

No, &htw$umC Ts.lw Dailarl Maw.4Ic Thot~ Of.v

IN~ ;iii- Y." M;IW

WF$ 107.1 114.11 7.7 .7.2 5s.e U.2 ..e .29
WFI 1122 1153 -3.1 .2? 090 S14 -34 -62

WeI * 1122 b 5 a 19 & #
WFIO tOl5F 1103 .45 .-43 sad seo .20 .3.7

Cosew .o #d; 1 iiiOf poihi.J y a~ =I n Ow.n ~d ,1 Vil, g ~ol 110
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Shur Yielding. Shear yielding occurred as predicted by yielding of
the stirrups in all of the static tests. Therefore. shear yielding coincided with
usae ultimate shear, and thevaluesin Table 15 apply to shear yielding as
well as to usable ultimate shear, The strain gages located at the quarter point

and third point along the span on the concrete, compression steel, and tension
steel indiiated that yielding did not occur at those locations However. the
beams were not loaded to collapse in four of the tests, nd i..rge strains in the
concrete indicate that yielding might have occurred if additional lodd ha been
applied.

Shear yielding was predicted to occur by yielding of the shear
compression zone in all of the dynamic tests. This did not happen. Shear
yielding did not occur at all in WF3 and occurred by yielding of tliz !tirrups
in the other tests. Therefore, shear yielding coiicided with usable ultimate
shear, as it did in the static tests. The shear'compression zone yielded ill tests
WF8, WF 11, and WF 12, but a short time after the stirrups yielded

Theoretical and experimental distances from the center of the support
to the st ear-compression zone (x.) are presented in Table 19. The experin--
tal distances were measured at the level of the compression reinforcement.
Agreement was poor, and static test agreement was no better than dynamic
test agreement. The distances could not be measured accurately because the
cracks were nearly horizontal at the level of the compression reinforcement.
and local conditions adjacent to the steel bars probably influenced the pattern
of cracks.

It summary, shear yielding predictions were accurate is the static case
and conservative in the dynamic case. This is consistent wilt fluxural yielding
predictions which were also accurate il the static case and slightly conservative
in the dynamic case, The conservatism in the dynamic predictions with regard
to shear was greater than that with regard to flexure; therefore, the theory

contains some safety in insuring the development of the ultimate flexural
resistance of beams, and premature shear-compression yielding is not likely.

Flexural Failure. The theoretical time to flexural failure, neglctig
shear and bond, was lust prior to the theoretical time of maximum deflectiin
for tests WF8,WF|I.andWF)2. The beams deflected Ioor beyond the.
theoretical maximum, did not collapse, and did not fail, Theoretical flexural
faifure was not reached in the calculations for the other three dyn.'mic tests,
and the beams did not fail,

No flexural failures were anticipated in static tests, arid none occurred.

Shear Failure. Statically loaded bamsWF9aiidWF1O failed and

collapsed in shear when the stirrups failed to contain the Iongitudinl tension
reinforcement under shears muds greater than the usable ultimaste iears aid
just prior to yielding of the concrete at the location of strain gage C2 (quarter

1
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point), Further classification of the failures could not be made because
(i 1It istiot known whether the stirrups ruptured betfore or after dowet failure,
and (2) it is not known whether or not the limit strain of 0.003 in /in, was

reached at points between gaqe locationls,

.Tabtel 19 wsaees Ftow,' the Suopports to the Shiear Compression Zones

lest Dtiance. x. Ons.)

No taser I Piedicted iteeoI

Stat,,

Wlt34 51 17

VIP? 21 5,t +23

WF5 34 56 +21:

t WFIO 27 57 I 30

Dyivich

VWtA 45
VIP? 34 50 016

WIll 35 55 025

SF 12 40 toO 016

"tovmoed at Vie tesf1 thie o~oession reinftentit,

Votitle rrgK didt not to"~ thre level of the compression reiritforrrnl. S

Thbe piedc ti. I( faou r toads and shevos and the ma ximum measured
loads aid sh.cars is the static tesla ,re tisted ink Tahble 20, The predictionts

55Vio U~ri~rvai.- e ist Ii' oiu 17% in WVF9, winch faileud. id the most
iaoeg jeitor tiiai 334 tit WIF 1. which did niot fail.

Tf t data for tuts WFD ,ael WF 10 iniiate lh.* reed for a liit to
Ifs. area of wb r, iriforsiunnvil as itiven in Equation 4a and as ap~plied to
Eqluations 33 arnd 37. The loiwer limit (.001bbsl was 0.05 25 in.2 and the
area. A-. was 0 0567 in (mp-arty iywoat to the limit), arid sbear failures
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believed that smiall"r areas would influence containment of the longitudinral
steel more than yielding of the shear.compresaion zors-, thus, the cooserv&
itns of the predictions would be roedicedf. anid shear failures would be brittle
rather than ductile.

Shear-compresaion failures were preclicted for dynamic test WF7 at
the time of maximum deflection arid tests WF8, WF 11I, and WF 12 shortly
before the time of maximum defficlios. The predicted maximum deflections
were reached in the tests, and no failures occurred indicating that the predic
tions with regard to failure were conservattv. Shear failures were not
anticipated in the other tests, and none occurred

Ductility Along the Span, Tiaw beims in group I (Ta)ble 3) had the
higher conicrete Strinttilt and closeir stirruix srmciiii. Alt were, toet*d to flenural
yfetd. butnrot firbeyond Strains at midspri plotted through zore 2 aiid into
iotte 4 (Figures 41. 42, and 43), indicating underreinforctid coisfitionwilti
strain ratios no more than W0% of the bataircid co~ndition, Strains at tlie thiird
arid quarter pointa plotted completely within ,oie 2 at about 50% ot balance
even though shear cracking occurred in all the. testvsindslirripsyied in *
threof them, There was no appreciable change in the ductility (percent ot
balanced conditions) wilts change iii loading rate as can be seen by comparing
thse plots in Figures 42 and 43. hrowever, a change oin shear crack location in
the statically tested beams influenced the strains at the quarter point as cars
be seen by comparing the plots in Figures 41 and 42, The shear crack was
further inboard in WF1I (Table 14 and Figure 26) causing a reduction in con.
crete strain after the stirrups yietdtdl (Figure 4 1). The plot for WF3, not
shown, was similar to the one for WF4.

The beams in getup 11 had the higher concrete strengths anid further
stirrup spacing, Since they had less web reiirforcerni.rnt. they were expected
to be more shear sensitiee than group 1. In the static tests and dynamic: test
WF7. the beanis were loaded, as its group 1.1to fleuitat yield, butl not far
beyond, Strain at rsidspan again plotted through zurie 2 anid into -on(. 4
( Figures 44 and 45), indicating undurrirnforced cunditinis with strain ratios
about 50%of the ,balanced conditin The ficaural ductility at thequarevr
puinis and third Points were disturbed upon yielding of the- stirrups ( shear 9
viutdiiig) in static lest WF6 anid dynamic. test WVF 7. but to a lesser degiree in
the dynamic test as can be seeni by cumparing the p101k Bueam WF6 bhiaved
like WF Itin that the concrete straits was reduced at the quarter point aftiir
shear yielding. but WF7 behaved differently in that the concrete strain
increaserd abuptly upon shear yielding. Beam WF6 appeared lo be welt
baancd with regard to shear aiid fluaure and with regard to ductility at
the shea-compresaion lone. The plot for stalic test WFS is nearly identical
to the hypothetical plot (Figure 15) discussed iii preseniting the theory.
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Shear cracking and shear yielding occurred with both the midpoint and third
point plotting in zone 2. which indicates ductility in shear at the critical sec
tion; then the third point curve approached the balance point, common to all
zones. when the beam yielded at midspan by yielding of the tension steel,
which indicates balanced conditions at the shear compression zone arid duc-
tility at midspan. This is considered the most economical design, The plot
for WFK. hot shown, was similar to the one for WF6. but indicated slightly
greater ductility at all gage locations, The beam barely yielded at midspan
in dynamic test WF7; therefore the velocity was nearly zero at the time of
yielding, and the dynamic yield strain of the steel was approximately equal
to the static yield strain, A much larger dynamic load was applied to %VF8;
the yield strain of the steel was increased as shown in Figure 46. but ifte
ductility at midspan was changed little, if any. The curve repre.sentitj the
quarter point "jumped up" after shear cracking reached a maximum at shear
yielding, and then went down. ending with the concrete )n tension. The curve
representing the third point, which is near the shear compressi n zone, plotted
linearity at about 50% of the balanced condition during much of the strain
history and then turned rapidly upward passing right throuqh the dynamic
balance point into the ione above. The results of the group II tests indicate
that flexural ductility can be maintained at the shear.compression zone. and
the sequence of events in the concept of ductility along the span can be pre-
dicted by the theory.

The beams in group Ill had the lower concrete strength and greater
stirrup spacing, and were included in the experiment plan to insure shear
failures, thus providing data which would bracket the threshold of shlvar
failure. The statically tested beams did fail in shear. lust prior to yiAdliing
at midipan m WF9 and fust after yielding at midspan in WF t0. See Table 17.
By comparing plots (Figures 44 and 47), one can see that reducing the con.
crete strength had little effect on ductility at midgoan, but a large effect on
ductility at both the critical section and the shear.compressixi lone. The 4
lower strength caused earlier cracking ard yielding in shear arid increased
the slopes of the curves for the third and quitter points after :hear cracking,
In general, this decreased shear.compression ductility thruqh nearly all the
strain history. The quarter point in WF9 (Figure 471 bec.ame brittle as the
curve passed into zone 1. This did not happen in WF 10. not shown, but it
wii approched. Test WF 10 was also different ini that the yield strain of
the stait at midspan was reached just prior to shear failure. By comparing
plo ts of dynamic test data IFigures 46 and 48), oie can see that reducing
the concrete strength had effcts sinilar to those is the static tests. The
lad was not sufficient to cause failure in dynamic test WF 12 (Figure 481,
arid behavior was similar to the comparable dynamic test of group II
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(Figure 46). The main differences were r'artwer occurrence of shear esents.
increased slope with regard to the third poitt-ind brittle behavior i) zoNes
Iand 3 at the sheir-comprission zow 'The plot for W" 11, not shown, was

similar to the ow!, for WF 12. except that thicnvirfor the third point did not
quite reach the brittlo zones,
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Summary. The concept of ductility along the span was studied with
emphasis on the difference between static and dynamic behavior. Strains
were attained in all six zones, but straining of the midspan tension reinforce-
ment in zone 4 was less extensive than anticipated. Balanced conditions were
attained at the shear-compression zone at the time of yielding at midspan in
the group II dynamic tests. Yielding in shear and flexure but no failures were
obtained in dynamic tests. The differences between static and dynamic histories
of strain ratio were rather small indicating that no additional design criteria are
needed to insure suitable ductility in flexure at the shear-compression zone in
dynamic designs. The threshold of failure due to small areas of web reinforce-
ment was studied, and the minimum area was found to be most critical at low
concrete strength and for the static case. It appears that the minimum area of
web reinforcement specified by the ACI Code should be applied in static
designs and is adequate for dynamic designs as well.

The theory predicted occurrence of shear cracking, usable ultimate
shear, shear yielding, and flexural yielding for the statc and dynamic cases
well within normal engineering accuracy. Since all unconservative differences
between theoretical and experimentai shear, at the times of those events, were O
les than 15%. a capacity reduction factor of 0.85 in design is adequate for

- ___~tatc and dynamic designs. Predictions of shear and flexural failure were
-ir tive2. Predictions of miimum acceleration were unconservative
mainly due to high modes of vibration not included in the theory. and pre.
dictions of maximum velocity were conservative mainly dui ?o damping
components not included. Predicted deflections were unconservative only
when shear yielding caused a large shear deformation by plastic hinging in
the shear .ompressm. zone.

Underloading in some of the lasts limited the conclusions that can be
made with regard to the effects of concrete strength. However, in general.
Predictions were equally good for the higher and lower strengths. Lowering
the strength dwe z d 0iW duml!y firtl. shearcompiession zone and
decrased the consratii~fdsm ohl, ions of shear failure in static tests.
The dynamic increase coefficients for concrete, C1, and stirrups. C2. were
succisfully computed from the velocity at midspan and used to predict
events in the shear behavior.

CONCLUSIONS

The conclusions in this section are general conclusions which apply
to the tlhreeprt study. Specific conclusions pertaining to the Series F tests
e combined with the findings of thos tests and are presented in the previous

section. Specific conclusions perta." "0 other Series era presented in the
section "Summary of Previous W'i .
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1. The shear. moment shear strength, and flexural strength all incrin
under dynamic load with respect to the same load applied statically; both
the shear strength contributions from the concrete and web reinforcenent
increase.

2 The sheer and moment at the critical section increease in about theeme
proportions with respect to the loading rate. Thus. the shear-moment ratio
does not change much at the critical section. Differences between stet and
dynamic values of shear-moment ratio are greater further from the 9lport
under shorter duration loads, in deeper beams, and at relatively early times,
within the natural period of vibration.

a Tt.s usable ultimate shear strength and the flexural yield strength increase S
in different proportions. Furthermore, the contributions to the usable ulti-
mate shear strength from the concrete and the web reinforcement increase
in different proportions, depending mainly on the material used for stirrups
and the rate of strain in the stirrups. Thus, the mass and the characteristics
of the dynamic load influence the relative increases in the flexural strength,
shear strength from the concrete, and shear strength from stirrups S

4. Web reinforcement provides shear resistance by containing the longitudinal
reinforcernmnt, resisting rotation about the shear-compression zone, and resist-
ing diagonal tension forces. if the area of web reinforcement is too small.

the web reinforcement may strain excessively and thus fail to contain the
loigitudinal reinforcement triggering premature dowel failure If the web
reinforcement contribution tofher resistance is very large, shear yielding

may occur by yielding at the shear-compression zone without yielding of
the web reinforcement. Thus, a maximum limit on usable ultimate shear
strength baied on concrete strength and independent of the web reinforce.
ment a a minimum limit on the area of weh .iinforcemant a relquired
" , tO regainst prenkiture t,,;lutes. Under dyrimic-owdin, ther is a
tendency toward relatively 1r.gr contributions from vab reinforce men

-due to t dynamic increase In yield strength; therefore, the minimum limit
on a of we reinforcement is es critical, the maximum limit on se
strength. is ore critical, and the general behavior in sheer is les ductile or
more brittle,

5. Strains in the stirrups are small until shear cracking occurs at which time
there is a pronounced increase in rate of straining in stirrups located near the
sher crack. In general, the stirrups act more or less independently, instead
of s a group. The loading rate changes the yield strength of the stirrups, but

does not dage the general characteristics of performance,

'13



6. It is possible for a beam to have enough web reinforcement to force
flexural yielding prior to shear yielding in the static case, but not enough
to cause tht sequence in the dynamic case. The probotility of change in
sequence is greater when higher strength steel iv used a% stirrups and when
the natural period of vibration is shorter.

7. The dynamic increase in yield strength of reinforcing s:eels is ca 'ter in
lower strength steels. Between a curhig time of 28 and 49 days, the dynamic
increase in compressive strength of portland cement concrete is influenced
more by curing time than by static compressive strength, Although the con-
crete has better than 90% of its compressive strength at 28 days, the dynamic
increase in strength is considerably less at a later time. -

8. Yilding at midspan retards farther increase in shear at the supports in
dynamically loaded beams. Many reasons were considered and none conclu-
sively proved.

9.- It is possible for a beam to fail in flexure after the usable ultimate shear
resistance has been exceeded. In other words, the additional shear resistance p *
beyond yielding in shear might be enough to force flexural faiture. The prob-
ability is much less under dynamic loading.

10. Diagonal tension failures can occur upon shear cracking if stress
redistribution is not accomplished or later when the longitudinal tension $
reinforcement suffers dowel failure. This applies to the dynamic as well as
the static case, with ard without web reinforcement. In bams with very P
small areas of web reinforcement, the dowel failure can be trigered by
failure of the we'. reinforcement to contain the longitudina! tension rein.
forcement.

11. The location of the critical section does not change much with change
in concrete strength, stirrup spacing, and loading rate. The effective depth ,

of the beam can be used as an estimate of the distance fhom the support to
the critical section for static and dynamic design purposes, and the theory
can be used to compute the distance in static and dynamic rigorous analysis.

12. Underreinforced conditions can be mintained in bending at the shear-
coipression zone. All of the events in the concept of ductility along the
span can be predicted with regard to sequence and zone of occurrence. P

13. A capacity reduction factor of 0 85 is adequate in analysis and design
when using the theory to calculate static and dynamic toads, resistances,
and shears corresponding to shear cracking, usasble ultimote shear, shear

yieloing, and flcxural yi ld;j, The theory provides only conservative esti. F
mates of tailsres in shear and flexure, TN. theory gives un..onservative *

II.i
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values of maximum acceleration and consorvative values of maximum
velocity. Predictions of maximum deflection are conservative if most of
the response history is elastic, fairiy accurate if the beam deflects into the
inelastic regime, and unconse'vative only when shear deform,.tions become
large

14, The chart developed from the modal analysis is adequate fir predicting
the maximum shearing force at the suppof ib.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR DESIGN

Static Load Deaign Criteria

Reinfcrced concrete beams should be underreinforced and deegned
to remain in the elastic regime under normal service loads, with minor cracking
in shear and flexure permitted. The yield strength of longitudinal tenson
reinforcing should be used as the reference in proportioning and sizing mem-
bars end the required usable ultimate shear strength used to determine the
amount of web reinforcement. Capacity reduction factors, #. for sheer and
flexure should be applied to provide safety against flaws in fabrication and
inaccuracies in design, and Iord factors for safety against overloading. Actu-

t ally. shear cracking in the beams will be nonexistent, or very smell. with the
use of usable ultimate shear as the design reference if the safety factors am
used. Theoretically. if a capacity reduction fa.tor of 0.85 were used for both
shear and flexure, and a load factor of 1.2 were applied to all design ods,
stirrup effectiveness up to about 35% would not result in any shear cracking
at full load, and load factors up to 2.4 are commonly used with live loas
giving even additional safety, ollowing much higher stirrup effectiveness with.
out shear cracking.

s As a result of this study, two provisions, different from those of the
ACI Code.

t 3 
am recommended for shear and diagonal tension. ultimate strength

deign. (1) In sectionswh web reinftxcement thehear stress, v. should not,exceed 8# N /f.-in rectangulor sect;ons and 10 0 Vf-,'in T-sections aid li-etios

(See ACI Code prois;on 1705b.) This provision is discussed on pag 29 ad 33
of this renort. (2) In rectangular beams with reinforcement ratio. p. les than
t'.012. t "ear stress permitted on an unreinforced web, or the contribution
from the ncrete in a reinforced web, should not exceed that given by:

Sv, - (o.3 loop) 1," p< o.012 '74)
f

(See ACI Code provision 1701d.) This provision is discussed on page 7 of
this report.
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Dynamic Load Design Criteria

In protective construction against dynamic overloads, load factors
should be omitted and yieldinq, or additional yielding, permitted in case the
load is larger than anticipated. General design criteria are variable depending
on the amount of protection required and the deflections that can be tolerated.
Capacity reduction factors should be used not necessarily to insure against
yielding, but to insure that if yielding or failure occur, they will occur in a
predictable fashion, in the most desirable mode. and without sudden failure.

Structures should be classified with regard to protection required and
deflection that can be tolerated. Three classes are recommended. They are
arbitrarily designated A, 8. and C.

Class A contains key structures requiring the most protection and least
deflection such as command posts and missile launching facilities. These struc.
lures must function under repeated dynamic loads, during dynamic loading.
and/or without damage to sensitive equipment. Beams should be designed to
remain elastic. Thus, the yield strength of longitudinal tension reinforcement,
fe, should be used as the reference in proportioning and sizing members, and
the required usable ultimate shear strength, v., used to determine the amount
of web reinforcement. A capacity reduction factor of 0.85 in shear and unity
in flexure should be used to insure against yielding in shear prior to yielding
in flexure, if yielding occurs.

Class B contains personnel shelters and shelters of important equipment
and supplies where repeated dynamic loads are not expected, large deflections
can be tolerated, but insurance against failure must be maintained. Beams
should be designed to yield in flexure. but not in shear. Thus, a limit strain,
ea. of 0.003 in.in, representing yielding of the concrete in compression
should be used as the flexural criterion, and the required usable ultimate shear
strength used as the shear criterions to determine the amount of web reinforce.
ment. A capacity reduction factor of unity should be used in both shear and
flexure.

Class C contains unoccupied structures ano shelters of less important
equipment and supplies where the least protection is required and deflection
is not a consideration. In this class, economy outweighs margin of safety
against failure. Beams can be designed to respond to the point of failure in 4

flexure. which is defined by a limit strain, e., of 0.006 in.in, representing
crushing failure of the concrete. They may be designed to respond to the
point of yielding of the shear-compression zone with a limit strain, ec, of
0 003 inii. if the numerical integration procedure is used to analyze the
beams, Conservatism in the theory will insure against yielding in shear prior
to failure in flexure. If the numerical integration procedure is not used, the
design for shear should be the same as for class B. A capacity reduction fac.
tor of unity should be used both in shear and flexure.
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The following table is provided for quick reference in selecting general
shear and flexure criteria and applicable capacity reduction factors.

Dynanic Oesgn Caeacty Reducteon
Structure Criteria Factr.#

Flrue Sheer Flexure Sher - I

Afy f 1 1,5
C eft eCy t t

Motion Criteria

If the maximum values of motion parameters calculated in the . .
numerical integration procedure are compared with motion criteria, the
following "rules of thumb" should be applied. • •

Calculated maximum deflections should be permitted to 100% of
the maximum allowable deflections. Such designs can be expectedl to be
about 15 to 30% safe with regard to deflection if maximum deflection

occurs in the elastic range, and zero to 15% safe if maximum deflection
occurs a short distance into the inelastic range. It is assumed that deflec.
tion criteria will not be used for beams permitted to deflect far into the
inelastic range or to yield in sheer.

Calculated maximum velocities should be permitted to 100% of
the maximum allowable velocities. Such designs can be expected to be
conservative due to damping components not included in the theory.

Calculated maximum accelerations should be permitted to only 50%
of the maximum allowable accelerations to allow for unpredictable initial
peak accelerations of short duration not accounted for in the theory. i s

Pfcportone The theory presented herein is intended for slender
bewm only (L/d > 7), but probably could be used with appropriate capacity
reduction factors to obtain less accurate solutions for intermediate beams
(- L/d < 71. 'It is not recommended for deep beams (.d < 5)

Cow. The minimum cover over reinforcing steel specified In the ACI
Code for the static case also applies to the dynamic case. -
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S 1rength. Static 28-day compressive strengths of concrete within - "

the limits

2.000 f. 7,000 p

are recommended. The application of higher strengths was not investigated p
and should be the subject of future studies.

The dynamic increase in tensile strength may be expressed as

c , 0951 + 1.33x10'lf5  - O.6S3Iogi, (76)

whr 5 [w.(L-2x,)
w 4r [t bhT2.

and 1 (C 4 1.74

Contribution to Shear Strength. The maximum concrete contribution

to dynamic shear strength, also called the diagonal cracking strength, can be

computed from the following formulas. which are discussed in the theory

under "Dynamic Shear Strength at the Critical Section." For p < 0.012,
v - 0(0.8 + lOOp)C, ' (7)

Forpb 0.012.

ve , 0 (1.9c, r/. + 2,500 p Id) < &5C, Ff.. (77)

, M Lx .- x .2z

Longitudinal Reinforcement p
Compresslon Reinforcement. All dynamically loaded reinforced

concrete beams should contain compression reinforcement. The compression I

reinforcement (1) acts in tension during rebound, (2) contains, in conjunction

with stirrups, the concrete of the shear-compression zone, (3) provides addi-
tlional ductility, (4) heips to arrest the shear crack providing a point of rotation
in shear-compression, and (5) provides dowel resistance at the shear-compression

zone. Recommended limits of compression reinforcement ratio are
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~is between 30 and 50% of the tension steel ratio.

Theoretically, there is no reason why the yield stresses of conmpression i

and tension steel ned be the sames; therefore, equations in the theory are i

written as if they were different to allow flexibility in design. It is believed f
. ~ ~~that economical results can be obtained with the use of two steel oswgfi,

the lower strength used in compression. If two strengths ar used, Ire iitom!

1

must be taken to prevent confusion during steel fabrication.
Static yield strengths of longitudinal compression steel Within the limits ,

Tension Reinforcement. Static yield strengths of longitudinal tension
steel within the limits

40,000 < 11 -C 76,00xl psi

am recommended. Higher strengths may be used, but suitable ductility is
difficult to achieve in design at strengths above 75,000 psi.

Recommended tension reinforcement ratios are

- S

. 0.012 < p -c 0.035

Ratios below 0.012 may be used, but the ot i r redw stance contrbution from
comets must be reduced in accordance with Equation 76. The gnm

hergy absorptilon of beams under dynamic load occurs with c renforcemnt

ratio of about 0.02. bo thet value is a good starting point for initial diiginng.

SWeb Reinforcement

w r etton.Iftheyw ed stirrups are not recommended. Thehoritontal

components of inclined stirrups hnd to overload the shear-como eelion zone 

causing brittle behavior and premature shear yielding by yielding of the can-
crste in compression. Also, inclined sttrrups act in the wrong drection during
rebound contributing little, or n, reistance to diagonal tenseon. No more t

than half of the web reinforcement over a distance along the axls of t beam
equal to the effective depth of the beam should be provided by btsi- brs
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for the same reasons. If bent-up bars or inclined stirrups are to be used, a
dynamic analysis of compression and rotation at the shear-compression zone
should be made including the effects of the horizontal components from web
reinforcement.

Amount. The required amount of web reinforcement should be
computed from the beam width and the difference betwee the usable ultimate
shear sit "gth required and the shear strength contributed by the concrete as
follows

A,,f~ b

C 2  = A" (v. -V) (78)
a *

Strength. Static yield strengths of stirrups within the limits

30,00 < f, < 75,00psi

are recommended, Higher strengths may be used, but might not be economical
due to small dynamic increase in strength and the tendency toward yielding in
the shear-compression zone without yielding of the stirrups. As mentioned
earlier, a change in yielding of the beam from the flexure to the shear mode
might occur with increase in loading rate when high-strength steel is used for
stirrups.

The dynamic increase in stirrup strength should be computed from
the static yield strength and the elastic strain rate as shown in Equation 29 j
of the theory. Equation 29 is restatei in specific stirrup notation as follows:

+ 13,7o 949 0

C2 'Y f '

+ (3000+ 42., to6.(79

and 1 4 C, C 2

Area, The minimum area of web reinforcement

A, > 0,0015bs

specified in the ACI Code for the static case also applies to the dynamic case.

I1 3
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Spacing. Limitations on maximum stirrup spacing in static design
also apply to dynamic dign. Thus.

- when, -1>60Vf,

Uniform spacing of stirrups is recommended in dynamic designs since
the distances to the critical section and shear-compre~sion zone change with
characteristics of the load and with time under a given dynamic load. Where
web reinforcement is not otherwise required, ties should be provided as they
are in static designs. and the distance from the support to the point. x, where
the amr, jnt of web reinforcement changes should be determined by;

d L (L -  d)

Plain wires 1/4 inch in diameter should be the smallest acceptable size for

both ties and stirrups.

^'Design Procedure

Simplified Method. The general approach to design is discussed on
page 39. It is stated there that if the preliminary design is not evoived by
normal static design procedures, the flexural aspects of the design can be-

accomplished by employing dynamic design aids in the form of charts,.graphs, and tabulated date. It is further stated that such aids are available

in References 2 4,end 5, and that the charts in NCEL Technical Report
Rp121 are prablat the to st rapid means available. The simplified mc-thod
given here for the shear aspects is intended to be used in conjunction with

This method is intended for initial designs to be analyzed later by a
more accurate mthod, When the mrethod is used for that purpose. this capa-
ity reduction factors recommended in the dynamic load design criteria should

be used, However, if it is used for final design, the capacity reduction factors
L for hear shculd be reduced by 0,0.

It is assumed that the dynamic load is given and the flexuralcross
section has been designed, and the purpose of this design procedure is to-
determine the amount of web reinforcement required. 

1<1
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Maximum Shearing Force at the Support. The chart in Figure 4
may be used to determine the maximum shearing force at the support.
The following values must be computed before using the chart: (1) the
static shear at the support if the peak dynamic load were applied statically
Iwo L/2). (2) the ratio of the effective load duration and the natural period
of vibration (TIT,). and (3) the ratio of peak load and dyna'nic yield resis-

* tance (w/rv). The duration, T, of an effective triangular load should be
used in lieu of the actual load duration. The dynamic yield resistance, r.,
is expressed as a force per unit length, as is the load, and can be determined
from the maximum total dynamic resistance by:

Equations for computing R,. and T. are given in the theory under "Flexural

Resistance." See Equations 60 through 71. In using the chart, one enters at

the bottom with the ratio of peak load and dynamic resistance, moves upward
to the appropriate ratio of duration and natural period, and then to the left S *
where the maximum dynamic shear factor is obtained. The maximum dynamic

t shear factor is the ratio of the maximum dynamic shewr force at the suport,
V., and the static shear at the support if the peak dynsamic load were applied

Istatically (w. L/2).

Maximum Sher Strem at the Critical Section. The maximum shear
stress at the critical suction can be estimated by:

I* V /
V, .rd)(81)

In this simplified method, the req.Jired usable ultimate shear strength, v.,
r is considered to Le equal to the maximum shear stress at the critical wection.

Thus,
v. I vff (82)

Maximum Shear Strength Contributed by the Concrete. The maximum
shear strength that can be contributed by the concrete, vc, should be computed
by the use of Equation 75 and either Equation 76 or Equation 77, depending
on the reinforcement ratio, p, and letting x, equal d.

Amount of Web Reinforcement Required. If v, is larger than v,, stirrups
are not required, but ties should be provided at the maximum allowable spacing.

If v.r is smaller than v,. the amount of web reinforcement should be computed 6
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with the use of Equation 78. The dynamic increase coefficient. C2 inmh
equation, can be roughly estimated by assuming an elastic strain rate ofj
0.6 infinJsc: and using Equation 79 or the chart in Figure 17. The

rk resuilting approximate dynamic increase coefficients and dynamnic yieldf

strengths for various static yield strengths are:

Statx:Y~d Dnaini I tyenkYield.

3 0.00 1.79 54AM
1.400001.50

6~00 .33-

I 75.000 1.ie 9ii

irseur Cholce. There are twoklinds of economy to beltmisidered -

lion; the other has to do with the cost of the enigineering designing iteif.
Both kinds of economy should be considered in selecting a procadur for[ j / analyzing reinforced concrete bOaMs.

There are three practical procedures from which to ditoo. k
(1) computer programming of the numerical integration mto lie
in the theory. 12) hand calculation of the nurical integration method.
and (31 the simplified method given below. The numerical integration
method gives the greater economy of materials and also the moet einrance
of safety with regard to b~rittle behavior in the szacmpeeonen. It
is also the moet economical with regard to engineering effort If a large Isum-F berfbesmsaretobeanalyzed. If acomputer is available and aninierof

bensare to be analyzed, the computer programming procedure Is, by far.

preferred over hand calculation of the numerical integration becaus the-i latter method is very time consuming and subject to human error. The
simplified method is recommnended only when a few~beami are lo be
analyzed and economy of materials is outweighed b the time and coet
of engineering.
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VI

Simplified Method. This simplified method gives only approximate
results; therefore, the capacity reduction factor for shear should be reduced

by 0.10 when this method is used.
The shear strength contributed by the concrete. v¢, should be obtained

from Equations 75 through 77. The distance to the critical section, x, can be
approximated by setting it equal to the effective depth, d, and values of the
natural period of vibration, T., can be obtained by the use of Equations 60
through 70. -

'The usable ultimate shear strength, v, then should be computed as
follows:

*For A, < 0.0015b .

V I V e  (831

For A , >OO015bs,

V. -V. + 0 C2f., 184

Values if the dyrimic increase coefficient. C2 , can be approximated as
indicated on page 141 in the simplified design procedure.

The maximum allowable dynamic shearing forca at the support,
V,, should be determined next by using Equation 39.

Then the maximum dynamic shearing force at the support, V.,
should be obtained from the chart in Figire 4. A detailed explanation of
how to use the chart is given on page 140 in the simplified design procedure.

Finally, the boam is safe in shear if

VW
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Appendix A

STRENGTH PROPERTIES OF MATERIALS

INTRODUCTION S

To study the strength and behavior of structural elements, it is
necessary to determine the strength and behavior of the structural materials
from which the elements are made. The objective of the work reported in
this appendix was to determine both the static and dynamic strengths of
the materials used in the 12 reinforced concrete beams which have been S
designated the F Series. Strength properties are reported elsewhere

t 4 , 2 3

for the D and E Series.

CONCRETE

mix

The concrete was made from Type I portland cement. 3/4-inch
maximum size San Gabriel aggregate, and San Gabriel sand having a fineness
modulus of 2.82. Two mixes were used. The mix proportions for the higher
strength concrete were 1.00 (cement) : 2.98 (coarse aggregate) :2.71 (fine
aggregate), by weight, with a water-cement ratio of 0.57 (by weight) or 6.5

gallons per sack. A slump of 3 inches was specified. The mix proportions
for the lower strength concrete were 1.00:3.82:3 66 (by weight), with a
water-cement ratio of 0.71 (by weight) or 7.98 gallons per sack. A slump
of 2 inches was specified.

Static TOM

At the time each beam was cast. six standard 6-inch-diameter by
12-inch.long cylinders were cast from the same batch of concrete. The
cylinders were cured under wet burlap along with the beam until 2 days
before testing. Three cylinders were used to determine the concrete c..n-
pressive strength, and three the tensile splitting strength. The results are
given in Table A.I. The average static compressive strength at about 28
days was 5,770 psi for the higher strength and 3.480 psi for the lower
strength concrete. The average tensile splitting strength was 547 psi for
the higher strength and 426 psi for the lower strength concrete.
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Dynamic Tet s

Seventeen concrete cylinders were cast using the lower strength mix
described above. All cylinders were 4 inches in diameter. 8 in(.hes long, and
cast from one batch of concrete. The cylinders were tested under various
loading rates in accordance with the procedures outlined in ASTM Specifica-
tion C496-62T, "Splitting Tensile Strength of Moulded Concrete Cylinders."
The rate of loading was slow (static) on five cylinders and rapid (dynamic)
on 12 cylinders.

The results of the tests are listed in Table A.2 and plotted in Figure A-1.
The average static tensile splitting strength was 426 psi, identical to the results
of the static tests described above and listed in Table A-1. The average value
was used in determining the dynamic increase in tensile splitting strength.
The equation in the table and figure was developed bythe author from data
reported by Cowel124 and by Lundeen and Saucier.'7 " 

With the exception of
two data points, agreement is very good between the experimental data and
data computed from the equation.

Cowell 24 performed static and dynamic, tensile splitting, and corn-
pressive tests on concrete cured 28 and 49 days. He used the same coarse
and fine aggiregate as used in the mixes described above, except for Type I I
portland cement instead of Type 1. It is believed that there is no significant
difference in the strength properties of Type I and Type II. The static com-
pressive strengths at 28 days for the two mixes used by Cowell were 3,900 psi
and 7.420 psi; the tensile strengths were 515 psi and 710 psi.

- ! !!!!!11.. .... 1. I III I

". O 11 11 1O L4
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F"llA.I, Resuvlts of dynamic W,41@l 1olitfili I S On aon ifrte With staii
Uneil stmilith of 426 pdl.
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LONGTUDNALREINFORCING STEEL

The lonitudin-al reinforcing steel in each beam consisted of two
no. 9 bers in tension enid two no. 7 bars In compression. All bars were from
the Winle lot and satisfied the strngth requirements of ASTM Specificatin[. A432 anid the deformation requirmnts of ASTM Specifftcation A3D686.

Static To

Standard tension tests to determine the upper yield point were mae
on coupons from one tension and one compression bar from each of the

basexetfor beam WF I where no tssonl bars were tested. The reaujt

if---14.



are given in Table A.3. The average upper yield stress was 69,000 psi for 4
no. 9 bari and 70,000 psi for no. 7 bars. Three of the no. 9 bars and three I
of the no. 7 bars were tested to rupture and complete stress-strain relation-
ships were obtained. The ultimate strengths of those bars are listed in
Table A4. The average ultimate strength was 103,600 psi for no. 9 bars and
100.700 psi for no. 7 bars. The stress-strain plot for tension bar no. 22 is
shown in Figure A-2. The stress-strain relationships for all specimens tested
had the following characteristics:

1. Linear elastic region
! Z Poorly defined proportional limit at about 60,000 psi

3. Well-defined yield point at about 69,000 psi

4. No definition between upper and lower yield points

5. Secant modulus of elasticity about 29,000.000 psi
6. Long linear region before strain hardening at about
0 035 inJin, of strain

7. Ultimate strain about 0.13 inJin. •

Dynamic Taut

Tests were performed to determine the dynamic yield strength of
no. 9 bars and to relate increase in upper yield strength to strain rate. The
bars were different from the ones in the beams in that they came from a dif. I
ferent lot of steel and they were machined smooth. Details regarding loading.
equipment, instrumentation, and procedure are given in Appendix A of
Reference 14. Thirteen specimens were tested under various loading rates.
The rate of loading was slow (static) on five apecimens and rapid (dynamic)
on eight speimens.

The results of tiia tests are listed in Table A.5 and plotted in Figure t
L A-. The average static upper yield stress was 81.500 psi, considerably higher "r - than for the coupons in the static tests described above and listed In Tabli'

A.3. The average value was used in determining the dynamic increase in
upper yield strength. The equation in the table and figure was developed
by the author from data reported by Cowell,"2 

KeenanH, and the author23
from dynamic tests on various steels used as longitudinal steel and stirrups.
The line in the figure is the locus of points obtained from the equation
using a static upper yield stress of 81,500 psi. Values of the dynamic

fincreaae, , computed from the equation are slightly conservative
with respect to all data points except one which fallt on the line in the
figure. Agreement between the slopes of the line and the data points is
excellent.
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Table A-3 Stirtic Yield Strengthiof Longitudinal Reinforcing Bars

Tension Steel Compression steel
40. 9 Bas No.7 Bars

Ba Bsn n Upper Yield Ba Swni Upper Yield
NO. f~t U e Slimhih) )Stmkh ~ o~Wm)I Used Ml o o kp

2 WF1 a 326 WFI 89
4& WF2 O&S 34' WF2 70.1
e~ WF 67.0 30k WF 6.1
8 ,WF4 894 38 WF4 89.0

10 05 62 40 WF ao 0

I8 WF 695 46 WF8 092

20 WFIO 87.9 s0 WF10 09.7
0112 89I 0.5 52 WFl1 89.0

24 WF12 71.9d 54 WFl2 75.f/*

Ang 89.0 Ang 700

Notetd

Toedi rupturemand listed in Table A-4.

Lowest value.4

* Table A4. Stirtic Ultimatet Strenth of Longitudinal Reinforcing Bars

No. 9Bars No. 7 nln

N. Which Used No. Whch se

4 WF2 1025' 32 WF 1 100.7
6 WF3 1040 34 lF 01.76

22 WF11 104 2b 3 WF3 996,

Ang 106 Avg 100.7



Table A-5. Resultsof DynamicTests on Lor onaln RaniiroqsStl

Sus';. Tests Dynamic Tosts

Spcmn Yield Spcmn Stran Yied Yil Ses
N. Streak . Rate Sten.

Si 826 DI 056 93.5 1.15 '1.12
S2 81 0 D2 012 945 1.16 1 .16

82.0z 03 020 99.0 1.22 1.16

S4 805 04 036 1020 125 1~ 2

D. 7 048 102. 1.25 122

#I, e-81,00 psi(aeraevalue ftom s iesbc tests. 0
b Ly 11700 S4 s 10 /3,000 423 x106 A IC

STIRRUPS

The stirrups were made from &95g annealed plain wire. Thes wire
was received in 84001 straight lengths.

SteTOM

Four samples of the wire were tested to determine the static sitrength
properties. The specimens were 10 inches long and had one Sft~..N.stan_.
gp (EA.05-5008H) affixed at midlength. Load was applied and nicesred

with a tension testing machine equipped with a recorder, and strew selues;

the speimnen measured prior to the test. Strain wan measured from zero to

approximately 0,4% by the single strain gape. Larger strain values were

cnann50prsto the inch. f
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The results of the tests are listed in Table A-6 and plotted in

Figures A-4 and A-5 The stress-strain relationships for all specimens
had the following characteristics:

1. Linear elastic region

2. Well-defined proportional limit at about 23,000 psi

3. Tangent modulus of elasticity about 29,200,000 psi

4. Undefined yield point at about 30,000 psi

5. Very short region between yielding and strain hardening

6. Ultimate strain about 0.20 in/in.

.The scatter of data between tests was extremely small; therefore, average~values from the four tests were used to plot the stress-strain relationship

* shown in Figure A-5. The stress-strain relationship of specimen no. 2
from zero strain to 0.32% strain is plotted in Figure A.4 to show the well-

defined proportional limit and the undefined, or very poorly defined, yield
point. Predictions of beam behavi'r were computed using the 0.1% offset
stress rather than the customary 0.2% offset yield stress. Both are listed P

t in Table A-6. An idealized straight.line stress-strain relationship, shown

in the figure, was constructed using the average yield stress (30,000 psi)
et 0.1% offset and the average tangent modulus of elasticity (29,200.000 psi).

- Taie A-6. Static Strength Propertnis of G-Gage Wire

Tangent Yield Strem
SD Modulus Proportional Iki) Ultimate
Specimen Oimeter of Limit Strength

NO. (l~.l Elasticity (ksl) Offset Offset kill

lkiaxo103
1 0.1% 0.2%

1 0.1897 30.2 24.0 30.6 31.5 4.S

2 0913 29.1 22.5 30.0 308 460
s- L 3 1.1900 29.0 2Z5 26.5 29A 44.6

4 0.1900 28.4 22.5 308 31.9 45.0

i--A, 0.190 30.0 309
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Dynamic Tests

Seventeen specimens of the wire, each 10 inches long. were strained in
tension with the NCEL dynamic materials testing machine" and continuous
measurements recorded of tensile strain and force in each specimen. The strain
was measured with one SR.4 foil resistance strain gage (EA-05-5008H) placed
midway between the cnds of the specimen, Force was measured with an NCEL
strain gage-type tension link.

The results are listed in Table A.7 and plotted in Figure A-6. The
average static yield stress (30.000 psi) from 17 static tests and defined by a
0.1% offset from the tangent modulus of elasticity (as given in Table A-6

and Figure A-A) was used to compute the dynamic increase in yield strength,
o* a.. The equation in the table and figure is the same equation that was
used to predict the dynamic increase in the yield strength of the longitudinal
reinforcing steel discussed previously. The line in the figure is the locus of

points obtained from the equation using a static yield strength of 30,000 psi.
Agreement between the data points and the values computed from the equa-
tion is good. Three points are high, three are low, and eleven fall on, or nearly
on, the line. The limit (ad./OS) 4 2 is also shown in the figure.

The material had well-defined upper and lower yield points under
dynamic load. It was found that the percent dynamic increases in lower yield
stress end ultimate yield stress were considerably less than for the upper yield
stress. For Instance, at an elastic strain rate of 1,0 in./in /sec, the upper yield
stress increased 92%: at an inelastic strain rate of 1.0 in./in /sec, the lower yield
stress increased 60%; and at an ultimate strain rate of 1.0 inJinJsec, the ulti.

* mate stress Increased only 19%.

BOND TESTS

Pull-out tests (related to this work) to study the influence of normal
pressure on bond between concrete and reinforcing steel were performed by
Untrauer. Harris, and Henry" at the Iowa Engineering Experiment Station,
Iowa State University under NCEL Contract NBy,32222.
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I TabAX7. Resuts of Dyinic Tosts on 6 Gap Wins

Elastic UPpv Dmmcliwcin

SplnI Iw Strain Yield jidSv
No. (I Rate. Sty...

(firLIasc) NO. Expanmt . 'Theimv

3 191 021 455 1.52 3

4 111190 041 53. 1.796 .7

6 111 .48 51.0 2.0 1.4

6 19 .51 56 12. 1.7

17 0.191 1.82 5.0 1.92 1.76a Wil (- 4 8 1
Y1011 0 000k 523. 1.7 11

11 0 .19 ai 5&0 1. v

IS 119 1 6 5-l :1 0 ,1 0
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Apeni 8

thenix lodudrsatclaig

Thek- spring constant of n lsic tutra tmnt einda h

R -resistance flb)

y -deflection On.)j

This quotient is related to stiffness and length when applied to bending in 1
beams. The spring constant at midspe of a prismatic beam on simple sup-
ports under uniformly distributed loading ma5' be expressed.

5 L3

where E I - stiffness Rlbin.) LI

L IE - modulus of elasticity (psi) '

I moment of inria(inM'

L - spanilengthfinj j
Actually, the spring constant of a reinforced concrete beamn does not hue afconstant value as the deflection of the beam isincrezsed. The valueoft te
spring constant changes with ciwsge in moment of inertia.a fle-ural cracks "
form and inelastic hinging takes place.

Simplifying assumptions are made to obtain a constant value which
best approximates the spring constant over the full range of deflectioris
within the etastic region of response. 'he primary assumption used in a
method presented in the Air Force Design Manual.4 and other reference.
is tt the moment of iwtia is the average of the momenints -if inertia for
the cracked and uncracked sections.
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where I - moment of inertia (in.') I
I, - gross moment of inertia (in.

4 )

1, - moment of inertia of a cracked section (in.
4 )

The assumption is considered poor because the cracked section influences
the spring constant more than the gross section in beams deflected nearly
to or beyob1 the yield deflection. The resulting spring constant predictions
are too high. The amount of error also changes with length-depth ratio
because of larger shear deformations and fewer flexural cracks associated i
with lower ratios.

THEORY

Nomir's rethod
"
' is to compute the spring constant from the S 0moment of inertia for the ci-,cked section end then adjust this value using

a formula containing the shea 'Fan-depth ratio and coefficients based on
his measurements. Thus

k -0 ,., 0.023(i)4

where k - spring constant (lb/in.)

k, , spring constant of e cracked section (Ib/in.)

a - shiserspan(in.)
d - effective depth of the beam (in.)

The tests were made on simply supported beams under static and dynamic
concentrated loads, and the equation was obtained by data point fitting
between the limits: 2<a/d<6

In applying the method to beams under uniformly distributed loads.
it is assumed that

d 2 \d/)

DI
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t5 0

k. 0.3d)-0.08-l

ThusT

EXPERIMENT

Purpom

f ~In the following computations. Nosseir's method. the Air Force
Design Manual method, and a modified version of the Air Force Design
Manual method are used to predict the spring constant of the static ui-
formly loaded beams of test Series E. The tests are reported in Part II.P
which gives adetailed description. and in Part III, the main part of this 0
report, which gives a sumary only. The solutions obtained from each
of the three methods are compared with the idealized spring constanit
obtained from measurements in tests WEIO and WEI 1.

The test specimens had the following dimensions and strengths
properties:I

SM Wgiisi. Li4i.

ownIt*i.b 7.7111 w 1
Effswedaeeof ftbft. d t2N Ii..-
TOMSeiP..lfbw mh i. K

owh aeeiiastsi. I. 5 1?.% K
Nddholeatci of . e$.A" 2A 1.2e

OVO1~oC&V...,. 145 W/ist3
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The resistance-deflection relationships for WE 10 and WEI l were
plotted on a common graph. A two-straight-line idealized diagram was
constructed through the data Finally, the spring constant. k, was computed
from values of resistance, Rm,, and deflection. y., at the intersection of the
straight lines.

R. - wL = (624lbfin.)(144 In.) - 89,9001lb

8,.-99W Olb - -

P~debs It y . -9 n 97,700 1b/ln.

Slenderness

Modulus of Elasticity.

E,I

bfoninSection 1602 of the Code. By the use of the equations in that

IU Ifl.
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Therefore, the depth to the neutral axis is

a 3.08 in.
C - - 3.82 In.

Neutral Axis by Transformed Section Method. By summing statical I
:-nmorrents about the ricatral axis of a transformed section,

r + 12n,- )A;(c -d') - n A, (d- c)

With the appropriate substitutions made, only one root of the equation is

Moment of Inertia by Ultimate Strength Design Method.

1. AC3 + In - 1)A4(a - d)2 + n A,(d - 41
2  

'11,111M IrI

Moment of Inertia by Transformed Section Method.J

Grass Moment Wofnrta. If it isassurned that no flesural cracfs
t exist pirtlodnthe gross moment of inertia, 1, *~ be con"U~e

fromn the total depth of the beam. Thus.

1 b
2  12 ".siS =211n.I

4

r On the other hand, If It is soumed that flexural cracks exist up to the leve
of fth tension steel prior to loading, the gross moment of inertias tould be'

cmuefrmtectiv eth of the beam. Thus.I

is kd .5112,3 ,0
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Spring Constant by Nomires Method. In accordance with Nosbeir's S
method,

384 E 1,
k - 89.21,

SL3

k 89.2 1, 13(L)-0.00 ( )2 e4.91

Using ultimate strength design assumptions,

k - 64.0(1.620) - 105,000lb/in.

Using transformed section assumptions,

It 64.9(1,001) - 104,000 b/in.

The difference between solutions based on ultimate strength and transformed
section assumptions is only about 1%.

Spring Conetant by Air Force Design Manuel Method. Using ultimate
strength design assumptions and a gross moment of inertia based on the total
depth of the beam.

I . It . 2,1 ,2 , =

if 384E IIt 0 - 0.21 - 169,000 Ib/n.

The method can be modilfied by assuming flexural cracking to the level of
the tension stuel. In this cse, the effective depth is used to compute the
gross moment of inertia. Then the spring constant can be calculated as

* follows:

s l+ 1. I 1,403 + 1.620. 1,5121n.4I " -2 2 "162I.

k - 00.21 - 136,O001b/In.
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The spring constant determined from tests was 98 kips/in., end the
predictions were:

Spring onstant

MtWBy Ultimate String Vi By Tratarmadi qata

Value Difference Value ODffwwu
(tripsfin) N% tkipe/fin.) Its)

Now(i 105 7 104 6

Imccliied mewthod)l

Air Frce esign Manul lag 73 liS 72

The accuracy of the test data is about 6%, anld computations ware carried 0
outwih a aaurcyofabout 2%.

All predictions were hg.btthe ones obtained from Noameir's
method were near to or within the aocurocy of the test data. Noseirs
method produced the beat agreement between experiment and theoy, and
the unmodified Air Force Design Manual mathod produced the wrst Use'

of the transformed section asgjmptions in computing the moment of inertia
of a cracked section produced better agreement than use of ultimate strength

lions was only about 1%. j -

CONCLUSIONS

1. Of the three methods tested. Nomeir's method is the moat iccurete.
2. The transformed section asumptions and ultimate strength design

asmptions produce predictions with about the same accuracy.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Nosseir's method is recommended because it is more accurate than the
other methods, and it is just as easy to apply.

2. Ultimate strength assumptions in determining moment of inertia are
recommended for the sake of consistency with other parts of the analysis
discussed in the main body of this report.

16I4
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Appenadix C

* INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this appendix is to present the derivation of equations
for evaluating the inelastic hinge in ordler to determine the midspan deflection
corresponding to flexural failure in reinforced concrete beams. The equations
derived here apply only to slender, doubly reinforced, rectangular. prismatic
concrete beams on simple supports and subjected to uniformly dittributed
static or dynamic loading.

The theory is based on the presumption that. for thesae of being ,

'1 consistent in all designs and ease in performing dynamic analysis. ell changes
in beam behavior, including failureshall be defined in quantitative terms;

vauso tanin the vaIous materiaIls This approach is amantial in corn

comparing the static and dynamic ces For instance. aconcrete strain
( 0.006 Infin.) at the remote fiber is used to define flexural failure

as wll a certain types of shear-compression failure. Some minor conipro.
mis are mae in the elastic range wheoe stress criteria are used and easily
converted to strain.

Assum~ptions regarding distribution of stress and strain outside the
4 hinged length are discujssed in the Theory in the main part of the report
tuider Flexural Resistance. They generally follow those of the ACI for

ultimate strength design procedure.
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Assumptions regarding distribution of stress and strain over the section

at the center of the hinged length at the time of flexural failure are shown
graphically in the diagram below. The symbols in the diagrams are defined

in the derivations that follow.

cn. .

fix / MOD •MA

//
/

/ /

SECTION AT CENTER OF HINGE (MIDSPAN)

Neutral Axis

Flexurl failure has been defined in terms of the ultimate strain of

cnrete, cw ,s a .0 lsn

Therefore, at the time of failure and at the center of the hinged length, the
strain in the compression steel, e*. is

*0.006( d'~

The fictitious stress, f, is defined here as

f E l > flky
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Therefore, at the time of failure, the fictitious stress is

f- .00iE,

Furthermore, the dynamic yield strength, of concrete fd, hex been defrined as

and, therefore, the stress block proportion, kj. at the time of failure can be1: ~ ~~computed asaxs ismiaiete 1.6

c f E

yielded after yielding of the beam, and the total tension force. T, can be
expresseo in terms of the dynamic yield strength a

T d o

'The compression force provided by the wrncrete, C.. is

Cc -2 .425bcf,:Ikl + 11 A11

The compression for.; provided by the compression steel, C.,.

From the above equation. it can be seen that two solutions we poasible
depending on whether or not the compression steel is yielded.
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Assume that the compression steel is yielded, Then,

fdy

Thus,

MODS)

Solving this inequality for c, the limit on c for the yielded condition can be
found as

By equilibrium of longitudinal forces.

T "C + C. (C-7)

Assuming the compression steel to be yielded and substituting Equations C-3,
C-4. and C-5 into Equation C-..

Af = -O.42bcfhlks + 1) + Af,'

Thus, the distance to the neutral axis is

F- O .425bf(k, +1) C4

if the value of C is wi thin the limit specified in Equation C-6.
If the value of c obtained from Equation C-8 does not 4atisfy

Equation C-6. the compression steel is not yielded at the time of failure. and
the comspression force provided by the steel, Ci, is computed as

C1 - Af, A;E~ec - OOGlAE (1 * 1) c)
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Now, substituting Equations C.3. C.4, and C.9 into Equation C-7.

A~fdv - 0.425bcfd.(kl + 1) + .006AEg( I

By multiplying each term by c and simplifying,

0.425bf,'k, + 1)c
2 

+ (.006A:E - Af,)c - .OOdA F, 0

Thus, the distance to the neutral axis is

lA,. F-5Oe6A:Ej I V(Af,OOOSAZj' * O0102bd'A;Ilvt(kA. (C-1)
C 0.4604(ii' - 1)

If the compression steel is not yielded at the time of failure, Equation C-10

should have one positive root inside the dimensions of the beam and outside
the limit given by Equation C.6.

It should be remembered that the value for kt in Equations C-8 and S "
C-10 is for tne inelastic regime and should be obtained from Equation C-I.
It is not the value given by the ACI Code equation, which is for the upper f

bound of the elastic regime.

Curvature

The curvature is equal to the angle of rotation at the neutral axis.
and it is essentially equal to the tangent of the angle for small values of the
angle. The curvature expressed as a tangent is the ratio of the elongation at
the remote fiber and the distance from the remote fiber to the neutral axis.
The units are InJin. or redians. The unit curvature, then. is the ratio'of the
strain at the remote fiber and the distance from the remote fibe' to the
neutral aSxia The units are in/in/in, or radians/in, The unit curvature at
the center of the hinge. #. at the time of failure is I

* * e. , 0 , red / n. (C - 1)

C C

Monunt

The dynamic resisting moment at the center of the inelastic hinge at
the time of failure, MI, can be obtained by summing the moments from the
tension steel, compression steel, and concrete about the neutral axi. By
summing moments,
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Mf T~d -c) +,C,(c - d') + LE- fdy(
2 

+ 2k, -k2) (C-12)

By substituting Equations C-I and C-3 into Equation C-12, the moment can
be expressed in a more convenient form as

II, Afdyld - C) + CSle - d') + .425belf. (ta) (C-13)

Values of C, are obtained from Equations C-5 and/or C-9, depending on
whether or not the compression steel is yietded at the time of failure.

SECTION AT EDGE OF HINGE

Momsmit

The edge of the hinged length isat the section where fth ultimpite *
design, dynamic resisting moment..~ exists. The moment M. is dis-
cussed in the Theory in the main part of the report under Flexural
Resistance, Formulas for computing Md. are given in Equations 64 and
65 of that discussion.

Neutral Axsi

The distance from the remote fiber to the neutral axis, c. at the
section where Md. exists is also discussed in the Theory under Flexural
Resistance. Formulas for computing c are given in Equations 60 and 68
in the main part of the report.

When doing2 caicudatiujs, care must be taken to prievent cotifusioc
mit?, recardek to ralses oftk, atid c at the ceetrr oflIiiigirig aiid those at the
edge of hinig.

Curvature

The unit curvature of the edge of the hinge length, d,., can5 be
expressed as the ratio of strain in the tension steel, c, and the distance from
the tension steel to the neutral axis. Thus,

where a. equals fd,/E,.
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DEFLECTION AT MIDSPAN

By assuming linear curvaturm distribution along the span, a curwaturie
diagram can be constructed asshown below.j

ofb

Th itneHis the distance from the center of the hinge to the edge of
the hinge, and the distance x#. is the distance from the support to the edge
of the hinge.

The true curvature distribution over the interval Xd. IS PrPortbtal
to the iatio of moment, M. and stiffness, El1, The modulus. E, is ssentially
constant whenconsiderin the accracy of the method, buI h outo
inertia, 1. is not. Thus.

Experience has shown that assuming linear distribution produces reejM*
about aseccifatit as those when assuming distribution proportional to M
because of the variable nature off1. anid the complex relation of I to x pwe
cluo. I in the assumnptions. It is understood that considerable accuracy is
sacrif iced here to achieve reasonable simplicity.

The deflection at midspmn corresponding to failure in fissure
(ew a 0.006 inlin.) can be approximated by determining the hinging
length and then summing t he moments of areas in the curvature diagramt
about a point. The point of interest in this case is at the support.
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The position along the span where the moment Md. exists can be
approximated by assuming static moment distribution as shown below.

From the diagram, it can be seen that

Md )4 LX d.) (C-15) 0

and

M, w-j- (C-16)

The ratio of the dynamic resisting moments at the center and edge of
hinging is

M, L2

Equation C-1 7 can be solved for x., in terms of Mr. Md. and L which are

known. Therefore, the distance from the support to the edge of hinging,I
xii.is

Xd. (C-18)
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Only one of the roots of this equation exists in the half of the beam under
consideration; therefore.

Li

The deflection at midspan, y,, corresponding to failure in flexure can then
be derived by summing the moments of areas in the curvature diagram about
a point at the supporL Therefore,

L= .3-#.+2 +-L xd (#.-Oi 00
122 1

CONCLUSION

If the midspan deflection, y. of the beam exceeds the value of Yt.
the beam is considered to be failed by crushing of the ioncrete at the remoto S
fiber at midipen.
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LIST OF SYMBOLS E Modujlus of elasticity (psi)

A Aeafin
2
)E, Modulus of elasticity of concrete is compression lipsi)

A, Area of longitudinal tension steel 115.21 Modulus of elasticity Of steel (pso)

A; Areaoftlongitudinal compression steel (M.
2
) E, Modlus of elasiy ofcocrete inensionpsi)

A, Stirrup area parallel to the beem axis (mn
2
) Ev Modulus of elasticity of stilruii, (psi)

I Stresso(Psi)
a Ulriate design, stress block depth (ineI asho sear

opn()i Stress rate (psilsec)

b 8eartwidthf(in I f0 Strqsain concrets (psi)

b Web widt h fin I~ I static conmpress,"e strength of the coincrete at
28 days (paif

C Coefficient

C, Dynamic increage coefficient for corete in
1
r Effective yield stress of concrete tpsi)

tesion Jr Effective ultfimsate stress of concrete (psi)

C2  Dynamic incresei coefficieint for steel in tenslions ft Dyrnmi conipressire strength of the Concrete
at 28 days (psi)

C, Comipression force provided by the concrete f0b)

C, Load coefficient Jos, Dynamric yield strength of concrete ( psi)

Ile Dynfanic tensile strength of the concrete at
C, Resisterice coefficient 28 days (psif

C, Conmprassion force provided by the cormpression ld,, Dynamic yield strength of stirrutps Jimsi
steel 0lb)

Distncefroml~s netralcur tothe emoeto Dynamic yield strength of tension ste (ipsi)

f iber ti.) !it Dynamic yird strength of coinvpestiois steel Ilisi)

0 Nominal dcivneler of tiM fin.) Is Stress in tension steel fpsi)

DSF Dynamic shar factor at support f; Stres in coipeismon strel 1141.

d Cl fetive depth of the beam G n.) 1, Tensile stress in concrete 4rsi)

it D~istanmce from the rmoite fiber to the centroid of isf Stress rate of concrete in lesion fiiisecl
the compression steel fin I

It StaicteWI*espllirtig srensgth of the concrete,
dl Distanmce Irotri the rosette fiber to the Point Of at 28 days Itiil

rotation Ou

fir Stress in slirt fiisil



st icity (psi) fy Static yield strength of stirrups (psa)

sticity of concrete in coinpreusiont low) Static Yield strength of tention bars (psi)

sticity of stel (pisi) JI; Statc yield strength of comifession bas (pil)

stic ity of concrete in tension (psi) H Distanme from tie center to thieedge of Ohhelg lift)

sticity of stuirrps hp~fI Total depth of thle beots (inf

I Momsent of inrtia fun.
4
)

IWC) le Moment of inertia of a Cracked WeronfussA

ett iu9l l* Gross moment of inertia (in.)

sive stretngth of tie concrete at Id Moment arm between cent roids of comperessive and
swisi) forces fin.)

stressof concrete (psi) K, Vy,. deflecton ratiot

ate street of concrete (psi) Kir #/y. curvature ratio (rad/m.2)

restive strength of the conCrete K3  x. - me distanice over which stirrups ere Sctuv 100.

r, dtL/yt. urvatureratio at -m Ip i rf.
2
)

'strength of concrete (ps) La-s atr(~bJs.bu
2

0strength of the concrete atI

strength of stireitis (1m) Itj Sir=. block proportion
strengthl of tension site (psi) li. Spring constant ofla cracked section ((blen.)

strength of comnpresions stee (psi) IL Spais length (as)

;Iilmrfpi U Moment (in .1b)ff 4

resensrio t4j L U)limmet desiW. dyn.,iii reisting etonment )es.-b)

1 (onis etc liii) 0,~ Dynamic resisting moment at Oiw confe of tehingeat ft
at the li of faiture (im-Ib)

ONg Vnu sup vtion Itsser t
I Me Matissum resisting inoment (inera)

Aliling stimquth of theg concrete
) Me Moent iat distance xas-)b)

)l~-s( 0! Mass fibsec
2
/ini
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N Number of yilded stirrups V Sheer fib) X. Distant

ft E/E0. irodulu sof elasticity ratio. elsocyci. . Vb Maximurn allowableto at the critical section for p Deflect
number in nu.reici integration bond (lb 1Woi

P Load between suppiorts 0b) V0  Show resistance contributed by the concrete (1b)
Yi Acceler

Pc Cracking load ObW V, Maxitmum dynamic sear force at the support ON~

P A.bd. reinforcemsent ratio V, Shat tsupport PbI elc

S A~bd, compression remsforcensnt ratio Vqb Site reitac aftsupt ocitodit t
ultimate bond resistance 0lb) yt Deflect

III Rinforcemient ratio tat would produce yieldingflxr
of Vi opOri reinforcement concurrent -Vu Shm realatasce at t support correspontdinto

eeth yieding of tthenso reinforcereint ftdiagonal tension cracking resistance llb) yy Yield d

pb Riteesforceinent ratio tt would produce balanced Vw Sheaw rssce as the suppot corresponding to t I Overhis
conditions usable ultimete slie reitance fib)

a Ansglet
law Tension reinforcement ratio for setee is the web V; Usable ultimate shear resistance 11bI

At Time it
a Ssaticaf moment of thle cross suction (er.

3
1 V0  Show at distancesx front the support Ib)

al Uniform Wed (Obi.) IF Shae stree (pulsi)Smo
a Strain I

R Flesiral resistance (Ib) e Showr strength contributed by the concrete (psi)
o strainfI

R. Mslrnmflexal reeslancelb) v. Maiu lsisostreeat fthecritical schioni ps) I

R, Reection as support INb V. uub" ulimaete ohme strengt (peoll c Sri

00 straini
r Radinof conmpreesion bar (in.) W Naligt of the bunsm Ilb)

IV Dvnasti yield resistance lbrsn I m Uniformly distributed loud Ilb/isI

a Stiru spaecing. centsr to center. pWealel to vie m* Peek uniform load (lb/sn.)

barn axislim) x Ostance fronm the support allong the bean saxeis . #, ya

T Load duration fuel: also vinexcin force fibl a. Strain

Ne, Distance from the support to the critical section for
T. Natural period of vibration loci bond (55) I i Strainr

t Two foci Xi, Distance fronm t support to the critical aection for C. Strain i
taow tin)

u Bond strees (psi) i, Strain r
is Distance from goe support to fth point where Ste

av Ultkviat bond stress lost anmount of web reinforcement diange fin I ft Strain ii



*support to tOw point of rotation (in.) C. Ultimrat Strain of steel (in /in)

a* Yield$train of stes! (In n

sict ev Strain in stirrup (in /in

lm~ae
2
) en Strain rate in stirrup (in /.n /sa)

midspsn ton.) C" Yield strain of stirrup iin hn.

kdw (atsc) P Density llb/(t
3
1

midspan correspondingl to failure in p Direct strm Cpsi

S Dprnnc yield stttl (si) t
an (in )

Or Static yield street (psi)

* Cspaciry reduction factor (psi/psil; also unmit
n stirrup anis and bean axis (dig) curnaturo, (red/fin.)

art (Wi) * Rase of dsasgofunit curnature mth respt cto *
*fe of if faCtiu bars (h) % Unit ccraelureat mdaa (red/in.)

fla, Unit curvatu~re at thre edg of the lunge (red/in.)
Onm /uc(

0, Unit curvature at the center of the hinge at te ti"
iege infin.) of future (red/in.)

coltivtet (i./i.L/sic)

i of concrete tin &0t

d aas of stir rup woft

ton sowe fin tar I

ten satin (iin/si00

eiaassion steel (in An.)

cornivensss tl (inin /sec)

corm," irn datlonal tension upon ohmie
In)
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Theoreticow and sperwt work s o WAt L to study ~oe and diagonal ltno
in rectangular. reinforced concrete, ben on aimple supports and sbjectd to uniformly distributed

dynamic and static load.. The objective wee to determine ctia for the minitmum amount of web
reinftocoesat rewuired for divelopingi the ultimate flexural reoltanee of bean., and to determine
Owe dif ference between then criteria fmr staic and dynamic loadig. The main portion of the

spnient work consisead of tastingi 53 b1em- 29 we loaded! dynamically and 24 were loaded
a NVe~. Enmphasis mae placed on effect'ene of web rounforcamnent; 47 beans contained web

reinforcm ad o Wbehd nor& AlI of thOn. vws tested in the NCE L blast simulaor. Surtii
lade mre applieduq ea I soerea ir, and dynamic tod. wes applied usin the eoperni Pse

hor dtoaton f riecrd asplovia4 All oiftebeamwesleder and ill of thenwes
rectantiular encep 10 tha were l*Ahped It mas ond that the $hear and the enter Wreeli in the
bewesnewe eer une dyanai load than under the unw amount of loa appied staiucally.
Futhermece, Itwmefound thate aem with willa web reinforcement to foe flexural falussr
und ess, loadin Wsplt net have eeouil to ferce flexural failurte under dynmi loading. The
theory, wae flound to predict Wearlor up to the usmbl aimate teea engt anthin nerme
Wiglneereog wacy. and to provide fair estiemate of the tinme. letian. and moade of failure. i
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